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ABSTRACT
In February 2019, the Australian government announced that there were no longer any
children in offshore immigration detention. The influence of the Australian refugee advocacy
movement on this outcome is important to understand because of its relevance to the global
refugee crisis in which children continue to be detained across the world. My thesis examines
how the Australian refugee advocacy movement has tried to create legal and social change
for children in immigration detention using strategic litigation and grassroots advocacy. Cases
are analysed to critically evaluate the success of lawyers in the courtroom to challenge an
intransigent government determined to pursue its harsh policies. The mass mobilisation of
activists and their efforts to shift public and political opinion are also examined. Drawing on
the wider socio‐legal literature and notably the work of McCann, the integrated legal
mobilisation framework is proposed. It consists of capabilities and practical grassroots
strategies, and provides an in‐depth and evidenced way of understanding the influence of the
Australian refugee advocacy movement in helping to achieve the release of children from
immigration detention. Data from 41 interviews from refugee advocacy groups, activists,
lawyers, doctors, journalists, bureaucrats, policy advisors, and politicians are used to evaluate
how the capabilities and strategies have been used by the refugee advocacy movement to
help create legal and social change for children in immigration detention. The integrated legal
mobilisation framework is the most important novel contribution of my thesis. With further
testing, the proposed framework may develop more universal importance as social
movements continue to fight similar battles across the world.
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CHAPTER 1
CHILDREN IN IMMIGRATION DETENTION
A

Introduction

The detention of children is a global phenomenon. It has been suggested that more than
seven million children are being detained across the world every year.1 Of these, at least
330,000 children are placed in immigration detention annually despite much evidence that
immigration detention harms children’s physical and mental health and increases their risk of
self‐harming or attempting suicide.2 Paradoxically, there seems to be virtually universal
acceptance that children seeking asylum need to be protected and should not be detained.

Recognition that children are vulnerable has not deterred Australia from placing children in
immigration detention. In fact, Australia has a long history of detaining children; yet in
February 2019, the Australian government announced that all children had been released
from offshore immigration detention.3 The aim of this thesis is to understand how the
Australian refugee advocacy movement has helped to achieve this outcome. The integrated
legal mobilisation framework is proposed which draws on the socio‐legal literature, most
prominently the work of McCann. The framework provides a sophisticated and evidenced
way of understanding the role of the Australian refugee advocacy movement in helping to
secure the release of children from immigration detention. This is a worthy and timely topic
with international significance and is the major novel contribution of my thesis.

Since 1989, a strong international legal framework has been put into place which should
protect children in immigration detention. The United Nations (‘UN’) Convention on the

1

Nowak Manfred, 'The United Nations Global Study on Children Deprived of Liberty' (November 2019) 10.
Ibid 467.
3
'Last Remaining Asylum Seeker Children on Nauru to Leave the Island for the US, Scott Morrison Confirms', ABC
News (online, 3 February 2019) <https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019‐02‐03/nauru‐last‐asylum‐seeker‐
children‐to‐leave‐detention‐pm‐says/10774910>.
2

1

Rights of the Child4 is the most ratified human rights treaty with 196 State Parties making a
global commitment to protect the rights of children regardless of their race, gender, religion,
nationality, wealth, where they live, who their parents and families are and whether they
have a disability.5 A fundamental principle underlying the CRC is that the best interests of the
child shall be a primary consideration.6 The CRC prohibits the detention of children other
than as a measure of last resort and for the shortest possible period of time.7 A 2019 United
Nations Study on Children Deprived of Liberty went further to conclude that placing children
in immigration detention is ‘never in the best interests of the child and can never meet the
high standard of a measure of last resort’.8

Historically, Australia has been a significant player in establishing an international legal
framework for refugee and human rights protection.9 A founding member of the UN, it
helped to negotiate the UN Charter in 1945, and was involved in drafting the UN Declaration
on Human Rights.10 It is also party to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees,11 its 1967 Protocol12 and most of the core international human rights treaties.13
Australia is also committed to providing refuge for vulnerable migrants who come through its

4

Convention on the Rights of the Child, opened for signature 20 November 1989, 1577 UNTS 3 (entered into
force 2 September 1990) ('CRC').
5
Manfred (n 1).
6
CRC (n 4) art 3(1).
7
Ibid art 37(b).
8
Manfred (n 1) 488.
9
Roz Germov and Francesco Motta, Refugee Law in Australia (Oxford University Press, 2003) 3–31.
10
Australian Human Rights Commission, 'Australia and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights'
<https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our‐work/australia‐and‐universal‐declaration‐human‐rights>.
11
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, opened for signature 28 July 1951, 189 UNTS 137 (entered into
force 22 April 1954) ('Refugee Convention'). Australia’s accession to this Convention on 22 January 1954 brought
the instrument into force.
12
Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, opened for signature 31 January 1967, 606 UNTS (entered into
force 4 October 1967) ('Protocol'). Australia ratified the Protocol on 13 December 1973.
13
CRC (n 4) Australia ratified the CRC on 17 December 1990; International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976)
Australia ratified this Convention on 10 December 1975; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
opened for signature 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS (entered into force 23 March 1976) ('ICCPR') Australia
ratified this Convention on 13 August 1980; Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degarding
Treatment or Punishment, opened for signature 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 85 (entered into force 26 June
1987 Australia ratified this Convention on 8 August 1989; Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
opened for signature 30 March 2007, A/RES/61/106 (entered into force 3 May 2008) Australia ratified this
Convention on 17 July 2008.
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refugee and humanitarian programs. In 2019, it had the highest humanitarian resettlement
intake (per capita) in the world, surpassing the United States.14 Australia’s willingness to ratify
these conventions and its strong refugee and humanitarian program suggests a commitment
to join international efforts to address the global crisis.

Nonetheless, Australia has chosen to be selective in the extent to which it has enshrined its
international legal obligations into domestic law. Although it has not withdrawn from any of
these conventions, its domestic laws create a sense of ambivalence and confusion around its
commitment to international law.

Australia’s resistance to fulfilling its international

obligations is based on the notion that it must protect its sovereign right to control its borders
in the interests of national security.15 The emphasis over many years has been on controlling
immigration rather than on upholding human rights, despite the relatively small number of
people seeking asylum in Australia.16 The Migration Act 1958 (Cth) is the legal cornerstone
of Australia’s immigration policies with a clear purpose to ‘regulate, in the national interest,
the coming into, and presence in, Australia of non‐citizens’.17 Over the years, this Act has
become both increasingly complex and extraordinarily punitive in its treatment of individuals
seen to threaten governmental control of ‘who comes into the country and the circumstances
in which they come’.18

A key part of this thesis is the human impact of Australia’s obsession with immigration control.
As explored in Chapters 4 and 5, the decision not to exempt asylum seeker children from

14

Tom Stayner, 'Canada Now Leads the World in Refugee Resettlement: But how is Australia Ranking?', SBS
News (online, 20 June 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/us‐news/2019/jun/27/donald‐trump‐says‐much‐
can‐be‐learned‐from‐australias‐hardline‐asylum‐seeker‐policies>. Resettlement involves identifying and moving
refugees to a third country for protection as permanent residents. For more detailed discussion on
resettlement, see Margaret Piper, 'The Strategic Use of Resettlement' in Mary Crock (ed), Creating New Futures,
Settling Children and Youth from Refugee Backgrounds (The Federation Press, 2015).
15
Savitri Taylor, 'Australia and the Refugee Convention' in Satvinder Singh Juss (ed), Research Handbook on
International Refugee Law (Edward Elgar Publising Limited, 2019) 238–9.
16
Adrienne Millbank, 'World's Worst or World's Best Practice? European Reactions to Australia's Refugee Policy'
(2004) 12(4) People and Place 28, 29; Gregory Brown, 'No Advantage? Lessons from Australia's Experiments in
Asylum Policy' (2016) Georgetown Journal of International Affairs 20, 20–1.
17
Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 4 ('Migration Act').
18
John Howard, 'Address at the Federal Liberty Party Campaign Launch' (Campaign Launch Speech, Sydney, 28
October 2001).
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mandatory and indefinite detention, boat turn‐backs,19 offshore processing and other
deterrent measures has been a central factor in Australia’s slide from human rights champion
to international pariah. It is somewhat of an understatement to observe that such policies
do not prioritise the ‘best interests’ of migrant children. Still less do they recognise the
exceptional circumstances and difficulties that face children seeking asylum.20 The detention
of children in Nauru, some of them for five years,21 demonstrates the government’s resolve
to pursue its harsh policies despite substantial evidence of harm caused by detention.22
Children have been kept in ‘dehumanising environments’, with inadequate living conditions.23
They have suffered sexual, physical and psychological abuse, resulting in serious mental
health disorders.24

Children transferred for offshore processing on Nauru have been

particularly prone to depression, anxiety, resignation syndrome and suicide ideation.25

19

A policy introduced by the Coalition government in 2013 where boats are removed from Australian territorial
waters and their country of departure.
20
Amy Maguire, 'Case Comment:'Plaintiff S195/2016 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection' [2017]
HCA 31 ' (2017) University of New South Wales Law Journal Forum 1, 7.
21
Human Rights Law Centre, 'After Five Years of Indefinite Detention, Children on Nauru are now Suicidal: UN
Hears' (19 September 2018).
22
The Australian Human Rights Commission (‘AHRC’) published two reports on the negative impact of
immigration detention on children. See Australian Human Rights Commission, 'A Last Resort?: National Enquiry
into Children in Immigration Detention', 2004) (‘A Last Resort’); Australian Human Rights Commission, 'The
Forgotten Children: The National Inquiry into Children in Immigration Detention', 2014) (‘The Forgotten
Children’); Derrick Silove, Patricia Austin and Zachary Steel, 'No Refuge From Terror: The Impact of Detention on
the Mental Health of Trauma‐Affected Refugees Seeking Asylum in Australia' (2007) 44(3) Transcultural
Psychiatry 359, 366–78; Karen Zwi et al, 'The Impact of Detention on the Social‐Emotional Wellbeing of Children
Seeking Asylum: A Comparison With Community‐Based Children' (2018) 27(4) European Child & Adolescent
Psychiatry 411, 412–17.
23
AHRC, 'A Last Resort’ (n 22) 854; AHRC, 'The Forgotten Children’ (n 22) 29–36; Sarah Mares, 'Fifteen Years of
Detaining Children Who Seek Asylum in Australia: Evidence and Consequences' (2016) 24(1) Australasian
Psychiatry 11, 12.
24
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse (Final Report, December 2017); AHRC, 'A
Last Resort’ (n 22); AHRC, 'The Forgotten Children’ (n 22).
25
Susanna Dechent, Sharmin Tania and Jackie Mapulanga‐Hulston, 'Asylum Seeker Children in Nauru: Australia’s
International Human Rights Obligations and Operational Realities' (2019) 31(1) International Journal of Refugee
Law 83, 92; Mares (n 23) 12; Manfred (n 1) 469–71; Anna Talbot and George Newhouse, 'Strategic Litigation,
Offshore Detention and the Medevac Bill' (2019)(13) Court of Conscience 85, 89; Australian Human Rights
Commission, 'Use of force in immigration detention', 2019; Patrícia Cavalcanti Schmid, 'Mental Health and
Deprivation of Liberty: Experience Report as a Psychiatrist in a Refugee Detention Center' (2019) 43 Saúde em
Debate 626, 631–2.

4

The detention of children seeking asylum is predicated on the notion of being cruel to be kind,
such that the deterrent policies will ‘save lives at sea’26 and thus provides justification for the
Australian government to continue to pursue its policies.27 As a result of their vulnerabilities,
children suffer the most as they are collateral damage over laws targeted at adults seeking
asylum.28

At the outset, it should be acknowledged that most Australians support the government’s
tough approach to people seeking asylum.29 Whether this extends to policies that harm
migrant children is perhaps more contentious.30 On the global stage, in some respects,
Australia is regarded as a role model on how to deal with the current refugee crisis. President
Trump has praised Australia’s hard‐line approach and has intimated at copy‐cat lawmaking in
the United States (‘US’).31 European leaders, overwhelmed with the sheer number of people
seeking asylum, have considered adopting the Australian model to reduce the flow of
refugees.32 Thus, Australia’s actions are significant within the international sphere and its
behaviour, good and bad, is a matter of global concern.

Australia has attracted criticism from civil society actors and international bodies for its
mandatory detention policies, especially as they affect children. Its practices are unusual in
the context of Western developed states but far from unique, a fact that is reflected in

26

Mary Crock and Daniel Ghezelbash, 'Do Loose Lips Bring Ships? The Role of Policy, Politics and Human Rights
in Managing Unauthorised Boat Arrivals' (2010) 19(2) Griffith Law Review 238, 254.
27
Mary Crock and Mary Anne Kenny, 'Rethinking the Guardianship of Refugee Children after the Malaysian
Solution' (2012) 34 Sydney Law Review 437, 439; Mary Crock, 'Of Relative Rights and Putative Children:
Rethinking the Critical Framework for the Protection of Refugee Children and Youth' (2013) 20 International
Human Rights Journal, 35.
28
Crock, Of Relative Rights and Putative Children (n 27) 34.
29
Emily Pattison and Graham R Davidson, 'The Role of Perceived Threat in Australians’ Endorsement of Asylum‐
Seeker Policies' (2019) 13 Journal of Pacific Rim Psychology 1, 2; Andrew Markus and Dharmalingam
Arunachalam, 'Australian Public Opinion on Asylum' (2018) 7(3) Migration and Development 435, 438, 446.
30
Pattison and Davidson (n 29) 9; Jordana Silverstein, '“Because We All Love Our Country”: Refugee and Asylum‐
Seeking Children, Australian Policy‐Makers, and the Building of National Sentiment' (2019) 65(4) Australian
Journal of Politics & History 532, 537–43.
31
Luke Henriques‐Gomes, 'Donald Trump Says ‘Much Can Be Learned' From Australia's Hardline Asylum Seeker
Policies', The Guardian (online, 27 June 2019) <https://www.theguardian.com/us‐news/2019/jun/27/donald‐
trump‐says‐much‐can‐be‐learned‐from‐australias‐hardline‐asylum‐seeker‐policies>.
32
Brown (n 16 ) 22.
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increasing coordinated campaigns to end child detention.33 UNHCR’s 2014–2019 Global
Strategy to End Detention of Asylum Seekers and Refugees has prioritised freeing children as
a main goal.34 In 2016 former UN Secretary‐General Ban Ki‐moon urged State Members never
to detain children and consider alternatives to detention.35 The New York Declaration for
Refugees and Migrants, adopted by the General Assembly in September 2016, saw Member
States commit to working towards ending the immigration detention of children.36 A 2016
Universal Periodic Review of Australia’s record of human rights recommended ceasing
mandatory detention.37 In September 2019, Australia appeared before the UN Committee
on the Rights of the Child (‘CRC Committee’) to attest whether it has fulfilled its obligations
under the CRC and its Optional Protocol. Although the Committee observed that there were
no children in regional processing centres at the time of review, it voiced concerns that the
best interests of the child have not been a primary consideration in meeting their health,
family and education rights.38 It noted that prolonged detention of children in the Nauru
regional processing centre (‘RPC’) in ‘life threatening’ conditions has significantly impacted
their physical and mental health.39

The CRC Committee’s recommendations included

amending the Migration Act to prohibit the detention of refugee, asylum seeking and migrant
children; and enacting legislation to prevent children and their families from being detained
in regional processing countries.40 None of these recommendations have been accepted by
the Australian government.

Australia’s policies of detaining children in immigration detention has long been a focus for
human rights advocacy in this country. It will be seen that the issue has been pivotal to the
formation and activities of key refugee advocacy groups and activists who have challenged
33

Dechent, Tania and Mapulanga‐Hulston (n 25) 130.
UNHCR, 'Beyond Detention: A Global Strategy to Support Governments to End the Detention of Asylum‐
Seekers and Refugees 2014–2019' (2015) 27(2) International Journal of Refugee Law 375, 377.
35
In Safety and Dignity: Addressing Large Movements of Refugees and Migrants, UN Doc A/70/59, A/70/59, 70th
sess) para 101(b)(ii).
36
New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, UNGA res 71/1, UN Doc A/RES/71/1, 71 sess, (3 October
2016, adopted 19 September 2016) para 33.
37
Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review ‐ Australia, UNGA HRC/31/14, 31 sess).
38
Committee on the Rights of the Child, Concluding Observations On the Combined Fifth and Sixth Periodic
Reports of Australia, 82nd sess, UN Doc CRC/C/AUS/CO/5‐6) paras D, E, F, G.
39
Ibid para 26.
40
Ibid para 45(b)(c).
34
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the government in and out of the courtroom, including filing complaints with international
bodies. For instance, numerous complaints have been submitted to the UN Human Rights
Committee,41 the UN Committee against Torture42 and even the International Criminal Court
(‘ICC’) (alleging Australian government officials have committed crimes against humanity).43
Recently, the ICC Prosecutor found that the conditions in Australia’s offshore detention may
‘appear to have constituted cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment,’ but it was not a
‘deliberate or purposively designed’ policy and therefore did not warrant prosecution.44

In 2019, the case of a Tamil family from Biloela, Central Queensland whose applications for
protection visas were rejected, attracted domestic and international attention. Appeals in
the Federal Circuit Court45, Federal Court46 and High Court,47 and requests for Ministerial
intervention failed. Although attempts were made to deport the family, the Federal Court
granted a last minute injunction to prevent their removal. The family was then flown to
Christmas Island where they were detained in isolation.48 The Federal Court ordered a stay
of the family’s removal pending determination of a separate protection claim for the family’s
two year old daughter. In what many interpreted as vindictiveness, the government insisted
that the family remain on Christmas island until their hearing in 2020. It was estimated that
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two months of detention on Christmas Island exceeded AUD $30 million.49 The family applied
to the UN Human Rights Committee claiming the government was in breach of the ICCPR.
The UN Committee requested interim measures for the Australian government to remove the
family from detention within 30 days. The request was ignored and the family still remains
on Christmas Island in early 2020.50

The Tamil family’s case is of interest because it illustrates how the refugee advocacy
movement has evolved in Australia to embrace legal actions and public advocacy campaigns
involving social media, and all other manifestations of community activism.

It also

demonstrates how the impact of policy on children has become a flashpoint for concern.
What is particularly noteworthy about this case is how this conservative rural town in central
Queensland welcomed this family into their community and hearts, and have challenged
prevailing views about asylum seekers. It is a wonderful example of the power of community
activism to highlight the shared humanity of people seeking asylum. As the nation waits to
hear the fate of the family, it is timely to examine more broadly the role of social movements
in law reform and human rights protection in Australia.

Much has been written on the epic battles that have raged between the Australian
government and the courts over the control of immigration.51 Research suggests that many
of the more regressive amendments to the Migration Act have been prompted by a desire to
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countermand rulings by Australian courts.52 To the extent that the various court actions have
involved attempts to prevent the removal or mistreatment of people seeking asylum, the
intrinsic focus has been on human rights. Outside the courtroom, community activists have
also focused on protecting the human rights and interests of these vulnerable people. As
human rights advocacy has shifted from legal to grassroots strategies, refugee activists have
begun to take centre stage.

This thesis examines the relationship between litigation and grassroots advocacy, and the role
of the Australian refugee advocacy movement in creating meaningful reform for children in
immigration detention. There is little research in understanding how the refugee advocacy
movement evolved; thus an aim of the thesis is to critically assess its different reform
strategies in creating legal and social change for children in immigration detention such as
those from the Tamil family currently on Christmas Island. The issue of getting children out
of immigration detention is used because it is an important and measurable outcome of the
Australian refugee advocacy movement’s success. 53

My research builds on previous scholarship with particular reference to the work of
McCann.54

I propose the integrated legal mobilisation framework which consists of

capabilities and strategies used by the refugee advocacy movement to effect meaningful
change. Capabilities are broad actions and dynamic ways to use resources to achieve
success.55 They are central for implementing, developing and accomplishing organisational
goals.56 Capabilities empower members of the organisation to enact their strategic vision and

52
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thus are neither necessarily tangible nor simple to measure.57 For instance, capabilities can
encompass the collaborative efforts, skills, leadership and experience of an organisation.58
The capabilities identified in the integrated legal mobilisation framework are derived from a
review of the socio‐legal literature and, using interview data, are specifically evaluated in
relation to the Australian refugee advocacy movement.

Strategies are specific actions taken to achieve established objectives and goals. Strategies
put capabilities into practise and are identified from interview data. Together the capabilities
and strategies are used to examine the evolution of the Australian refugee advocacy
movement and its relationship with strategic litigation and grassroots strategies.59 My
research is novel as there is little detailed analysis by scholars about whether litigation and
grassroots advocacy are effective ways for the Australian refugee advocacy movement to
create legal and social reform,60 with some recent exceptions.61

Overall, triangulation of results from multiple sources suggests that lawyers play a crucial role
in the refugee advocacy movement by engaging in legal and grassroots strategies. It is argued
that litigation alone rarely delivers meaningful change for children in immigration detention.
Rather, litigation seems to work best in conjunction with a range of advocacy strategies.
Moreover, litigation and legal rights discourse can help build the refugee advocacy movement
by enabling it to frame and develop an agenda that focusses on the message that the
immigration detention of children is wrong and violates their human rights. It generates mass
support based on a shared belief that children need to be protected. Additionally, litigation
or the threat of litigation can also act as leverage to gain concessions from the government.
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Notably, results show how children were released from immigration detention when public
opinion shifted in their favour with some political support.

The integrated framework of legal mobilisation also includes practical grassroots strategies
used by the refugee advocacy movement to try and create legal and social change for children
in immigration detention. These strategies include rallying cry; storytelling; agency; quiet,
loud and fearless advocacy; playing to strengths; institutional advocacy; individual or broader
reform; and effort.

Overall, this research provides broad support for the integrated legal mobilisation framework.

B

Building opposition: The role of social movements

The Australian refugee social movement is defined in this thesis as a diverse coalition and
broad array of alliances, with a shared identity and a common purpose in publicly opposing
Australia’s immigration detention policies, who seek to achieve legal and social change for
refugees and asylum seekers in detention.

This definition includes non‐government organisations, international non‐government
organisations, faith‐based organisations, public interest law organisations, community legal
centres, human rights centres and individuals who publicly oppose the government’s
immigration detention policies. In this thesis, the term ‘advocacy group’ encompasses all the
organisation types listed above, and the term ‘activist’ includes human rights and public
interest lawyers, migration agents, doctors and journalists.

This definition of the Australian refugee advocacy movement is derived from an
understanding of the role of social movements and definitions of social movements in
general. In terms of role, social movements are prominent in society, form part of the social
landscape and create a shared platform for democratic dialogue, dissent and resistance. They
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comprise a diverse coalition of differently positioned groups and individuals.62 Their vast
array of activities include engaging in organised efforts over a prolonged period,63
participating in collective action to voice grievances, claiming relief for those marginalised
and using direct action to respond to a crisis.64 Collective action almost always involves
conflict between those with power and those seeking change,65 and can be described as ‘an
ensemble of conflict‐based behaviour in a social system … which transgresses the norms …
and attacks the structure of society’.66 When social movements engage in collective action,
their identity is important in creating shared opportunities,67 shaping strategies and goals;
altering public discourse; and changing behaviours.68 Their similar cultural values, shared
purposes, and social connections give them the power to mount challenges.69

Social movements are one of the ‘primary agents of social change’ in contemporary society70
and interact with the wider social, political and legal environment in their efforts to create
meaningful reform.

They often act in response to harsh laws and policies and their

interactions with law are complex, multi‐faceted and multi‐directional.71 The relationship
between social movements, law and society is recursive, interactive and constitutive.72 Social
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movements, for instance, try to influence law to create change in society whilst
simultaneously relying on society to support their efforts.73 They are important for making
the cultural shifts necessary for lasting legal change and are considered a ‘source of law’.74
How they interpret and provide meaning to law is influenced by their shared experiences and
common purpose in taking a collective stance.75

There is much discussion surrounding the definition of social movements.76 The following
definitions from key sociologists can be grouped into broad categories:

Mobilisation
A widely used definition is offered by Tilly in which social movements are:
a sustained series of interactions between powerholders and persons successfully claiming to
speak on behalf of a constituency lacking formal representation, in the course of which those
persons make publicly visible demands for changes in the distribution or exercise of power,
and back those demands with public demonstrations or support.77

Similarly, Tarrow defines social movements as ‘collective challenges, based on common
purposes and social solidarities, in sustained interaction with elites, opponents, and
authorities’.78 Tsutsui and Whitlinger provide a similar definition of social movements as
‘sustained collective mobilisations for social change by civil society actors who use extra
institutional routes … to undermine state sovereignty’.79 More recently, Amenta and Polletta
provide a simpler definition of social movements which involves:
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sustained and organized collective actions to effect change in institutions by citizens or
members of institutions who are excluded from routine decision‐making … [and] includes the
efforts of many advocacy organisations.80

Values/beliefs
Other scholars focus on common values and beliefs which drive social movements to seek
change. McCarthy and Zald define social movements, more generally, as ‘a set of opinions
and beliefs in a population which represent preferences for changing some elements of the
social structure and/or reward distribution of a society’.81 Diani mostly agrees and defines
social movements as encompassing ‘a network of informal interactions between a variety of
actors who participate in political or cultural conflicts based on shared beliefs and collective
identities’.82 Garner and Zald incorporate a broader and more inclusive definition in which a
social movement ‘is any sentiment and activity shared by two or more people oriented
towards changes in social relations or the social system … at any level of social organisation
(small group, formal organization, community, nation)’.83

Operational characteristics
McCann defines social movements to include several operational characteristics. First, social
movements ‘aim for broader scope of social and political transformation … with aspirational
visions of a different, better society’.84 Second, social movements ‘often employ a wide range
of tactics … relying on communicative strategies and media campaigns as well as disruptive
symbolic tactics such as protests, marches, strikes that halt or upset ongoing social
practices’.85 These tactics can be used in conjunction with conventional tactics such as
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litigation. Third, social movements ‘tend to develop from core constituencies of non‐elites …
although they may find leadership or alliance among elites and powerful organizations’.86

C

Chapter Plan

Chapter 2 presents an extensive review of the legal mobilisation literature. Early research
underpinning law and social movements, and the evolution of legal rights as a tool for social
reform are examined. The review particularly focuses on the work of McCann87 and the
movement liberalism literature.88 From these scholarly endeavours and the broader socio‐
legal literature, an integrated legal mobilisation framework is developed which provides the
central focus of my research.

Chapter 3 outlines the methodology used for critically evaluating the applicability of the
integrated legal mobilisation framework to the refugee advocacy movement. The Straussian
approach to grounded theory with abductive reasoning is the most suitable method for
structuring my research because it allows for an interactive and iterative analysis between
theory and data. This chapter outlines the variety of research methods that are used to
triangulate, interpret and analyse qualitative and quantitative data, and case law.

Chapter 4 examines Australia’s mandatory detention policies and the initial involvement of
lawyers who were later joined by activists to oppose the government’s harsh immigration
policies. It highlights the rising tensions between the executive government and the courts
as the government increasingly focused on controlling the entry and removal of non‐citizens
to Australia. This chapter shows how children in immigration detention became a central
focus of lawyers and activists as they fought a government determined to pursue its policies.
Important cases involving international, constitutional and administrative law are also
analysed.
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Chapter 5 examines significant cases which challenged government policies regarding
offshore detention, disclosure of information and duty of care; and their impact on children
in immigration detention. The combination of litigation and grassroots advocacy in helping
to create legal and social change for children in immigration detention is considered. The role
of lawyers, activists and doctors is also examined.

In Chapter 6, the capabilities in the integrated legal mobilisation framework are evaluated
using interview data from a variety of activists and politicians. The relationship between
litigation and grassroots advocacy is also examined.

These capabilities reference the

movement’s capacity to engage in activities that aim to achieve intended outcomes.

In Chapter 7, the Straussian approach to grounded theory with abductive reasoning is used
to identify practical grassroots strategies that operationalise the capabilities in the integrated
legal mobilisation framework. These strategies helped achieve the release of children from
immigration detention and were ways of putting capabilities into practise.
In Chapter 8, interview data from Children Out of Detention (‘ChilOut’) is used as a specific
case study to further evaluate the integrated legal mobilisation framework. A case study of
ChilOut, which is a refugee advocacy group exclusively focused on achieving the release of
children in immigration detention, provides an important way of confirming reliability as
consistency of results in Chapter 6.

In Chapter 9, practical grassroots strategies identified in Chapter 7 are compared with those
identified from the ChilOut interview data to evaluate their usefulness in helping to drive legal
and social change; and, to provide further evidence of reliability as consistency. Additional
strategies related to ChilOut are identified: ad hoc or formal organisation and the inclusion of
representative members of society.

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis by triangulating results and discussing the main issues that
have emerged. It shows that the integrated mobilisation framework, including capabilities
and strategies, is useful for understanding how the Australian refugee advocacy movement
16

has helped achieve the release of children from immigration detention. The results also shed
light on the emerging debate between McCann and the movement liberalism literature.
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CHAPTER 2
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: THEORIES OF LAW AND SOCIAL CHANGE
We are living in an era of influence in which social movements play an increasing role in
society. Across the world, a consciousness of social justice is evolving as citizens grapple to
find ways to create social change for marginalised communities and the disadvantaged. This
chapter reviews the most pertinent literature on law and social reform.

In Australia, efforts by the refugee advocacy movement to create legal and social change for
children in immigration detention have developed from a small number of court‐focused
activists in the 1980s to a large advocacy movement using legal and grassroots strategies to
effect change. Harm suffered by children in immigration detention has been one of the most
powerful triggers in contemporary Australia for creating a mass movement focused on legal
and social change. In this chapter, an integrated legal mobilisation framework is proposed
based on the literature.

The classic work of Scheingold, Handler, Rosenberg, Galanter, McCann and others is initially
reviewed. They provide an understanding of the role of law in creating legal and social
change. Within the US context, theorists have reflected on how law has evolved as a tool for
social reform. During the 1950s and 1960s, the courts were becoming more accessible and
were considered the only place in which the rights of the minorities and marginalised groups
could be protected.1 The focus was on legal liberalism whereby rights can create social reform
because ‘rights are analytical, individualistic, categorical, judicially enforceable, and
corrective … and are derived … by the application of legal reasoning to authoritative sources’.2
Legal liberalism puts faith in law and relies on the assumption that legal rights can be used to
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advance social change.3 According to legal liberalism principles, social movements achieve
their goals when they transform their grievances into law‐based resolution by way of
successful litigation or legislative reforms.4 Thus, legal challenges were used to seek broader,
progressive social change. For example in 1954, the US Supreme Court in Brown v Board of
Education of Topeka unanimously held that public school segregation was unconstitutional.5
In overturning 60 years of segregation, this landmark decision demonstrated that test case
litigation could create social change by weakening the legal basis for racial segregation. It
galvanised the US black civil rights movement and was the impetus for civil rights legislation.
As a result of Brown, law was perceived as a symbol of protection for vulnerable individuals.
The period following the civil rights movement created optimism about the ability of law to
transform society, reduce inequity and contribute to meaningful social change.

During the 1970s, as a reaction to social and political tensions, critical legal studies emerged
in the US literature to challenge prevalent norms and principles associated with rights claims.6
These early studies were highly pessimistic about court‐based legal strategies and their ability
to create meaningful reform.

Critical legal theorists argue that legal doctrines are

ideologically biased to legitimise the status quo and ‘sustain hegemonic hierarchies’.7 They
claim that meaningful social reform cannot be achieved with rights claims because ‘rights are
ambiguous, unstable, indeterminate, contingent and often politically ineffectual’.8
Furthermore, ‘rights are socially constructed, vacuous, reified, and over‐utilized’.9

During this period, Scheingold’s ‘critique of rights’ emerged, attacking the previous optimism
of legal rights espoused by legal liberalism. Scheingold is highly critical of the view that law is
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fair and can achieve worthwhile social change, labelling it a ‘myth of rights’.10 This myth
creates distorted illusions and unrealistic expectations in which rights are represented as
promises.11 According to Scheingold, rights do not achieve change and are a resource for
political mobilisation to ‘generate support for the political system by legitimating the existing
order’.12

Scheingold criticises court‐centred strategies for being ineffectual because they shift the
focus away from political struggles.13 Litigation is more effective when used as an ‘agent of
political mobilization than when it is employed in the more conventional manner’.14
Scheingold claims that legal strategies have an indirect impact and contribute to social change
when used as a political resource. It can ‘activate a quiescent citizenry … organise groups into
effective political units … and promote a realignment of political forces’.15 Thus, Scheingold
argues that social movements should focus on the ‘politics of rights’ by combining rights
advocacy with a broader political strategy encompassing many different forms of advocacy.16

Handler argues that social movements use litigation because they lack the power to influence
politics and pursue their goals through the political process.17 However, Handler also notes
that legal strategies cannot transform society because they do not disrupt its political and
economic structures.18 Legal victories are rare and isolated occurrences because social
movements have difficulties sustaining their efforts over an extended period of time.19
Moreover, any successes are usually gradual, incremental and modest.20 Although Handler’s
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work in examining the direct and indirect effects of court‐based legal strategies finds that
social movements are unable to achieve direct law reform, they can still be successful in
achieving moderate indirect gains outside the court such as fund‐raising, publicity,
consciousness‐raising, and provide leverage and legitimacy.21

Other legal theorists argue that law should be secondary to alternative forms of advocacy;22
important wins occur outside the law domain;23 and litigation is limited in producing social
reform. For example, law was perceived as less effective than violent mass protests in
advancing the civil rights movement’s cause.24 Thus, social change requires breaking away
from law’s legitimacy to advance alternative ways of transforming society.25

A further explanation for the limited success of legal strategies includes Galanter’s argument
that groups which mobilise law fail to ‘come out ahead’ because they are usually ‘one
shotters’ of the legal system in which law is used ‘ad hoc;’ whilst the opposing parties are
‘repeat players’ with greater knowledge, experience and resources which gives them an
advantage in litigation.26 Galanter claims that litigation cannot overcome social hierarchies
and instead maintains the status quo.27

Additionally, Rosenberg’s seminal work, The Hollow Hope, provides a comprehensive
discussion of the role of the courts in producing meaningful legal and social reform.
Rosenberg rejects the ‘Dynamic Court’ view in which courts are powerful champions of
change.28 Instead, Rosenberg develops the Constrained Court model in which courts are
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ineffectual in creating meaningful change because of the limited protections offered by
constitutional rights, the increasing lack of judicial independence, and the judiciary’s inability
to implement policies.29 Rosenberg argues that limitations to the Constrained Court view can
be overcome by building a legal claim based on strong precedent with support from the
political elite and public; by quashing the social and cultural barriers in which law operates;30
and when historical, political, economic and social changes have already begun the process
of social reform.31 Rosenberg argues that courtroom success is rare, and almost never
achieved by litigation alone. Furthermore, even when litigation is successful, it can create
‘symbolic victories’, giving the illusion that change has occurred and resulting in a backlash
from counter‐mobilisation by opponents.32 Thus, litigation offers nothing more than ‘empty
promises and hollow hopes‘.33

During the 1980s, the focus shifted from how law constrains social movements towards legal
mobilisation. Zeman defines legal mobilisation as ‘the act of invoking legal norms to regulate
behaviour. … Law is mobilised when a desire or want is translated into a demand as an
assertion of one's rights’.34 An increasing number of studies began focussing on how
organised groups use legal mobilisation outside of the courtroom to influence and shape
public attitudes and social norms.35 Legal mobilisation developed as an alternative to
conventional, determinate and positivist views of legal rights in producing social reform.36 A
more complex view of law was taken in which it was conceptualised as constitutive and
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pluralistic.37 As a result, law was considered a part of society and its relationship with
everyday life was important.38 It was seen to ‘permeate the social consciousness and
structure social action’,39 and shape social identity.40 More contemporary scholars define
legal mobilisation as ‘any type of process by which an individual or collective actors invoke
legal norms, discourses or symbols to influence policy or behaviour’.41

There was also a shift in focus from formal legal institutions to everyday life by recognising
the importance of legal consciousness42 which is expressed ‘by the act of going to court as
well as by talk about rights and entitlements’.43 It focusses on how law is understood,
experienced, interpreted and leads to action in ordinary life.44 Even when law is seen as an
ineffective tool for social change, it can give meaning to people’s experiences and help them
develop a legal consciousness.45

Furthermore, the belief that litigation could achieve direct, tangible results was replaced with
the recognition of its indirect effects outside the courtroom such as through political
mobilisation, organising collective action, increasing public awareness, changing attitudes
and developing a legal consciousness.46 Galanter acknowledges that judicial decisions lead to
a ‘centrifugal flow of influence from courts’ that provides different messages to different
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people.47 Law provides ‘a system of cultural and symbolic meanings’ to communicate
promises and convey threats.48

Over several decades, the focus shifted from considering whether law is important for social
change to how law can effect change.49 In particular, scholars began examining how law can
indirectly influence legal and social change beyond the courtroom. Against the backdrop of
literature, McCann’s approach bridges competing scholarship and builds on the work of
earlier scholars to fuse legal mobilisation with indirect effects. Based on empirical and
theoretical evidence, the landmark research in Rights at Work50 ‘marked the cultural turn in
law and social movement scholarship [by] focusing on the constitutive relationship between
law and social movements’.51 McCann adopts a bottom‐up, interpretive and decentred
perspective which focuses less on the courts and elite support, and more on the constitutive
role of law.52 It is expansive and integrative; grounded in social movement theory; and adopts
a realistic view of law’s constraints and limitations.53 Unlike Rosenberg who focuses on the
‘direct outcome’ of litigation, the ‘mobilisation effect’ of litigation is emphasised.54 McCann’s
approach has been called field‐defining and ground‐breaking in the latest literature and is
regarded as the most integrative work on how social movements influence law.55
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McCann conducted case studies of the US pay equity movement to examine how legal
discourse, norms and tactics shaped the struggle for equal gender pay.56 In a landmark
decision, County of Washington Oregon v Gunther,57 the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit held that employees claiming gender‐based pay inequity were not barred from suing
under the Civil Rights Act (1964). This case was initially considered a breakthrough for wage
equity reformers who filed numerous lawsuits. They were disappointed when litigation and
legal tactics failed to produce change. Litigation was seen ‘at best a momentary illusion of
change rather than a real substantive empowerment for traditionally marginalised citizens’.58
Litigation was also considered ineffective because it was diverting resources from other more
effective strategies.59

Instead, litigation and legal rights discourse were seen as useful resources for wage equity
reformers to build movements, alter their rights consciousness, and to achieve policy
concessions.60 Eventually, a large campaign which focused on successful courtroom victories
helped publicise the wage equity issue, place it on the national agenda, and persuade
politicians of its importance. Legal action, whether won or lost, was successfully used to
organise women workers across the US. Sustained legal action made employers vulnerable
to legal challenges and increased resources available to women in the work force. Thus, pay
equity activists were most successful when ‘grassroots‐intensive, participatory efforts [took]
advantage of formal rights to “flood” the implementation process at all levels’.61 More
succinctly, ‘litigation evolved from its initial role as a primary catalysing agent into a stable
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but secondary and interactive role within the broader political campaign of grassroots
activity.’62

An important question arising from this specific US literature is the extent to which it applies
to the Australian context. The US and Australia share many similarities as both are federalist
countries which follow the common law tradition, have British colonial histories, and a strong
commitment to liberal democracy. Their legislatures and constitutions have some parallels,
and they both have an independent court (US Supreme Court and Australian High Court) to
act as a final court of appeal.63 There are also many notable differences such as the US is a
Republic and Australia is a Constitutional Monarchy; Australia has no Bill of Rights; and their
leaders are elected in different ways. More specifically, there are procedural differences that
might encourage or discourage the use of litigation. For instance, funding for legal actions is
more difficult to access in Australia compared to the US.64

There are also similarities between Australian and US detention practices and policies. For
instance, the detention of children has been prevalent in both countries.65 Australia’s practice
of detaining children parallels that of the US in which the Bush, Obama and Trump
administrations have all incarcerated children and families in immigration detention as a
measure of deterrence for people predominately fleeing Central America.66 There are also
similarities between Australia’s policies which provide for indefinite detention of
unauthorised maritime arrivals in offshore detention centres; and US policies which provided
for the indefinite detention of unauthorised Haitian asylum seekers in Guantanamo Bay.67
Parallels can therefore be drawn between the US and Australia in their overall political and
legal systems, and in some central detention policies. Another reason to engage with this US
62
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literature is pragmatic. As this is the core literature on law and social change, it is an essential
springboard for this thesis. Overall, all this suggests that the US literature is relevant to the
Australian context.

In summary, according to McCann, litigation rarely achieves meaningful reform on its own,
but works best in conjunction with other strategies as a complementary tool, rather than as
a substitute to grassroots advocacy.68 Litigation and legal rights discourse also creates many
benefits for social movements. It influences perceptions, raises expectations and helps to
create movement solidarity.69 It also provides a useful way to gain publicity, boost public
awareness, and help people identify with a movement’s values and beliefs.70 The approach
incorporates interdisciplinary social movement scholarship to examine the direct and indirect
effects of legal strategies; conceptualises how rights provide meaning to shared cultural
practices and conventions; and takes into account the pluralistic and dynamic character of
law.71

A

Developing the integrated legal mobilisation framework

Despite arguing that research involving the law, courts and social change must engage with
McCann’s approach, Rosenberg delivers a provocative critique.72 Rosenberg argues that the
particular context of the US pay equity movement might have influenced the findings, such
that it is unclear what might happen in different circumstances.73 Some scholars have also
questioned whether McCann’s approach can be generalised to Australia, because it is the only
democracy and common law country in the world without a Constitutional Charter or a Bill of
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Rights to explicitly detail fundamental human rights.74 Instead, Australia provides for the
protection of rights through the Constitution, statutory legislation and common law
principles.75 Building on this argument, the absence of national human rights legislation
suggests the need for a broader framework that is suitable for scrutinising the Australian
refugee advocacy movement and its role in creating legal and social change for children in
immigration detention.

Another potential problem with McCann’s approach is that the contemporary world is
substantially different from the late 20th century. For instance, a new generation has gained
ascendancy, the internet has transformed the world, and there is growing social awareness.
More specifically, social media has also been recognised as a powerful force for mass
mobilisation as witnessed by recent uprisings across the world.76 Thus, the approach may be
quite dated.

McCann’s failure to apply more scientific methods also makes some claims difficult to
substantiate.77 Both Rosenberg and Bogart are critical of the causality implicit in McCann’s
approach. They advocate that the causal role of law in mobilising social movements might be
over‐stated and that the relationship is less clear.78 Handler also cautioned about the
difficulties of quantifying the indirect effects of litigation, noting that ‘as we move farther
away from focusing on direct, tangible results, the use of the theoretical framework and
evaluations will become increasingly imprecise’. 79

Building on these criticisms, the emerging movement liberalism perspective, championed by
Cummings shifts the focus from litigation and the courts to social movements as being the
principal driver of legal and social change; such that social movements alter public and elite
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opinion, shift culture and shape politics before engaging the courts.80 Social movements act
as a ‘bridge between the public, popular opinion and legal change’.81 More specifically,
movement liberalism makes ‘the empirical claim that movements are most likely to succeed
when they mobilize politics first, and law only secondarily’.82 Thus, in this thesis, movement
liberalism refers to the broad process through which social movements succeed by shifting
public and political opinion first and law or policy second.

An example of movement liberalism in practice is provided in The Social Movement Turn in
Law.83 This perspective argues that the US Supreme Court is a majoritarian court in which
judicial decision‐making in constitutional law is focused on majority public opinion.84 It may
be thought that this narrow example is more relevant to the US context in which the Supreme
Court is arguably more directly influenced by public opinion85 than the Australian High Court.
Yet, there are also similarities: On the one hand, these judges in both countries are expected
to uphold judicial independence and the rule of law; on the other hand, they are politically
appointed and must maintain the confidence of the public.86 It is therefore concluded that,
similar to the US, judicial decision‐making in Australia may also be indirectly influenced by
public opinion.87

To reconcile McCann’s approach and the movement liberalism perspective led by Cummings,
the integrated legal mobilisation framework is proposed. Both McCann and movement
liberalism acknowledge the role of social movements and the courts in creating meaningful
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reform. McCann argues that litigation and the legal rights discourse create and mobilise the
social movement which aims to shift public opinion to create social reform. Movement
liberalism argues that litigation is useful after a social movement has shifted public and
political opinion. If the social movement is not sufficiently mobilised to shift public opinion,
then backlash will occur; if public opinion is shifted, then litigation is more likely to be
successful. In the integrated legal mobilisation framework, litigation and grassroots advocacy
act in tandem; litigation and legal rights discourse are potential foundation stones of social
movement building; and legal and social change has its greatest chance of achieving
significant outcomes when the social movement has built sufficient critical mass that it can
influence public and political opinion.

Moreover, the integrated legal mobilisation framework follows the modern definition of legal
mobilisation88 and takes an expansive definition of rights which includes perception of rights,
legal rights discourse and entitlements.89 Thus, the absence of a Bill of Rights in Australia
does not negate the proposed framework even if it does raise questions about the suitability
of McCann’s approach.90

Overall, McCann’s approach acknowledges the importance of more ‘comparative, cross‐
national and transnational studies … for building on, challenging and transcending existing
theorizing developed largely out of the American experience’.91

Other scholars also

recommend the need for a general theory of legal mobilisation which considers the
relationship between social movements, law and the courts.92

Additional literature

recommends tailoring work to the specific national context and to use case studies and
interviews so that the research is sensitive to local conditions.93
88
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The integrated legal mobilisation framework aims to rise to these challenges by proposing
capabilities and strategies used by the Australian refugee advocacy movement to create
meaningful change for children in immigration detention. The framework draws on the
broader literature, McCann’s approach94 as described next, case law analysis and interview
data.

The proposed capabilities are unleashing the lawyers; social movement building (framing and
developing the agenda, generating mass involvement, creating rights consciousness, and
harnessing legal and political opportunity structures); legal and political leveraging (exploiting
symbolic power of rights, compelling concessions, and developing and implementing policy);
and surviving backlash (political and legal backlash, and counter‐mobilisation).

1

Unleashing the lawyers

Lawyers can play an important and critical role in the courtroom in initiating95 and building
social movements to advance their cause.96 In some situations, litigation brought by
sophisticated and astute lawyers can strengthen alliances and contribute to greater
communication, coordination and cooperation amongst the movement.97 Lawyers recognise
that whilst the ‘direct’ benefits of winning lawsuits … is highly valued, the ‘indirect’ benefits
of litigation and legal tactics … are most salient’.98 Lawyers should not dominate or try to
control the movement; 99 and are usually committed to its broader long‐term goals by being
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team players rather than leaders.100 Unleashing the power of lawyers in these ways ensures
their skills are effectively used.

The limitations and biases of legal action provide few opportunities to engage in successful
litigation.101 Thus, lawyers will often take other roles outside of the courtroom.102 Often their
most important role is to act as a source of technical information to others in the
movement.103 Their privileged position as ‘insiders’ to the legal profession provides them
with the legal knowledge, skills, expertise, and other strategic resources on how to advance
the movement’s goals.104 Lawyers often use their skills and knowledge to complement
grassroots strategies.105 They participate in both legal and political strategies and generally
do not favour litigation‐based strategies but instead frequently engage in non‐legal activities
that contribute to movement success. Many lawyers work alongside grassroots organisations
in providing support and solidarity for grassroots activities including educating the public,
mobilising existing or potential supporters, engaging in coalition building and strategic
planning.106

McCann found that most lawyers wanted to help the pay equity movement achieve its goals
and few were ‘lone rangers’ interested in the self‐glory and status of winning high profile
cases.107 They were aware that losing important test cases could harm the movement and
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create bad precedent, and instead often focused on small successes that helped to build the
movement.108 Likewise, other scholars have also recognised that negative outcomes can
occur if lawyers prematurely bring cases to court before public support is achieved.109 Thus,
lawyers should consider the risks and benefits of engaging the courts without public support
to avoid creating bad precedent.110

The movement liberalism perspective ‘reconstructs’ the role of lawyers in which they are
movement centred.111 Lawyers are considered political actors who work alongside activists
and the courts to achieve results and build the movement.112 They can be involved in multiple
strategies including policy work, public awareness, and protest support.113

They play

‘important roles ‐ but not the most important roles’.114 The activists remain at the centre of
the struggle and the lawyer's role is to support the movement’s goals.115 According to this
model, lawyers should be ‘politically sophisticated, track polling data about public attitudes,
develop communication strategies to influence media spin, and strategize about how to deal
with potential movement backlash’.116
Similarly, the role of lawyer‐citizens in social movements is also explored within a
philosophical perspective referred to as demosprudence in which ‘lawmaking [involves]
participatory democracy’.117 It focusses on how democratic participation by lawyers and
ordinary citizens in lawmaking can help shift the culture to create legal and social change.118
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Democratic participation by lawyers and other citizens can produce more meaningful
dialogue and challenge those with power.119

More recently, the role of lawyers in social movements has been further explored by scholars
through the concepts of ‘integrated advocacy’ and ‘embedded legal activity’.120 Integrated
advocacy balances the positive impacts of grassroots advocacy (including public awareness,
grassroots mobilisation, positive new legislation) against the negative impacts of backlash in
the courtroom and counter‐mobilisation. When there is a lack of political mobilisation,
litigation can help to initiate the movement which can over time lead to direct and indirect
benefits to the movement.121

Embedded legal activity is more likely to occur when grassroots movements encounter
continuous opposition, lack political and legal opportunities, and are inadequately
resourced.122 Furthermore, social movements with strong grassroots organisations and
leadership are likely to incorporate legal tactics in their activities.123 Scholars reveal that
lawyers join activists and engage in grassroots advocacy to mobilise rights from the bottom
up when impact litigation is unsuccessful and the courts are unsupportive.124
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2

Social movement building

Social movement building includes the following capabilities derived from the literature:
framing and developing an agenda; generating mass involvement; creating a rights
consciousness; and harnessing opportunity structures.125

(a) Framing and developing an agenda

Framing is an important interpretive process in which social movements assign meaning to
events and experiences, highlight values and beliefs and define social problems.126 It impacts
the strategies of social movements and provides a way to communicate its goals to
powerholders.127 Framing helps to set the agenda upon which social movements advance
their cause.128

Law and legal concepts provide an interpretive frame129 that help to define and shape social
life and social relations.130 The language of rights enables movements to interpret and frame
legal injustices in a powerful and practical way rather than framing the issue as a political
one.131 It helps formulate their strategies, frames their expectations, influences their
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behaviour and impacts their interactions with others in society.132 Thus, legal framing
provides meaning to perceptions and experiences,133 and moves people from 'the balcony to
the barricade'.134

Legal frames provide activists with an opportunity to seek judicial remedies and can also be
used to shift the culture which can lead to changes in the law.135 Framing the issue as a legal
one is not static but 'a dynamic process based on the broader political context, the specific
issue taken up in the case, and the presence of activist lawyer networks'.136 For example, a
rights discourse which focused on discrimination, equality and social justice provided the
wage equity movement with a conceptual perspective for understanding injustices and
making demands.137

Developing an agenda is an important interpretive process in which social movements build
on existing problems, suggest solutions, mobilise members and garner support.138 Social
movements can develop an agenda by focussing on legal discourse or established rights
claims to challenge practices that violate social injustices.139 Rights can be best advanced
when social movements set their own agenda rather than responding to those of other
interested parties.140

Litigation can make a legal claim seem relevant and important to marginalised groups. It
enables them to develop confidence and rely on legal norms and conventions to name
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wrongs, frame movement demands, shape movement identity and advance their cause.141
Litigation can be the initial catalyst for movement development which then takes on a further
role as the broader grassroots campaign takes precedence; and the issue moves ‘out of the
courtroom and onto the agenda’.142 For instance, early lawsuits played an important role in
putting wage equity on the agenda because of the large amount of publicity it generated so
that people started thinking about the issue.143

(b) Generating mass involvement

Legal rights advocacy help social movements organise mass support based on rights claims.144
It creates unity, fosters public awareness and increases solidarity amongst organisations and
activists which leads to greater collective empowerment, public and elite support, collective
identity and mass organisation.145 Mass involvement might be driven by increased feelings
of injustice, the development of new expectations, and aspirations for a better world.146

Legal tactics can bring together different advocacy groups and even competing interests by
facilitating greater interaction in pursuing a common cause.147 For example, McCann shows
how legal challenges were important for initiating peoples’ interest in pay equity issues,
helping them to understand its importance and motivating them to participate in grassroots
advocacy.148
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Movement liberalism questions the extent to which litigation is implicated in mass
involvement and instead suggests that grassroots actors are primarily the enablers of mass
involvement. Movement liberalism thus argues litigation does not provide the vision for
rallying the movement: ‘Law is valued primarily for its indirect effect on politics, not for its
power in articulating a bold progressive vision that pushes society toward deeper justice’.149
More recent research acknowledges how building strong membership can attract broader
support from people outside the movement.150 For example, social movements have used
grassroots advocacy, rather than rely on courts and lawyers, to generate mass support against
police violence in the Black Lives Matter movement.151 More specifically, in May 2020, the
Black Lives Matter movement attracted support from large numbers of people across the
world who felt compelled to protest the police brutality over the death of George Floyd.152

(c) Creating rights consciousness

Litigation and legal rights discourse creates a rights consciousness which motivates and
inspires political activities to address the prevalent injustices.153 People ‘are responsive to
legal symbols … [and have] a strong current of belief in rights’.154 The focus on the language
of rights and litigation is used by social movements to advance their cause.155 Rights talk
promotes political dialogue and debate amongst activists.156 Rights consciousness also
shapes identity, increases understanding and encourages commitment. It can help create
new opportunities and expectations, but can also restrict options because it forces movement
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members to consider their experiences in unfamiliar ways.157 The multivalent nature of rights
consciousness means that rights are interpreted differently and can vary depending on the
group, person or situation.158 The perception of legal rights also encourages political
mobilisation.159

Rights consciousness can lead to political empowerment through political action; and
individual empowerment by increasing confidence and self‐worth.160 For example, McCann
discovered how rights consciousness amongst pay equity activists enabled them to embrace
legal ideals even when they were sceptical about law as a source of justice.161

The movement liberalism literature would question the extent to which litigation is the
foundation stone of rights consciousness; and paints ‘a picture of law as a set of norms
articulated and mobilized on the ground by grassroots actors, not authored in the rarified
spaces of legal offices or judicial chambers’.162 From this viewpoint, rights consciousness is
associated with advocacy outside of the courtroom to build the movement. For example, the
central focus of the Black Lives Matter movement has been on developing a rights
consciousness surrounding the violation of black people’s human rights and dignity.163

Other scholars examine the relationship between international human rights law and rights
consciousness.164 Scholars have found that international human rights law can be used to
promote movement building; create new political opportunities; expand resources; provide
a legal language for framing movement goals; adopt new identities; and create a broader
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cultural impact on wider society.165 It also acts as a symbolic resource and provides political
and social benefits even when it is not used to mobilise law.166

(d) Harnessing opportunity structures

Resource mobilisation
It is widely agreed that the availability of resources is important for the mobilisation and
growth of social movements.167

Resource mobilisation focuses on the importance of

organisational resources and a support structure to engage in collective action.168 Harnessing
resources such as money, expertise, political allies, and legal and public support is important
for movement building and impacts how movements mobilise law.169 Additionally, an
organisation’s influence, expertise, pre‐existing and political ties, leadership skills,
coordination with other groups, internal and external relationships, and the amount of state
opposition are also important resources that help social movements pursue a common
cause.170

Social movements with strong grassroots solidarity often have other available resources, rely
less on legal tactics and engage in other strategies such as lobbying, demonstrations and
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strikes.171 Litigation is most likely to be used when organisations are experienced in law172
and, whilst resource intensive, has the potential to create a big win.173

Social movements can benefit from harnessing a consistent flow of funding from benefactors
to support their operations and activities. Yet funding can also cause a dependency which
binds the social movement to the aspirations of the benefactor.174 Lack of funding can also
dictate whether social movements engage in litigation. The involvement of large commercial
firms providing pro bono services can make litigation a feasible strategy. Contributions from
larger non‐governmental organisations also help mitigate costs.175 Furthermore, volunteer
support for non‐judicial activities that can be performed by non‐lawyers allows more money
and time to spend on legal advocacy.176

Social movement organisations that are formally structured with paid employees and funding
are often wealthy, stable and interact with elites.177 Harnessing support from elites can lead
to reform and sympathetic policy; whereas a lack of support can hinder the movement’s
cause.178 However, some scholars argue that assumptions should not be made about the
benefits of elite support and their involvement should be carefully considered.179 For
instance, ‘sympathetic elites’ can hurt movements and ‘throw the movement off track’
especially when the support conflicts with the movement’s strategic trajectory.180 Elite
support can create political and legal risks, because it can disrupt the movement’s strategies
or jeopardise its goals.181 Thus, the privileged status of the elite can make their actions too
influential and powerful.182 Overall, scholars recognise that elite support can be beneficial
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when its actions align with the movement’s goals.183 The movement liberalism perspective
agrees that social movements influence law by shifting the opinion of the elites and others.184

Political opportunity
The political opportunity185 influences the development of social movements and its impact
on society.186 It is widely agreed that political opportunity includes access to the institutional
structures within the political system; the presence and availability of elite allies; the state's
capacity and inclination for repression; and the ideological views of the ruling party and state
officials.187 The basic premise of political opportunity is that strengths and weaknesses within
the broader political context shape the movement’s strategies.188 Social movements are
more likely to flourish when the political opportunity is open such as when ‘dominant groups
and state‐authorised relationships are perceived as vulnerable to challenge’.189 Movements
are the strongest when they are supported by multiple actors and when coalitions are formed
with government officials.190

Harnessing the political opportunity influences how likely the social movement can access the
political system and gain advantage from it.191 The political environment expands or restricts
available opportunities for social movements. The lack of political opportunity may also
influence the choice of strategies. A closed political opportunity in which the government is
unresponsive to the movement's demands might encourage social movements to engage the
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courts.192 For example, litigation might be considered a more effective strategy than lobbying
in situations where the political opportunity is closed193 and when the social movement is in
its infancy as a way to highlight the cause.194

McCann shows how political opportunities both narrowed and expanded available strategies
for pay equity activists. For instance, a conservative judiciary and opposition to wage reform
by a conservative administration during the 1980s restricted opportunities for activists to
advance their cause.195 On the other hand, changes in voting patterns and electoral dynamics
influenced government officials as increasing numbers of women were voting for progressive
legislation, and politicians were becoming sympathetic to the wage gap.196

Legal opportunity
Initially, scholars including McCann, did not distinguish between harnessing the political and
legal opportunities; instead they ‘subsumed law within politics’.197 Subsequent scholars
introduced198 and expanded the concept of legal opportunity199 to encompass various
structural and contingent factors which influence whether social movements should engage
in litigation.200

The decision whether to engage with the courts or whether to pursue other types of
strategies, such as lobbying or litigation, depends on whether there is a closed or open legal
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opportunity.201 Access to the judicial process, support from legal elites such as judges, and
the presence of allies all impact the ability of movements to mobilise law.202 Furthermore,
the available legal frames are also important in helping to structure a movement’s claims.203
Existing laws (statutory, constitutional, administrative, common and case law), legal
precedent, access to courts such as standing rules and the costs associated with litigation,
including the ability to receive funding, all shape the movement's progress and success.204

Scholars argue that litigation expands legal opportunities for successive movements and
counter‐movements by inspiring and shaping their expectations.205 How the legal outcome
is framed can also shape future litigation and influence other social movements.206 For
instance, favourable court decisions on one issue encourages other movements to follow
suit.207 However, an unfavourable outcome can establish bad precedent which may restrict
further litigation and influence other strategies.208 When the legal opportunity is perceived
to be open, social movements are likely to use litigation as a tactic because test cases are
often seen as an effective way to create meaningful reform.209

Additionally, when the ideologies of legal elites support the goals of the social movement,
then the legal opportunity is likely to be open.210 For example, judges have the power to
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progress the outcomes of social movements.211 Their openness and receptiveness to legal
arguments is important in helping movements pursue their cause.212 Their social background
and viewpoints may also impact their decision‐making.213 For instance, controversial issues
are more likely to invoke differing opinions amongst judges.214 Additionally, the appointment
of new judges may enhance or restrict opportunities for social movements.215
3

Legal and political leveraging

Legal and political leveraging includes the following capabilities: exploiting the symbolic
power of rights; compelling concessions; and developing and implementing policy.

(a) Exploiting symbolic power of rights

Law provides the symbolic language around which social movements centre their claims and
voice their grievances; it empowers and motivates members to develop certain strategies and
plans.216 Exploiting the symbolic power of rights helps facilitate, enhance and coordinate
communication networks and create bonds between various individuals and organisations in
the movement.217 It provides legitimacy to their values and goals, helps them advance their
cause, and can be a source of legal leveraging with government officials.218 It can foster
expectations, incite anger, create motivation and increase hope that injustices can be
successfully challenged.219 Litigation can be used as legal leverage to demand a compromise
from politicians because the public is often responsive to rights claims.220
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Courtroom loss can also be a powerful influence in advancing a movement’s cause by
encouraging rather than deterring mobilisation.221 It helps to create a symbolic power of
rights claim by highlighting injustices; and mobilising support from sympathetic groups, elites
and the public.222 Conversely, losing in court can damage morale, weaken bargaining power,
and deplete financial and other resources.223

Social movements can reconfigure their loss in a constructive and productive way by
developing effective and helpful reform strategies.224 Litigation loss can be used to muster
additional resources; boost fundraising; encourage protests; create new organisations; and
build coalitions and alliances.225 Unlike legal victory which can establish a ‘false sense of
security’ that activism is no longer required,226 judicial loss can generate a sense of urgency,
boost motivation and encourage movements to increase their efforts.227 This perspective is
more broadly championed in the movement liberalism literature such that the symbolic
power of rights is mobilised by grassroots advocacy rather than in the courtroom.228 The
general perspective is that ‘law is constrained, while movements … have power’.229
(b) Compelling concessions

Litigation may compel powerholders to make concessions because of the cost, time and
negative publicity.230 Even threatened litigation is a powerful influence on the movement’s
struggles outside the courts and can create political pressure for policy change, although
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sometimes activists need to follow through with the threat to maintain credibility.231
Negative media attention and unfavourable judicial decisions can compel a government into
making compromises or concessions.232 Sometimes, filing a lawsuit can attract government
attention and initiate negotiation.233

When litigation is supplemented with other political tactics, it can force policy makers to listen
to demands and come to the negotiation table.234 For example, Silverstein’s study on the
animal rights movement shows how litigation in the US Silver Springs Monkey case was
coordinated with demonstrations and media campaigns to expose animal abuse, embarrass
institutional elites, and mobilise public support.235 This led to the mobilisation of over 140
Congress members who cosponsored legislation to free the monkeys from the control of the
National Health Institute.236

Legal action does not always result in concessions from government and can be
counterproductive to the movement.237 It can become a lengthy, drawn out settlement
process which ultimately ends in defeat. Settling cases may achieve short‐term gains, but do
not create precedents or alter existing laws and therefore undermine long‐term goals.238 Also
excessive effort on litigation that has little prospect of success has a negative impact on the
movement.239 Engaging in legal tactics can also threaten the bargaining process by damaging
any positive relationships that may have developed between activists and their opponents.
Moreover, it can impose a greater financial burden on the movement than on government
which generally has greater resources.
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(c) Developing and implementing policy

Litigation can be used as leverage to encourage policy development by forcing the
government to conform to formal rather than ad hoc procedures.240 Governments generally
do not want to be constrained by established practices and set guidelines because informal
processes ‘minimize costs, maintain control, and protect their own privileges while granting
empty symbolic gestures to challengers’.241 Thus, actual or threatened litigation can help
movements gain influence in policy development because it forces all parties to adhere to the
same standards and limits the discretionary actions of the government. Even when formal
law is not directly enforced, it provides standard practices and procedures.242 Policy is likely
to be influenced when there is a combination of legal, political and protest activity.243

It is not easy to translate court decisions into successful policy implementation and create
social change because law needs to be turned into action.244 Rosenberg concluded that the
Brown decision ‘had virtually no direct effect on ending discrimination. ... Only when Congress
and the executive branch acted in tandem with the courts did change occur’.245 For instance,
new laws seldom fulfil their promises as ‘law on the books’ is very different from ‘law in
action’.246

Additionally, law reform can have many meanings and unintended

consequences.247
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4

Surviving backlash

To achieve its goals, the Australian refugee advocacy movement has had to survive political
and legal backlash, and counter‐mobilisation.

(a) Political and legal backlash

Much scholarship recognises that legal mobilisation can lead to backlash248 which can result
in anger, hostility, and resentments against claimants.249 More recent research acknowledges
that a political backlash from either judicial defeat or victory can lead to worse policies.250
Scholars argue that a political backlash occurs when a judicial decision goes against public
opinion.251 For instance, if legal challenges are brought precipitately before public opinion is
shifted, then the social movement will experience backlash which harms its cause.252 Thus,
from the movement liberalism perspective, backlash is symptomatic of the broader social
movement’s failure to shift public opinion before engaging the courts.253
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(b) Counter‐mobilisation

Reactionary groups can counter‐mobilise against the social movements that are seeking
justice for marginalised communities which results in conflict over who is more deserving.254
There have been many instances where litigation has led to counter‐mobilisation. For
example, legal victories for gay rights led to the counter‐mobilisation of anti‐gay rights
activists.255 Likewise, anti‐abortion activists counter‐mobilised to overturn new abortion
rights in response to courtroom success.256 For instance, the US Supreme Court decision, Roe
v Wade,257 which gave women abortion rights, led to the counter‐mobilisation of conservative
Christian groups.

B

Legal mobilisation in international contexts

Scholars have examined how litigation and grassroots advocacy were used by the women’s
rights movement in the Netherlands to achieve change.258 Others have examined how
litigation in the European Court of Justice was used as legal leverage by social movements to
influence policy and practice of national governments.259 Researchers have shown how a
closed legal opportunity forced the civil rights movement, advocating for Irish Catholic
minority in Northern Ireland, to focus on grassroots strategies such as protests.260 Other
research highlights how strategies adopted by the UK environment movement were closely
aligned with McCann’s approach. For example, it adopted a multipronged approach by
participating in law reform, consciousness raising, protests and fundraising in conjunction
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with legal tactics.261 Even in the absence of judicial victories, it gained many indirect
benefits.262

In general, legal mobilisation by social movements flourish more in democratic than in
authoritarian countries263 as evidenced by research from Brazil, Argentina and Taiwan.264
However, even in an authoritarian state, repressive laws can lead to the mobilisation of social
movements. For instance, in China, there is increased interest in legal mobilisation of
organised groups.265 In South Africa, legal mobilisation was used in a repressive society to
end apartheid. Lawyers played a pivotal role in advancing justice by engaging in litigation and
were supported by mass movements opposing the government’s apartheid policies.266 Later,
advocacy groups also mobilised to seek redress for sexual violence against women at the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission.267

In the gay rights movement in Singapore, activists engaged in ‘pragmatic resistance’ by
opposing law and pushing cultural boundaries.268 They treated law as purely tactical by
working within the legal restrictions and cultural norms.269 McCann’s approach has also been
used in Bangladesh to study the use of litigation by the environmental movement. Scholars
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found that litigation on its own was insufficient to achieve desired outcomes but was a useful
starting point for other strategies.270

C

Summary

The issue of how social movements interact with law to create meaningful legal and social
change continues to attract scholarly debate. The initial focus centred on the usefulness of
the courtroom. On the one hand, legal liberalism put faith in the power of law; on the other,
the ‘myth of rights’ perspective argued that law was ineffectual. To resolve this argument,
legal mobilisation emerged to recognise how legal norms, principles and rules can influence
collective behaviour. Rights were seen to be ineffective on their own but were most effective
when used in conjunction with political mobilisation. By bridging competing scholarship,
McCann’s approach focused on how litigation and legal rights discourse produced many
indirect benefits for social movements.271

However, McCann’s approach has numerous limitations. Whilst relatively complete, it is
dated, US centric, focuses on countries with a Bill of Rights,272 and makes strong,
unsubstantiated claims of causality. Initial attacks by Rosenberg273 and Bogart274 have been
joined by the emerging movement liberalists. This latter perspective, proposed by Cummings,
argues that legal and social change is promoted by grassroots actors.275

To take these views into account, an integrated legal mobilisation framework is proposed
which incorporates the broad socio‐legal literature. It balances McCann’s focus on litigation
and movement liberalism’s focus on grassroots advocacy by allowing both to work in tandem
as enablers of legal and social change. The proposed framework argues that in the early
stages of social movement development, litigation and legal rights discourse has the potential
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to mobilise a social movement but will often fail when used on its own. As the social
movement achieves critical mass such that it shifts public and political opinion, then legal and
social change are more likely to occur.

In this chapter, capabilities (unleashing the lawyers; social movement building; political and
legal leveraging; and surviving backlash) have been proposed that reference the movement’s
capacity to engage in activities which helped to achieve its intended outcomes. In Chapters
6 and 8, evidence for these capabilities is critically evaluated. And in Chapters 7 and 9,
practical grassroots strategies which operationalise the capabilities are also added to the
framework. The integrated framework of legal mobilisation is therefore applied in Chapter
10 to add further levels of understanding that go beyond a discussion of the merits of
litigation and grassroots advocacy (see Chapters 4 and 5).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
A

Introduction

The Straussian approach to grounded theory with abductive reasoning was used in this
multidisciplinary research. Strauss’ version of grounded theory is that a hypothesis is
formulated before the research begins and should incorporate induction, deduction and
verification of the data.1 Abductive reasoning is used to examine the role of existing theories
to formulate new theories.2 It involves an iterative and interactive process between existing
theories and data, generates creative and new perspectives,3 and ‘lies at the heart of
grounded theorizing’.4 In this research, a review of the socio‐legal literature, prior and during
data collection, revealed the importance for developing the integrated legal mobilisation
framework within an Australian context. Based on the literature, capabilities were identified,
and then abductive reasoning was used to examine, critique and develop them. Practical
grassroots strategies which implement the capabilities were then identified from interview
data and evaluated using abductive reasoning. The method involved an iterative process of
analysing the data, reviewing initial results, collecting additional data, revisiting ideas and
rethinking core ideas. Quotes from interviewees are woven throughout Chapters 6 to 9 to
‘bring argument to life’.5

1

Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, 'Grounded Theory Methodology' in Norman K Denzin and Yvonna S Lincoln
(ed), Handbook of Qualitative Research (Sage Publications, 1994) 280.
2
Uwe Flick, The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Data Collection (Sage Publications, 2017) 52.
3
Stefan Timmermans and Iddo Tavory, 'Theory Construction in Qualitative Research: From Grounded Theory to
Abductive Analysis' (2012) 30(3) Sociological Theory 167, 169, 180.
4
Amanda Coffey and Paul Atkinson, Making Sense of Qualitative Data: Complementary Research Strategies
(Sage Publications, 1996).
5
Gerald N Rosenberg, 'Positivism, Interpretivism, and the Study of Law' (1996) 21(2) Law & Social Inquiry 435,
455.
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B

Research method and design

1

Research sources

Information was gathered from primary sources (interviews, legislation, case law and
international human rights treaties) and secondary sources (Parliamentary speeches,
submissions to tabled Bills, policy and research reports, government and non‐government
documents, public websites, media, and scholarly articles and books). Aside from the
interviews which were conducted between 2017–2018, other data were gathered from
intense research between 2016–2020. By using a Straussian approach to grounded theory
with abductive reasoning, the search for relevant data iteratively evolved over this period.
Although a large number of cases were reviewed, seventy‐three landmark and strategic
litigation cases relevant to children in immigration detention with the potential to create
meaningful legal and social change were identified. Most cases were Federal and High Court
decisions from 2001–2019, although a small number of earlier cases were reviewed to
provide historical context to the discussion. Cases were selected using academic sources,6
case law databases including AustLII, CaseBase, Lexis Advance and Westlaw AU, general
internet searches and through discussions with my supervisors, other academics and
interviewees. A similar methodology was followed by Hilson.7

2

Qualitative research

(a) Recruitment

Forty‐one interviews were conducted between 2017–2018 with individuals who had a range
of expertise and experience with asylum seekers and refugees in detention, including

6

Mary Crock and Laurie Berg, Immigration, Refugees and Forced Migration: Law, Policy and Practice in Australia
(Federation Press, 2011); Roz Germov and Francesco Motta, Refugee Law in Australia (Oxford University Press,
2003); Mary Crock, Immigration and Refugee Law in Australia (Federation Press, 1998).
7
Chris Hilson, 'Framing Time in Climate Change Litigation' (2019) 9(3) Oñati Socio‐legal Series 361, 366.
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children. Participants were recruited from various professions, organisations and roles to
ensure diversity. A strategic sampling strategy, including snowball sampling8, was employed.

Three samples of participants were interviewed. Precise descriptions have not been used to
protect the confidentiality of the interviewees. The first group of 23 participants included a
broad mix of activists (Table 3.1).

The second group consisted of politicians to provide an alternative perspective and valuable
information potentially different from the first group (Table 3.2).

The third group (Table 3.3) consisted of 14 former and current members from the refugee
advocacy group, ChilOut, which provided the basis for my case‐study. No members of ChilOut
overlap with the other groups.

8

Snowball sampling is a sampling technique in which participants nominate potential participants through their
social networks who may be eligible for the study.
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Table 3.1
Participants in broad group of activists
Interviewees

Description

Interviewed

A

Specialist doctor

06/04/2018

B

Specialist doctor

23/08/2018

C

Former lawyer/journalist

22/05/2018

D

Senior migration agent9

02/08/2018

E

Senior migration agent

17/08/2018

F

Lawyer/academic

06/08/2018

G

Senior lawyer

09/10/2017

H

Lawyer for legal centre 1

15/08/2018

I

Lawyer for legal centre 2

14/08/2018

J

Lawyer for legal centre 3

21/08/2018

K

Senior lawyer for legal centre 4

18/05/2018

L

Senior lawyer for legal centre 5

14/08/2018

M

Former director, Department of Immigration

30/05/2018

N

Former senior bureaucrat of independent organisation 1 funded by 07/06/2018
government

O

Senior bureaucrat of independent organisation 2 funded by 26/06/2018
government

P

Bureaucrat of independent organisation 2 funded by government

26/06/2018

Q

Policy adviser for legal centre 4

06/06/2018

R

Journalist

13/08/2018

S

Former journalist

28/06/2018

T

Retired journalist

23/05/2018

U

Childcare worker

23/05/2018

V

Social researcher

17/04/2017

W

Former detention worker

25/06/2018

9

In Australia, a migration agent with the appropriate qualifications can provide legal advice and assistance in
immigration matters.
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Table 3.2
Participant politicians
Interviewees

Description

Interviewed

X

Former senior minister

18/08/2017

Y

Senate member

24/05/2018

Z

Former senior minister

18/06/2018

AA

Former backbencher

10/09/2018

Table 3.3
Participants from ChilOut
Interviewees

Description

Interviewed

AB

Director

15/02/2017

AC

Former director

04/05/2017

AD

Former director

20/04/2017

AE

Former senior board member

28/03/2017

AF

Board member

03/02/2017

AG

Board member

12/03/2017

AH

Board member

31/03/2017

AI

Former board member

23/03/2017

AJ

Former board member

21/05/2017

AK

Former board member

10/06/2017

AL

Administrator

16/03/2017

AM

Youth ambassador

06/03/2017

AN

Youth ambassador

27/02/2017

AO

Youth ambassador

22/03/2017
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(b) Interview structure

In‐depth semi‐structured interviews were conducted to elicit engagement with participants
and obtain detailed information. Most of the interviews were conducted in‐person in Sydney,
Melbourne and Canberra; four interviews were conducted via skype and three by telephone
to accommodate participants from across Australia. Prior to the interview, all participants
were provided with the Participant Information Statement and Participant Consent Forms
were signed.10

Pre‐identified themes and the interview protocol are shown in Appendix A. Additional
themes that emerged during the interview were probed with subsequent interviewees. Upon
completion of each interview, the interviews were read and re‐read multiple times to develop
a deeper understanding of the data and allow further questions and topics to evolve. This
iterative process of simultaneous data collection and analysis resulted in the accumulation of
rich and extensive information.

Most interviews were between 60–90 minutes, although several were over 120 minutes.
Each interview was audio‐recorded. This allowed the interview to proceed as a guided
conversation with uninterrupted focus on the interviewee and to ensure an accurate record
of the discussion without the need to take notes. To help ensure unbiased data, efforts were
taken to remain neutral and objective during the interviews.11 Interviews were conducted
until saturation was reached.12

All interviews were transcribed verbatim by the author. This provided the opportunity to
become immersed in the data, build familiarity and ensure accuracy.13 Participants were de‐

10

Ethics approval for interviews was granted by the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee
(HREC). (Approval number: 2016/794).
11
Felicity Agwu Kalu and Jack Chola Bwalya, 'What Makes Qualitative Research Good Research? An Exploratory
Analysis of Critical Elements' (2017) 5(2) International Journal of Social Science Research 43, 50.
12
Glenn A Bowen, 'Naturalistic Inquiry and the Saturation Concept: A Research Note' (2008) 8(1) Qualitative
Research 137, 140.
13
Elizabeth J Halcomb and Patricia M Davidson, 'Is Verbatim Transcription of Interview Data Always Necessary?'
(2006) 19(1) Applied Nursing Research 38, 39.
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identified by replacing the names of the interviewees with letters of the alphabet and
avoiding references to gender to minimise the likelihood that interviewees’ comments could
be traced to a particular person.14

NVivo is a useful tool for organising large amounts of data; managing and organising emerging
new ideas; making queries to retrieve information from the data; and visualising ideas and
concepts.15 Interview data were analysed in NVivo. Initial patterns were identified, open
codes were assigned and then codes were collapsed into different themes, categories or
concepts.

(c) Reliability analyses

Interview data were collated into two distinct groups: the broader refugee advocacy
movement including politicians and ChilOut. A reliability analysis of the capabilities was
conducted between the groups to establish whether the coded data provided similar results.
A further similar reliability analysis was then conducted of the practical grassroots strategies.

To determine reliability as consistency, the number of supporting quotes in each group
associated with capabilities and grassroots strategies were compared. This straightforward
analytical approach provides the opportunity to assess consistency using the study replication
method which determines whether pertinent findings in one group can be found in another
group.16 Not all quotes were used in the thesis to avoid repetition and in the interest of
parsimony.

In the first reliability as consistency analysis, support from both the broader refugee advocacy
movement including politicians and ChilOut for the capabilities was examined (see

14
Benjamin Saunders, Jenny Kitzinger and Celia Kitzinger, 'Anonymising Interview Data: Challenges and
Compromise in Practice' (2015) 15(5) Qualitative Research 616, 624.
15
Patricia Bazeley and Kristi Jackson, Qualitative Data Analysis with NVivo (Sage Publications Limited, 2013) 3.
16
Matthew B Miles, A Michael Huberman and Johnny Saldaña, Qualitative Data Analysis: A Methods Sourcebook
(Sage Publications Ltd, 3rd ed, 2014) 307.
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representative quotes in Chapters 6 and 8). If support was found from both groups of
interviewees, or no groups of interviewees, then reliability as consistency was inferred. If
support was found from just one group, then results were inconsistent and required further
investigation to evaluate the reasons. Results in Table 3.4 show that there is strong general
support for capabilities in the integrated legal mobilisation framework across both groups.
No support for counter‐mobilisation was found in responses from either group and no
support for policy concessions was found from ChilOut.

It is most likely that there was no support for counter‐mobilisation by both groups because
there are currently no large‐scale anti‐immigration or anti‐refugee groups in Australia and
therefore it is not an immediate concern for the refugee advocacy movement. It is also likely
that there was no support for policy concessions from ChilOut because its focus was on
grassroots campaigns and international human rights as opposed to litigation. Overall, this
analysis suggests that there is consistent support for the capabilities in the integrated legal
mobilisation framework.

As shown in Table 3.5, a second reliability as consistency analysis indicates support from both
groups for the practical grassroots strategies used by the refugee advocacy movement.
Representative quotes supporting these practical strategies are discussed in Chapters 7 and
9. A total of 12 of the 14 strategies were identified by both groups. Ad‐hoc or formal
organisation, and inclusion of representative members of society are identified only in ChilOut
interviewees, which indicates that these are important issues relatively exclusive to ChilOut.
Apart from these two discrepancies, there is strong support from both groups for the practical
grassroots strategies in the integrated legal mobilisation framework.
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Table 3.4
Reliability (as consistency) analysis of capabilities in the integrated legal mobilisation
framework
Capabilities

Unleashing the lawyers
Social
Framing and
movement developing the
building
agenda
Generating mass
involvement
Creating rights
consciousness
Resource
mobilisation
Political
opportunity
Legal
opportunity
Legal &
Compelling
political
concessions
leveraging
Developing
&
implementing
policy
Exploiting
symbolic power
of rights
Surviving
Political and
backlash
legal backlash
Counter‐
mobilisation

Refugee advocacy
movement in general
and politicians
No. of
No. of
interviewees quotes
11
12
8
10

ChilOut

Reliability

No. of
interviewees
2
5

No. of
quotes
2
6

Yes
Yes

10

13

3

4

Yes

7

11

2

2

Yes

8

11

9

18

Yes

21

38

9

28

Yes

6

7

2

2

Yes

6

6

0

0

No

4

5

3

4

Yes

6

7

3

3

Yes

13

13

2

2

0

0

0

0

Yes (but no
support for
the
framework)
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Table 3.5
Reliability (as consistency) analysis of practical grassroots strategies in the integrated legal
mobilisation framework
Grassroots strategies

Rallying cry
Storytelling
Agency
Quiet advocacy
Loud advocacy
Fearless advocacy
Mixed advocacy
Playing to strengths
Institutional advocacy
Individual outcomes or
broader reform
Effort
Effort in making
submissions
Ad hoc or formal
organisation
Inclusion of representative
members of society

3

Refugee advocacy
movement in general and
politicians
No. of
No. of
interviewees
quotes
12
38
17
28
10
22
23
53

ChilOut

Reliability

No. of
interviewees
7
9
8
11

No. of
quotes
26
18
12
18

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

9
7
8
13
8
11

28
9
11
19
10
17

4
2
5
9
1
3

4
4
5
13
4
3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

11
8

20
9

8
3

14
5

Yes
Yes

0

0

8

13

No

0

0

7

12

No

Other analysis

A high‐level count of the number of submissions to tabled Bills made by the refugee advocacy
movement from 2001–2018 was conducted to assess its effort in trying to influence policy by
making submissions to tabled Bills. The details about this specific analysis are provided in
Chapter 7.
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4

Summary

The research methodology consisted of case law analysis (Chapters 4 and 5), qualitative
interview analysis of capabilities (Chapters 6 and 8), qualitative interview analysis of
strategies (Chapters 7 and 9), and quantitative analysis of submissions to tabled Bills (Chapter
7). Results were then triangulated17 from these various sources to draw conclusions in
Chapter 10.

17

Triangulation refers to the combination of evidence from multiple sources to obtain a more comprehensive
understanding of results than a single approach can achieve on its own. See Heale R and Forbes D,
‘Understanding Triangulation in Research’ (2013) Evidence‐Based Nursing 98.
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CHAPTER 4
MIGRANT CHILDREN, IMPACT LITIGATION AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE
REFUGEE ADVOCACY MOVEMENT
This chapter provides a contextual overview of Australia’s refugee advocacy movement,
showing that its success has been influenced heavily by the socio‐political environment.1 In
many respects the existence of the modern movement is a byproduct of cases brought first
by individual lawyers in response to particular asylum seekers and then cases involving
groups. It was in the latter context that non‐lawyers entered the fray, ultimately expanding
the field of social justice players. This chapter is important in providing the historical and
political context alongside an account of cases that sowed the seeds of the modern
movement.
Much has been written about the historical tensions between the executive government and
the courts in the area of immigration.2 In this chapter, I revisit aspects of this work to highlight
the social justice objectives of key cases and evaluate the different legal strategies used over
time. The objective is to seek an understanding of how the cases related to the development
of the refugee advocacy movement in Australia. While the literature in this area is heavily
traversed, little attention has been paid to the role of activists and their increasing interest in
children in immigration detention. It will be seen that concern about the treatment of
children, as opposed to adult migrants, was far from immediate. Having said this, I will argue
that when test cases were brought on behalf of migrant children, particularly those being held
in detention, the actions tended to draw in community activists. For this reason, I argue that
the cases involving children in immigration detention have an intrinsic and constitutive
importance.
1

Nina L Hall and Ros Taplin, 'Room for Climate Advocates in a Coal‐Focused Economy? NGO Influence on
Australian Climate Policy' (2008) 43(3) Australian Journal of Social Issues 359, 375.
2
Mary Crock and Daniel Ghezelbash, 'Due Process and Rule of Law as Human Rights: The High Court and the"
Offshore" Processing of Asylum Seekers' (2011) 18(2) Australian Journal of Administrative Law 101, 102; Mary E
Crock, 'Administrative Law and Immigration Control in Australia: Actions and Reactions' (PhD Thesis, University
of Melbourne, 1992); Grant Hooper, 'Parliament v the High Court? Natural Justice, Codification and the
Australian Migration Act' (PhD Thesis, University of New South Wales, 2016); Dennis Pearce, 'Executive Versus
Judiciary’(1991)' 2(3) Public Law Review 179, 180–193.
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This chapter critically examines how lawyers used international, administrative and
constitutional law to try and create legal and social change. Furthermore, the involvement of
the refugee advocacy movement beyond the courtroom is considered including its response
to important cases. This analysis provides the basis for the examination in Chapter 5 of more
recent litigation that has moved beyond traditional public law remedies to private remedies
such as tort law. Significantly, these more recent cases could best be described as more fully
aligned with grassroots advocacy.

A

Historical background: The significance of the ‘boat people’

The government’s ability to control who can enter and remain in Australia is a cornerstone of
Australia’s immigration regime. Since Federation, the government has placed restrictions on
immigration to Australia by limiting entry of ‘prohibited immigrants’ and providing for their
removal.3 The Australian government has had legal authority to detain non‐citizens until their
removal from Australia since 1925, although detention was not frequently used until the late
1980s.4 While the White Australia policy placed severe restrictions on the admission of
persons of colour, in other respects the law governing who could enter and remain in the
country was remarkably relaxed.5 Importantly, in this age of virtually absolute executive
discretion, very few actions were brought in the courts.6

The influx of Indochinese refugees arriving by boat from 1976 was the beginning of a new era
for Australia in dealing with non‐citizens who enter Australia without permission, although
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immigration detention was used for only short periods and was a ‘matter of policy, not law’.7
With a conservative government committed to Australia’s engagement in the Vietnam War,
these ‘boat people’ enjoyed a sympathetic reception.8 Orderly multilateral resettlement
plans were made with other countries to share the burden of dealing with large numbers of
asylum seekers fleeing Vietnam.9 This helped to quell public resentment towards the boat
arrivals.

During the 1980s, there was a shift from ad hoc decision‐making to more formal processes
and procedures.10 An important driver of this change was the development of the ‘New
Administrative Law,’ with the creation of a Federal Court and the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal.11 Migration legislation with its lack of substance, unlimited discretions and unclear
procedures for decision‐making provided an ideal opportunity for judicial review; and thus,
administrative law emerged as a vehicle for challenging the government’s actions.12 The
enactment of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth) provided the
Federal Court with jurisdiction to review migration decisions. Initially, the Federal Court was
cautious and reticent to intervene. However, by the late 1980s, the Court’s attitude had
changed, placing greater significance on the rules of procedural fairness, relevancy and
reasonableness in decision‐making.13 This forced the government to be more careful in
assessing asylum claims and resulted in longer processing times and lengthier detention
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periods.14 Moreover, as the role of the judiciary increased, the government began reclaiming
greater control over immigration. The enactment of the Migration Legislation Amendment
Act 1989 (Cth) introduced ‘administrative detention’ and allowed for discretionary detention
of all asylum seekers, including children, who arrived in Australia without a valid visa;
mandatory deportation after 28 days; statutory merits review; and increased penalties, fines
and bail requirements. These changes represented a departure from decisions based on
Ministerial discretion to more regulated legislative decision‐making.15 Thus, the ability of
officials to make discretionary humanitarian decisions was no longer available.16

The arrival of the second wave of boats, predominantly Sino‐Vietnamese Cambodians in and
after 1989, fleeing the aftermath of the civil war in Cambodia, engendered a dramatically
different response from the initial support offered to the refugees from the conflict in
Vietnam. With the end of the Cold War, there was little public sympathy towards the
Cambodians.17 Rather, these boat people became the focus of intense public debate and
growing hostility.18 Prime Minister Hawke referred to them as economic migrants and on one
occasion called them queue jumpers.19 The treatment of the Cambodians was in stark
contrast to the warm welcome given by the Hawke government to the Chinese students
following the Tiananmen Square Massacre, whereby Hawke publicly wept in an emotional
speech promising to allow Chinese students to remain in Australia.20 Hawke’s ability to act
with extraordinary sensitivity towards the Chinese, contrasted with the callousness shown
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towards the Cambodians, reinforced the message that the Cambodians were not welcome.
The 1991 Paris Peace Plan which provided for the safe repatriation of Cambodians provided
further justification to the Hawke government that the Cambodians were not genuine
refugees but ‘illegal immigrants’.21

Initially the Cambodians were placed in immigration detention in Maribyrnong (Melbourne)
with no access to lawyers. They were then sent to immigration detention centres in Villawood
(Sydney) and inhospitable places such as Port Hedland (Western Australia), Curtin (Western
Australia), and Woomera (South Australia). The establishment of remote immigration
detention centres reflected a shift in the political agenda to detain asylum seekers in isolated
regions of Australia with little community support or access to legal advice.22 By creating
physical distance between the lawyers and the asylum seekers, the government could ensure
that the Minister for Immigration and not the courts, made final decisions over who enters
Australia.23 This was also a deliberate attempt by the government to make life extremely
difficult for people seeking asylum and encourage them to go home.24 Furthermore, bi‐
partisan support for immigration policies was largely due to a mounting fear of outsiders that
would ‘explode into an ugly, perhaps uncontrollable force in Australian politics’.25

The codification of the law and the detention of the large group of Cambodians provided the
impetus for the emergence of the refugee advocacy movement. Community legal centres
such as the Victorian office of the Refugee Advice and Casework Service (‘RACS’) and Victorian
Immigration Advice and Rights Centre (‘VIARC’) were established in the late 1980s to assist
asylum seekers navigate an increasingly complex system. They became clearing houses for
judicial review actions. There was also much vocal opposition about the prolonged detention
of the Cambodians including from the Australian Council of Churches, World Federation of
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Mental Health, the AHRC (‘Australian Human Rights Commission’), The Law Society of NSW,
Cardinal Clancy and Federal Court justices.26 The Cambodians’ claims were not processed
quickly and most remained in detention, some for up to four years waiting for a decision
about their fate.27 Detainees undertook hunger strikes and rooftop protests in efforts to
create public awareness and generate support.28

Prolonged detention led to greater

involvement by individuals who spent much time visiting them and thus forming strong
relationships. Government attempts to counter these attachments saw the Cambodians
moved from Sydney to Port Hedland, presaging the opening of more immigration detention
centres.

Further mobilisation efforts emerged in response to the government’s deal in which the
detained Cambodians were eligible to enter Australia with sponsorship if they first returned
to Cambodia for 12 months. Many individuals, church groups and organisations came
forward to offer sponsorship.29 Moreover, lawyers began running multiple cases in the
Federal Court and detainees were represented by experienced lawyers from prestigious law
firms.30

The Cambodian detainees arrived with children in their midst, including unaccompanied
children. Over the four years spent in detention, more than 40 babies were born to the
group.31 These children acted as a strong motivational force for lawyers and activists.
However, it is interesting that none of the legal cases brought to challenge the group’s
detention made any mention of the children.

The Cambodian asylum seekers became the impetus for one of the most significant legal
challenges made to Australia’s then evolving immigration detention policies. The group’s
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asylum claims created dissonance for the then Labor government which was deeply involved
in international attempts to resolve both the displacements following the civil war in
Cambodia and the aftermath of the war in Vietnam.32 Some time passed before the detainees
were given access to lawyers at all. The removal of the group to increasingly remote centres
meant that volunteer lawyers with few resources and little experience ended up working in a
chaotic and unstructured system. Bureaucratic errors were inevitable.33 It took more than
two years before the Cambodians’ claims were formally rejected. During that time, children
who were born in detention continued to be detained.34

The lawyers of the detainees applied to the Federal Court to secure their release on the basis
that the government lacked legal authority to detain them. Their application was adjourned
and two days before the hearing, with bi‐partisan support, Parliament passed the Migration
Amendment Act 1992 (Cth) which provided for the mandatory detention of ‘designated
persons’ (non‐citizens who arrive by boat without a visa or entry permit) until the person
receives an entry permit or leaves Australia; prevented judicial review of detention; and
limited detention to 273 days. The speed at which the new legislation was introduced, to
coincide with the pending litigation in the Federal Court, led experienced lawyers from large
commercial law firms to challenge the new legislation in the High Court, arguing that the
provisions contravened the separation of powers.35 This marked a new beginning in which
elite lawyers engaged in high‐profile litigation concerning migration decisions.36

Chu Kheng Lim v Minister for Immigration Local Government and Ethnic Affairs37 challenged
the constitutionality of Australia’s new immigration detention laws. The solicitor on the
record was Eve Lester of RACS Victoria and experienced lawyers from Mallesons Stephens
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Jaques Melbourne provided pro bono assistance. Thus, major law firms and community legal
centres began working collaboratively in strategic litigation. It was argued that mandatory
detention constituted a form of punishment by the executive and therefore contrary to
Chapter III of the Constitution and prohibited by the separation of powers doctrine.38 The
majority of the High Court found that the broad legislative power of s 51(xix) of the
Constitution confers upon the executive authority to detain an alien in custody for the
purposes of expulsion or deportation and constitutes an incident of that power.39 The Court
also held that the executive had authority to detain aliens without infringing Chapter III of the
Constitution as long as detention was not punitive. It stated that detention is considered non‐
punitive if it ‘is reasonably capable of being seen as necessary for the purposes of deportation
or necessary to enable an application for an entry permit to be made and considered’.40 The
Court found that detention was non‐punitive because the Migration Amendment Act
specified a limit on detention of 273 days. Introducing the somewhat counter‐intuitive notion
of the three‐walled prison (given that the detainees were claiming to be refugees), the court
noted that there was nothing to prevent the detainees from returning home.41

Lim provided legal authority for mandatory detention that continues to be relied on.
Mandatory detention was originally designed to be a temporary and exceptional measure to
deal with the Indochinese boat arrivals. However, in 1994, the Migration Reform Act 1992
(Cth) came into force. The consequent amendments to the Migration Act saw the visa
become a pivot point for migrants, conferring legal status but also freedom from detention.
Since that time, all non‐citizens in Australia without a valid visa have been subject to
mandatory detention. The 273‐day time limit for designated persons remained in the Act but
essentially became otiose. The Refugee Review Tribunal (‘RRT’) was established to hear
appeals. Most importantly a new Part 8 of the Act put severe restrictions on the ability of the
Federal Court to review migration decisions save on certain grounds. Migration decisions
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were removed from the mainstream judicial review process involving the Administrative
Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth). Although s 75(v) of the Constitution guarantees
access to the High Court and therefore enables the High Court to remit cases back to the
Federal Court, the restrictions on the Federal Court made it more difficult to challenge an
adverse ruling.42 Thus, the amendments reflected the increased resolve of the executive
government to restrict the role of the courts, limiting their ability to conduct judicial review
of migration decisions. The aim was to ensure that the Minister had the final say in the entry
or removal of non‐citizens.

The tit for tat law making continued with court actions around the arrivals of successive waves
of asylum seekers from Iraq and Afghanistan in 1999. Additional measures to deter people
seeking asylum43 included the re‐introduction of temporary protection visas (‘TPVs’) for
persons arriving by boat without visas, excluding holders from gaining permanent protection
visas and accessing settlement services.44 TPVs were designed to ensure that Australia was
not considered a ‘soft target’.45

Summary
The arrival in Australia of ‘boat people’ has had a significant impact on migration law in this
country, but most particularly in procedures and processes for detaining people.
Furthermore, since mid‐1989, changes to the Migration Act have focused on tightening
Parliament’s control over immigration; and ‘refining and confining’ the Court’s role in
migration decisions by limiting their power to intervene.46 This has led to ongoing tensions
between the courts and the executive government over who controls immigration47 as both
have been engaged in an ‘extraordinary battle … over the issue of who should have the final
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say on “legal” decision‐making in the migration area’.48

Battlelines emerged as the

government became increasingly determined to limit interference by the courts and maintain
control over decisions regardless of Australia’s obligations under international law.49
Immigration Minister Ruddock summarised the government’s resolve to control the entry and
removal of non‐citizens to Australia:
It is the government, not some sectional interests, or loud intolerant individual voices, or ill‐
defined international interests, or, might I say, the courts that determines who shall and shall
not enter this country, and on what terms.50

This illustrates how the gauntlet was thrown and picked up by the loose network of individuals
and groups who were to become a formidable opposition seeking social justice for people
seeking asylum.

B

Foregrounding the children: Refugee law and ambivalent attitudes to international law

As noted earlier, the earliest cases on immigration detention did not focus on the children
who were being detained alongside their parents or accompanying adults, despite this
litigation coinciding with the creation of the CRC.51 Nevertheless, children played a central
role in important litigation during the 1980s and 1990s. For example, in the 1985 case of Kioa
v West,52 reference was made to the UN Declaration on the Rights of the Child.53 It was argued
that consideration should be given to the detrimental impact on an Australian citizen child of
a decision to deport the child’s parents.54 These were also years where the courts began to
rely more generally on international law which created a further source of tension between
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the executive government and the courts. If politicians were disturbed that the courts
seemed to be usurping the government’s power to decide who enters and remains in
Australia,55 reference to international law was not well received. While the High Court was
cautious and almost dismissive of international law in Lim,56 it took a more radical approach
a mere three years later. Importantly, the signature case from 1995 centred on the rights of
children affected by a migration decision.

In Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v Teoh, the High Court held that the ratification
of international conventions created a legitimate expectation, even in its absence in domestic
law, that decision‐makers will confer a hearing before making a decision dissonant with
obligations enshrined in international instruments.57 This case was a significant move
towards recognising Australia’s international obligations in domestic law.58 Labor Minister
for Foreign Affairs, Senator Evans and the Attorney‐General Lavarch jointly expressed their
disapproval:
It is not legitimate, for the purposes of applying Australian law, to expect that the provisions
of a treaty not incorporated by legislation should be applied by decision‐makers. Any
expectation that may arise does not provide a ground for review of a decision. This is so, both
for existing treaties and for future treaties that Australia may join.59

They were also critical of the High Court for making a decision that was ‘not consistent with
the proper role of Parliament’60 and for introducing much uncertainty surrounding the issue.61
Soon after the decision, the government unsuccessfully tried to pass the Administrative
Decisions (Effect of International Instruments) Bill 1995 (Cth) to reverse the High Court’s
position. Over the next few years, attempts were made to pass similar Bills but each time,
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they were allowed to lapse.62

Although unsuccessful in this instance, it nonetheless

demonstrated the executive government’s attempts to usurp the Court’s decision and ensure
its control over migration matters. In any case, the High Court eventually questioned the
legitimate expectation doctrine and its relevance was doubted as strong reservations were
held about Teoh.63

As many have attested, the arrival of the Cambodian boat people in 1989 coincided with a
serious influx of student asylum seekers from China affected by the crackdown on pro‐
democracy demonstrators.64 The events in Tiananmen Square in 198965 formed a backdrop
to the High Court’s first serious consideration of how the Refugee Convention shaped
Australia’s obligations. In Chan Yee Kin v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs,66 the
High Court also took an expansive approach to the Convention definition of refugee,
especially in relation to the ill‐defined notion of what constituted a ‘real chance’ of
persecution if a person was to be returned to their country of origin.67

In contrast, the High Court was cautious in its approach to asylum seekers from China who
were not fleeing their country’s political situation. In 1997, in A v Minister for Immigration
and Ethnic Affairs,68 the High Court was presented with a protection claim by a young couple
who claimed that they were refugees because they feared persecution for breaching China’s
One Child policy. They had fled China because the wife became pregnant without obtaining
permission from the Chinese government. They claimed fear of persecution based on their
membership of a particular social group, namely married couples in China having children in
contravention of government policy. The majority of the High Court took a restrictive
approach, ruling that the couple were not refugees because they could not demonstrate that
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they belonged to a social group other than that formed by persons with a shared fear of
persecution. Although the wife gave birth to the couple’s child shortly after their arrival in
Australia, it was an extraordinary feature of the case that the position of the child was not
considered at all. Their child was literally not seen by the court as a refugee or otherwise.

This decision reflected the political environment at the time in which there was growing
concern of an invasion of Chinese couples trying to take refuge in Australia.69 Before the case
reached the High Court, the Federal Court had ruled in favour of the couple.70 The
government responded by introducing a Bill that stated expressly that fugitives from China’s
One Child policy could not be considered refugees.71 The Bill was withdrawn following the
ruling by the High Court.72

One effect of the decision in A v MIEA was that the plight of persons facing forced abortion
and sterilisation became a focus for social and political activism. An important player behind
the scenes was Tasmanian Senator Brian Harradine, a committed Catholic who was father to
a blended family of 13 children.73 Even before he held the balance of power in a tight Senate,
he made it his business to ensure that the Chinese couple were quietly allowed to stay in
Australia.

The advocacy that developed around these Chinese cases was brought to a head by the plight
of an unnamed Chinese woman, who had been held in detention in Australia with her young
child for several years. Eight months pregnant with her second child, she was returned to
China where she was forced to have an abortion. Her plight gained much public attention,
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garnering anger and sympathy,74 to the extent that the government called an inquiry into
Australia’s refugee and humanitarian program.75

The change in attitude following this inquiry was reflected in the High Court when issues
involving China’s One Child policy returned for consideration in 2000. In Chen Shi Hai v
Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs, the High Court held unanimously that
children born in breach of China’s one child policy, known as ‘black children,’ were refugees.
The Court ruled that the children did belong to a particular social group for convention
purposes because of their immutable characteristics: they could not alter their designation at
birth as black children.76

Despite the initial willingness of some High Court justices to take a broad human rights
approach, most superior court judges were generally reticent to ‘shape their interpretation
of the Refugee Convention so as to conform to the human rights spirit of the instrument’.77
Instead, they often adopted a restrictive and narrow interpretation of the Refugee
Convention.78 For instance in Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs v Haji
Ibrahim, the High Court was unwilling to recognise people fleeing countries during civil war
as refugees.79 As Gummow J stated:
It is generally accepted that the Convention definition, based on individual persecution, limits
the humanitarian scope of the Convention.80
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The courts’ focus on ‘text rather than context’ reflected its preference to concentrate
primarily on domestic legislation without considering international law. 81 For instance, in
Lim, only brief reference was made to the non‐binding international human rights treaties.
International law was not considered relevant because of Parliament’s clear legislative
intentions to the contrary. Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ observed that the Migration
Amendment Act:
unmistakably evinces a legislative intent that, to the extent of any inconsistency, those
provisions prevail over those earlier statutes and those international treaties.82

As seen in the following section, this approach marked the beginning of what went on to
become a profound bifurcation between domestic and international law in Australia.

The case of Lim marked a turning point in one further aspect involving international human
rights law. When the case failed before the High Court, barrister Nicholas Poynder assisted
the detainees to make a complaint to the Human Rights Committee using the newly ratified
Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.83 It was only the second complaint brought against Australia
before this committee.84 The Committee’s findings showed how ‘at odds’ the High Court’s
decision was with international law.85 In A v Australia, the Committee found clear violations
of Australia’s human rights obligations. It opined that the detention of the Cambodians for
four years whilst waiting for determination of their refugee status was arbitrary and violated
Article 9 of the ICCPR.86 Furthermore, the Committee observed that detention should only
be for an appropriately justifiable period and not beyond.87
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Summary
Although the High Court was reluctant to apply international law in Lim, it took a more
expansive approach in Teoh by emphasising its important role even when absent from
domestic law because of the legitimate expectation doctrine. This decision was poorly
received by the government and numerous unsuccessful attempts were made to pass
legislation to reverse the decision. However, the High Court cast doubt on the legitimate
expectation doctrine in Teoh.88

The government’s resolve to control who enters and remains in Australia was also
demonstrated by its willingness to return an eight months pregnant Chinese woman to China
where she was forced to undergo an abortion under the one child policy. However, this case
generated much public interest and anger that led the government to conduct a Senate
Inquiry into Australia’s determination processes which recommended that Australia ‘embrace
the international standards of human rights law in a manner that is open and
comprehensible’.89 In a further sign of an emerging difference between the courts and the
government, the High Court was prepared to recognise the rights of children born under the
one child policy. Children were finally starting to be perceived as needing protection by both
the courts and activists. However, recommendations from a Senate Inquiry and a few court
decisions were unlikely to influence an intransigent government. It is possible that the
government was underestimating how the plight of children was to be one of the greatest
rallying cries for the refugee advocacy movement.

C

Children, law and advocacy in the age of terror

At the end of the Millennium, the arrival of boat people, this time afforded the designation
of unauthorised maritime arrivals (‘UMAs’), again became a trigger for seismic legal change.90
A byproduct of global conflicts in which Australia had direct and indirect involvement, the
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new cohort of asylum seekers became game changers for one simple and highly unfortunate
reason. Their arrival coincided with terrorist attacks in the US that arguably marked the
beginning of a new era of securitisation. In Australia, the shift between seeing asylum seekers
as vulnerable persons in need of assistance to a source of threat was palpable. This period
also marked a turning point in the organisation of advocacy around human rights in Australia.
If it was the children who suffered most, their plight seems to have been a key motivation for
co‐ordination within the advocacy community.

The account begins with a brief examination of the Tampa Affair followed by an analysis of
the key legal actions brought in respect of asylum seeking children held in immigration
detention.

Tampa
In August 2001, 433 Afghan nationals were rescued by the MV Tampa, a Norwegian container
ship. Captain Rinan set course for the Australian territory of Christmas Island instead of
Indonesia as initially intended because the ‘rescuees’91 were threatening suicide and facing
deteriorating health issues.92 In defiance of the Australian government, Rinan steered the
Tampa to anchor off Christmas Island. The government responded by sending SAS troops to
secure the vessel and formally denied entry to the rescuees, although it gave the Norwegian
ambassador brief access to the ship. He emerged with a letter written by the rescuees
claiming that they were refugees fleeing the ‘long‐time war and its tragic human
consequences … genocide and massacres in our country’.93
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The government’s actions were challenged by Eric Vadarlis, a commercial solicitor from
Melbourne, and the Victorian Council for Civil Liberties who together assembled a formidable
legal team, all acting pro bono. The Victorian Council for Civil Liberties v Minister for
Immigration and Multicultural Affairs94 holds intrinsic interest insofar as the legal team used
every aspect of law that they could imagine in trying to fight the standoff occurring in the
waters around Christmas Island. Before North J, they were successful on key points of
constitutional law, even though the judge rejected arguments grounded in administrative
law95 and international law more generally.96 Amnesty International and the Human Rights
Equal Opportunity Commission (‘HREOC’)97 were intervenors. North J made orders by way of
habeas corpus that the rescuees should be brought to mainland Australia because they were
detained without lawful authority. The government did not hide its frustration with the
courts in trying to limit their right to control the entry of non‐citizens into Australia.98 Prime
Minister Howard declared:
It is in the national interest that the courts of Australia do not have the right to overturn some
things that rightly belongs to the determination of the Australian people, as expressed
through their representatives in Parliament.99

The rescuees’ biggest problem was that North J delivered his judgement on 11 September
2001, a few hours before planes hijacked by terrorists flew into the twin towers in New York
City and the Pentagon in Washington, DC. The political climate changed radically across the
globe, including in Australia. Within days, the Full Federal Court in Ruddock v Vadarlis
overturned the earlier decision by North J, with the language and reasoning of the majority
judgments100 redolent of the new climate of fear. The main question for the Court was
whether the executive power conferred on the government under s 61 of the Constitution
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‘authorised and supported the expulsion of the detainees and their detention’.101 French J
held that:
The executive power of the Commonwealth, absent statutory extinguishment or abridgement
would extend to a power to prevent the entry of non‐citizens and to do such things as are
necessary to effect such exclusion. … The power to determine who may come into Australia
is so central to its sovereignty that it is not to be supposed that the Government of the nation
would lack under the power conferred upon it directly by the Constitution, the ability to
prevent people not part of the Australia community, from entering.102

Thus, the majority held that ‘the steps taken in relation to the MV Tampa which had the
purpose and effect of preventing the rescuees from entering the migration zone and
arranging for their departure from Australian territorial waters were within the scope of
executive power’.103 The Court also relied on the three walled prison reasoning used in Lim
to conclude that the rescuees were not being detained by the Commonwealth.

By the time the Tampa litigation reached the Full Federal Court, the standoff on Christmas
Island had been resolved through bi‐lateral agreements with Nauru and New Zealand and
through arrangements with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (‘UNHCR’)
and International Organization of Migration.104 This marked the somewhat informal start to
what grew into the government’s ‘Pacific Solution:’ a policy that would ultimately involve the
interdiction of boats carrying asylum seekers and the referral of rescuees (starting with those
on the Tampa) to have their refugee claims processed on foreign soil. In due course, as
explored in Chapter 5, offshore processing would be extended to include Manus Island in
Papua New Guinea (‘PNG’).

These political developments are not referenced directly in the Tampa appeals but they help
to explain the courts’ reluctance to dwell on matters of international law.105 It was widely
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accepted that most of the Afghan nationals on the Tampa would have been found to be
refugees if they had been given the opportunity to apply for protection visas in Australia.
Large numbers of Afghani asylum seekers who had come to Australia had already been
deemed as refugees under the Refugee Convention.106 At first instance, North J conceded
that ‘it is probably that a significant number of the rescuees are people genuinely fearing
persecution in Afghanistan’.107 However, the Full Federal Court stated that it was not going
to investigate whether the rescuees were refugees. French J acknowledged that Australia’s
primary obligation to refugees is to not return them to a country where they may face
persecution. In this instance, he found the question was moot because the rescuees were
being sent to New Zealand and Nauru.108 Moreover, special leave to appeal to the High Court
was refused because by the time the application was considered, the issue had been
resolved.109

To validate its actions and ensure maximum control over immigration, the government
introduced six pieces of legislation, all of which were accepted by a much diminished
opposition without murmur. The amendments retrospectively deemed legal the removal of
ships and occupants from Australian waters;110 ‘excised’ certain islands from Australian’s
migration zone;111 provided for the transfer of offshore arrivals to a declared country such as
Nauru or PNG; and introduced a threshold test to prevent TPV holders from gaining
permanent protection.112 Other legislation purported to restrict access to judicial review of
administrative decisions, prevent appeals and narrow the definition of a refugee.113 The
legislative changes were designed to increase the Minister’s powers and limit the power of
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the courts. Their purpose was to isolate the executive government’s power and enable them
to retain greater control over the administrative process.114

Summary
Tampa changed the course of Australia’s migration policies. It resulted in harsher legislation
that restricted the rights of UMAs and provided the government with greater control over
who enters and remains in Australia. It meant that UMAs who arrived in an excised zone,
including children, were prevented from applying for protection visas in Australia. Instead,
they were sent to offshore detention centres in Nauru and subject to its laws. The Federal
Court’s lack of consideration of international human rights law and their unwillingness to
acknowledge whether the detainees were refugees highlights their reticence in undermining
the powers of the executive government.

D

Children and the rise and rise of immigration detention

The build‐up to the release of children from immigration detention in 2005
The Tampa incident was a defining moment for the Howard government and provided a
legitimate mandate to pursue its protectionist and exclusionary policies. It attracted much
publicity and enabled Howard to take a harsh stance against asylum seekers.115 The emphasis
was on protecting Australia’s borders and asserting its power as a sovereign nation.116 By not
allowing the rescuees to come to shore or journalists to board the ship, the human story was
absent.117 Instead, the rescuees were portrayed as disingenuous asylum seekers who were
trying to take advantage of Australia’s immigration policies.118 A clear message was delivered
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by the Howard government that they were untrustworthy and undeserving of Australia’s
protection:
The people on board MV Tampa are occasional tourists: people who have contracted
criminal elements or crime gangs who are often involved in the transportation of drugs to
our shore, and on this occasion are transporting another form of human misery in the form
of some who are seeking to come to Australia but not go through the regular channels. It is
offensive to those who are genuine refugees who have come to this country and
experienced the generosity that this nation has, without question, offered to them.119

Thus, the government was able to justify its decisive action on the basis that asylum seekers
arriving by boat should not be rewarded with entry into Australia over those who come
through proper channels. It also seized this political opportunity to garner public support for
its new policies.120

The Tampa crisis was closely followed by the ‘Children Overboard’ incident in which the
Howard government falsely accused Iraqi asylum seekers of throwing their children
overboard; the sinking of the Siev X in which 353 asylum seekers drowned including 146
children; and the September 11th terrorist attacks. All these events generated negative
publicity, and a climate of fear and distrust surrounding UMAs and refugees in general. This
enabled the government to portray them in a damaging light and gain further support for its
immigration policies.121

Words such as ‘queue jumper’, ‘illegal’, ‘boat people’ and

‘unauthorised’, were used by the government to suggest that asylum seekers were a threat
to national security and the Australian way of life, and thus should remain separate from the
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larger community.122 Children were not considered any differently and treated similarly.
Opinion polls showed that the public supported the government’s punitive policies.123

Prior to Tampa, loosely connected groups and individuals, including lawyers were concerned
about the detention of people seeking asylum. The Tampa affair sparked greater interest in
the issue and led to the mobilisation of a small number of groups and individuals who were
angry at the government’s policies and empathic towards the asylum seekers.124 There was
growing outrage that Australia could violate the human rights of people seeking asylum by
sending them to offshore detention facilities. Lawyers were also becoming increasingly
focused on human rights, international law and Australia’s harsh domestic legislation. Tampa
triggered a strong response because both the government and the courts were seen to have
‘turned their back on the asylum seekers’.125

Along with Tampa, the ABC Four Corner’s Program on the breakdown of six year old Shayan
Bedraie126 also activated the mobilisation of people and groups and provided the legitimacy
to oppose immigration detention policies and attract public attention.127 After the program
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aired, over 5,000 Australians expressed their shock on the program’s website that a young
child was forced to live in inadequate conditions and exposed to self‐harm, violence and
riots.128

Some activists became heavily invested in helping Shayan Bedraie129 and many influential
groups were formed very quickly. For example, ChilOut emerged in response to the program
on Bedraie. It attracted people who had never participated in social advocacy but were
passionate about the plight of children in immigration detention.130 It became an influential
player in the refugee advocacy movement in opposing government policies and creating
awareness about children in detention. In 2000, Refugee Action Collective Victoria (‘RAC’)
comprised a loose group of individuals who objected to mandatory detention, however two
days after the Tampa incident, they organised a rally outside the Immigration Department in
Melbourne. It was at this point that RAC became firmly established as an important player
with a significant cause to pursue.131 Rural Australians for Refugees (‘RAR’) also mobilised
large support and within three months of its initial meeting had attracted 30 groups of
supporters.132 RAR targeted rural middle‐aged and middle‐class women with a strong sense
of justice and humanity.133 A Just Australia (‘AJA’) participated in national lobbying, attracting
well‐known leaders, politicians, authors and media personalities.134

Other significant

organisations included Asylum Seeker Resource Centre (‘ASRC’), Circle of Friends, Project
SafeCom, Bridge for Asylum Seekers Foundation, Refugee Rights Action Group, Coalition for
Asylum Seekers, Refugees and Detainees, Centre for Advocacy, and Support and Education
for Refugees. These advocacy groups along with individual activists and lawyers contributed
to the growing momentum in opposing government immigration policies.
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Although opinion polls supported the government’s mandatory detention policy, the sight of
distressed asylum seekers in detention centres and the harsh conditions in detention
polarised debates.135 The escape of fifty asylum seekers from Woomera in July 2001 created
a ‘groundswell of support … and signalled a new direction in the refugee debate ‐ towards
subversion and civil disobedience of laws’.136 Riots, hunger strikes, mass break‐outs, self‐
harm, suicide attempts, depression and anxiety were common.137 In particular, conditions in
Woomera attracted media and public attention including national and global
condemnation.138 International organisations such as the Red Cross, voiced their concerns
about the physical, emotional and mental welfare of the asylum seekers.

Amnesty

International labelled ‘mandatory detention a "failure", calling on the government to at least
release the children and their families.139 In 2002, a ‘Freedom Bus’ visited detention centres
to promote community awareness and solidarity with asylum seekers. In March, 50,000
people protested against immigration detention policies and cemented the refugee advocacy
movement as a ‘humanitarian wave swept through part of the Australian population in
opposition to these policies’.140

Along with grassroots efforts, lawyers also challenged the constitutional validity of detaining
children. In Re Woolley; Ex parte Applicants M276/2003,141 the High Court unanimously held
that the clear and unequivocal language of the Migration Act allows for the detention of
unlawful non‐citizens, including children, as no distinction is made between adults or
children. Moreover, it ruled that if a law is valid, then the Courts have a duty to apply its
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terms regardless of its effects.142 The Court also held that, despite the obligations under the
CRC, the unambiguous language of the Migration Act allows for the detention of children.
Vadarlis, who participated in the Tampa litigation, was the children’s lawyer. HREOC as
intervenor detailed the harmful physical and mental health effects of long‐term detention on
children.

Although this case was unsuccessful in the courtroom, it reflected one of many efforts by the
refugee advocacy movement in trying to effect change for children in immigration detention.
Along with litigation, refugee advocacy groups and activists engaged in many different
grassroots strategies to highlight the issue, garner public support, attract media attention and
pressure the government. There was growing concern by the Australian public about the
impact of immigration detention on children.143 As the result of intense campaigns led by
ChilOut, AJA and RAR, public opinion shifted towards children in immigration detention. Polls
showed that 77% of Australians opposed their detention, and the issue ‘spurred one of the
larger civil rights movements since the Vietnam war’.144 Their message that the detention of
children was akin to ‘statutory child abuse’ was effective because it reflected the public’s core
values.145 No other issue garnered such large‐scale public support and promoted the
collective action of individuals and groups.146

Anger and distress grew amongst the public as they became increasingly aware of the harmful
impact of detention on children.147 It was difficult to ignore reports of children exposed to
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self‐harm, suicide attempts, protests and hunger strikes.148 In 2004, AHRC conducted a
systematic inquiry into children in immigration detention and released a comprehensive
report outlining the impact of detention on children, A Last Resort.149 The report was highly
critical of the government’s treatment of children in immigration detention and outlined its
breaches of Australia’s international obligations.

It found evidence that immigration

detention harms the physical, mental and emotional wellbeing of children; and
recommended the release of all children from immigration detention, and legislative reform.
The government responded to the disturbing findings and scathing criticisms almost
immediately.150 Soon after it was tabled in June 2004, Howard announced the government’s
intention to release all children from immigration detention.151

Efforts for reform were also bolstered by MPs who were concerned about the lack of human
rights in immigration detention.152 Liberal MP Petro Georgiou, a passionate human rights
advocate supported legislative reform of the immigration detention regime and relied on
ChilOut, AJA and RAR to show Howard that the Australian community opposed the detention
of children despite divided public opinion about mandatory detention more generally.153
Moreover, the wrongful detention of Australian permanent resident, Cornelia Rau and
Australian citizen, Vivian Alvarez Solon, also received much media attention and caused public
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outrage.154 It put pressure on the government to make policy changes155 and led to the
Palmer Inquiry which provided the impetus for Georgiou to push for reform.156

Most significantly, Georgiou was instrumental in beginning a backbench revolt against the
Howard government. In June 2005, closely supported by four fellow MPs (Judi Moylan, Bruce
Baird and Russell Broadbent), Georgiou introduced two Private Members’ Bills to put pressure
on Howard to release all children and their parents from immigration detention. The
following day, Howard announced changes to the Migration Act which included s 4AA which
affirms the principle in the CRC that ‘no minor shall be detained except as a measure of last
resort’.157 Howard also declared that all children and their families would be released from
detention. In May 2004, there were 76 children in immigration detention and by July 2005,
the remaining 42 children and their families were released from mainland immigration
detention into the community.158

As a result of the policy reforms, the Minister was given powers to provide bridging visas for
detainees who faced indefinite detention; and the Commonwealth Ombudsman was given
powers to review the cases of persons held in detention for at least two years.159 However,
there was condemnation that the reforms failed to address mandatory detention policies.
There were criticisms that despite having discretionary powers to issue bridging visas and
make residence determinations, the Minister was under no obligation to do so. Additionally,
although s 4AA of the Migration Act states that no minor shall be detained except as a last
resort, there were no procedures in place to provide an alternative to detention. Georgiou
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accepted the compromise because the release of families into the community would enable
them to ‘live in conditions which are far more humane and suitable’.160

Although the reforms had limitations, it was a substantial win for the refugee advocacy
movement in achieving the release of children from detention. Furthermore, their efforts
had a broad impact and indirectly contributed to other positive results.161 Although the new
measures were designed to apply to detainees in onshore detention and not Christmas Island
and Nauru162 , Howard nevertheless issued TPVs to most of these detainees. In October 2005,
twenty‐five of twenty‐seven people living in Nauru were brought to Australia, including seven
children who were granted TPVs. The remaining two were considered a security risk. In
addition, eleven people including three children on Christmas Island received TPVs.163
Although Georgiou played an instrumental role in securing the release of children, Georgiou
acknowledged that ‘the recently announced changes to the treatment of asylum seekers and
refugees are a tribute to the persistent and tenacious advocacy of thousands of Australian
citizens’.164 The multi‐pronged approach of litigation, grassroots advocacy, and some public
and political support, was effective in securing the release of children from immigration
detention in 2005.

Indefinite detention
This section examines a series of legal challenges concerning the indefinite immigration
detention of unlawful non‐citizens from 2002 onwards. The first case that challenged the
legality of indefinite detention was Al‐Masri v Minister for Immigration, Multicultural and
Indigenous Affairs.165 In this case, a Palestinian from the Gaza Strip who unsuccessfully
applied for a protection visa, was held indefinitely in immigration detention because he could
not be returned to the Gaza strip. Al‐Masri's solicitor was Refugee Advocacy Service of South
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Australia (‘RASSA’), a non‐profit community legal centre, established in 2002 by Woomera
Lawyers’ Group (‘WLG’) to help asylum seekers seek judicial review in the Federal Court.
HREOC was intervenor. Al‐Masri contended that s 196(1)(a), which allows for detention of
asylum seekers until removed, deported or granted a visa, does not permit indefinite
detention. The Court applied the principle in Lim, that the detention of an unlawful citizen is
valid if it is for removal or deportation; however, failing to remove the person ‘as soon as
practicable … would deprive the Executive of legal authority to retain that person in
custody’.166 Thus, a full bench of the Federal Court held that the continued mandatory
detention of an unlawful non‐citizen pending removal would be unlawful if there was no real
likelihood or prospect of removal in the reasonably foreseeable future.167

Furthermore, the Court168 concluded that s 196(1)(a) should be interpreted in conformity with
Australia’s obligations under international treaties and, in particular, Article 9(1) of the ICCPR
whereby no one should be arbitrarily detained or deprived of their liberty except in
accordance with law. This was a successful outcome for refugee activists in obtaining the
release of Al‐Masri into the community to await deportation; however, it was short‐lived.

The High Court decided the issue in the concurrent signature actions of Al‐Kateb v Godwin169
and Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs v Al‐Khafaji.170 In those
cases, a slim 4:3 majority of the High Court held that Parliament’s intentions were clear. The
language of the Migration Act was unambiguous such that unlawful citizens must be detained
until they are removed, deported or granted a visa.171 The Court upheld the ability of the
executive government to detain indefinitely failed asylum seekers who were stateless and
therefore unable to be deported to another country. It again held that the detention of these
people was administrative and non‐punitive.
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The minority upheld the approach taken by the Federal Court in Al‐Masri.

Gleeson

acknowledged that although the Migration Act allows for detention for the purposes of
removal, it does not provide for provisions of what happens if removal is not possible.
Gleeson J affirmed the presumption that international law is not to be violated unless there
is a clear intention by Parliament.172 Additionally, Kirby J commented on the importance of
interpreting the Constitution in accordance with international law.173 Hamdan, a member of
WLG, and O’Connor, a human rights lawyer, represented Al‐Kateb; whilst Moore was Al‐
Khafaji’s lawyer. HREOC was intervenor in both cases.

Although the High Court held that Al‐Kateb and Al‐Khafaji were lawfully detained, there was
much outcry from the refugee advocacy movement over the injustice of detaining these men
indefinitely. The Immigration Minister offered some concessions by releasing the men and
seven other stateless asylum seekers into the community with bridging visas. Furthermore,
activists engaged in grassroots strategies by lobbying the government and gaining support
from MPs, who helped Al‐Kateb obtain permanent protection.174 Although the efforts of
lawyers and activists were unsuccessful in achieving broader systemic change, they
highlighted the issue, led to some concessions by the government and, in conjunction with
grassroots strategies and support from politicians, helped to achieve a successful outcome
for Al‐Kateb and the other men.

Furthermore, the legislative reforms in Migration

Amendment (Detention Arrangements) Act 2005 (Cth) provided the opportunity for some
detainees to be released into the community on bridging visas.

Another significant High Court case challenging the validity of indefinite detention was
Behrooz v Secretary of the Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous
Affairs,175 Behrooz had been detained in Woomera for two years before escaping. He was
subsequently captured and charged with the criminal offence of escaping from immigration
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detention under s 197A of the Migration Act. He claimed that the conditions of his detention
were harsh and inhumane and did not constitute ‘immigration detention’ but an illegal form
of imprisonment under the Constitution. The majority of the court held that detention was
valid and authorised under the Migration Act even if detainees suffered harsh and inhumane
conditions in detention. Kirby, in dissent, considered the possibility that the inhumane
conditions of detention were a form of punishment that could only be decided by a court and
were therefore unconstitutional. Kirby J affirmed that:
it has long been established by the authority of this Court that statutes are to be interpreted
and applied so as to be in conformity with international law. … Ambiguity in the written law
will often stimulate consideration of the requirements of international law.176

Furthermore, Kirby remarked that since Australia signed and ratified the ICCPR before the
introduction of s 197A of the Migration Act, it ‘must therefore be taken to have accepted the
obligation to ensure that its enacted laws conform to the requirements of the ICCPR’.177
Moore, Al‐Khafaji’s lawyer, instructed Burnside to represent Behrooz, and HREOC was
intervenor.

Litigation and grassroots advocacy: The Bahktiyari family
The increased efforts of the refugee advocacy movement in litigation and grassroots advocacy
were amplified by the tragic circumstances of the Bakhtiyari children and their mother, Roqia,
who were detained in Woomera. Roqia symbolised a woman who was improperly and
wrongly treated by Australian decision‐makers due to their ignorance and cultural
insensitivity about the political and cultural issues surrounding the plight of Afghan women
living under the Taliban.178 Miscommunication and lack of interest to make simple inquires
within the Department of Immigration created a situation in which a family was torn apart.

The family attracted considerable media publicity and public attention as they tried to create
awareness about their plight by hunger strikes, sewing lips together and throwing themselves
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on razor wire.179 They also gained international attention after two of the boys escaped
Woomera during a protest, and with the help of Victorian Refugee Action Coalition,
unsuccessfully tried to claim asylum in the British Consulate.180 Although their escape
brought much attention to the issue of children in immigration detention, it was also used as
an excuse by the Howard government to accuse activists of using the boys for their own self‐
interest.181

The Bakhtiyari family were involved in a complex series of unsuccessful legal challenges and
became a rallying cry for refugee activists.182 Roqia arrived by boat from Afghanistan with
her five children in January 2001. She was following her husband who had come to Australia
earlier by boat in October 1999. Although her husband was granted a TPV in August 2000
and released into the community, Roqia and her children were refused protection visas
because they were found to be Pakistanis and not Hazaras from Afghanistan as claimed.
Roqia’s application for a protection visa was not based on her membership of a family unit
and did not reference her husband because she was unaware of his location. Her application
for review by the RRT was rejected on the basis that her story lacked credibility because of
her lack of knowledge and details about life in Afghanistan and lack of evidence that her
husband was an Afghan national.183 Despite evidence that the Tribunal’s file included
documents that Roqia’s husband was living in Australia and had been granted a protection
visa, the Tribunal was seemingly unaware of this information. Soon after the Tribunal’s
decision, Roqia learned that he was living in Sydney.184

An application was made to the High Court claiming the RRT had erred by not considering her
husband’s status, and that the Minister should have exercised power under s 417 of the
Migration Act, to substitute the Tribunal’s decision with a more favourable decision. The
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majority of the High Court in Re: Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous
Affairs; Ex Parte Applicants S134/2002 held that there was no procedural unfairness or
jurisdictional error in failing to provide for or consider certain facts.185 The RRT did not have
an obligation to inform Roqia of her husband’s status or consider details of his claims and the
Minister was not bound to exercise power. This case was important in highlighting the High
Court’s lack of enthusiasm to create a duty to inquire.186 Furthermore, it demonstrated its
reluctance to intervene in a case with a large amount of negative publicity and lack of public
support, due to the government’s efforts to discredit the family’s credibility.187

Further attempts were made in the courtroom to create change for the Bakhtiyari family. An
application was made in the Family Court to release the children from detention under the
Family Law Act 1975 (Cth). Moore led the case and Amnesty International, instructed by the
Public Interest Advocacy Centre was amicus curiae. In B and B v Minister for Immigration &
Multicultural & Indigenous Affairs,188 the Full Court held that the Family Court had the welfare
jurisdiction to release children in detention and ordered the release of the Bakhtiyari children
into the community. The court stated that the Family Court’s welfare jurisdiction ‘derives its
constitutional validity from the marriage, divorce and incidental powers contained in ss
51(xxi) and (xxii) of the Constitution which are to be broadly construed’.189 Additionally, the
majority of the Court found that certain articles of the CRC were incorporated into the Family
Law Act 1975 (Cth) by virtue of s 67ZC Family Law Reform Act 1995 (Cth). Furthermore, the
majority of the court concluded that the indefinite detention of children was a serious breach
of Australia’s obligations under Article 37 of the CRC such that no child should be unlawfully
or arbitrarily detained; and that detention should be used as a measure of last resort and for
the shortest amount of time possible.190 It appeared momentarily that litigation had
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produced a positive outcome for the Bakhtiyari children and the courts was setting a
precedent for broader change.

However, on appeal, the High Court unanimously held that the Migration Act provided for
the mandatory detention of children and that the Family Court did not have jurisdiction to
order the release of children in immigration detention or make orders concerning their
welfare.191 Kirby J held that the provisions of mandatory detention under the Migration Act
are ‘clear, valid and applicable’192 and that the ‘intractable’ language of the Migration Act
cannot be ‘read down’193 because of Australia’s obligations under international law. Callinan
J stated that, although some of the words or principles in the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth) are
consistent with the CRC, it has not been incorporated into domestic law. It was held that
Parliament ‘did not intend to implement the Convention by, in some way enlarging or creating
an all‐embracing welfare jurisdiction’.194 Boylan, a founding member of WLG, led the
challenge.
Despite the lack of success in the courts, a better outcome was achieved when a complaint
was filed to the UN Human Rights Committee. The Committee found that the Australian
government had violated the ICCPR including article 9(1) (right to not be arbitrarily detained);
article 9(4) (right to take proceedings before court); and article 24 (right of minor to be
protected).195 However Australia rejected the Committee’s conclusions as they were not
legally binding.

The Bakhtiyari case demonstrated how litigation can produce many indirect benefits. It
helped to generate media publicity and boost public awareness about the plight of the
Bakhtiyari children and children in immigration detention in general. Protests were held, and
letters, petitions and media articles were written requesting that the Bakhtiyari children be
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allowed to remain in Australia.196 There was also much positive goodwill and support towards
the children from the local school community and the Catholic Church.197 Despite efforts by
the refugee advocacy movement to use litigation and grassroots advocacy to create change,
the Bakhtiyari family were eventually deported to Pakistan.
The case also demonstrated how a political backlash can occur as a result of a high‐profile
case.

An impasse was created between the government and the refugee advocacy

movement. The family was used by activists to highlight the injustices caused by the
government’s punitive immigration policies.198 For those who supported the government’s
policies, the family were seen as liars and disingenuous, and symbolised a threat to Australia’s
border security.199 The government was furious with activists for trying to help the boys claim
asylum in the British consulate.200 Furthermore, the case became highly politicised such that
the government was determined not to succumb to public pressure in case a ‘compromise
was regarded as weakness or an admission that the Government’s tough stance on
mandatory detention was flawed’.201
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Unaccompanied minors
Although unaccompanied minors (‘UAMs’) are vulnerable and face many risks in travelling
alone without family support, they are afforded few protections because the Migration Act
makes few distinctions between adults and children.202 Furthermore, the unavailability of
legal aid, the limited powers of the courts to intervene in the judicial review process and the
courts’ reticence to consider certain factors such age has also created many barriers for
UAMs.203 The following cases in this section demonstrates the difficulties in challenging
decisions concerning UAMs.

The case of X v Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs204 involved two
unaccompanied minors whose asylum applications failed and were removed from Australia
before the required 28 days to appeal had expired. They were eventually returned to
immigration detention and brought judicial review applications, contempt motions against
the Minister and guardianship applications for the Minister to provide for their care pursuant
to s 6 of the Immigration (Guardianship of Children) Act 146 (Cth) (‘IGOC Act’) which states
that the Minister is the guardian of every non‐citizen child arriving in Australia until the child
turns 18 years of age or leaves Australia permanently.

Each of these actions were

commenced without the appointment of a tutor or next friend. The Minister claimed that the
unaccompanied minors could not seek legal action on their own because they were minors.
North J held that the ‘context and purpose’ of s 6 of the IGOC Act indicates that a non‐citizen
child bringing a guardianship application does not necessarily require the intervention of a
tutor to do so. Instead the intervention of a tutor is only required if a request has been made
to the Court and if the Court deems it in the best interests of the child.205 This should include
taking into account ‘age, understanding, capacity … and nature of the rights asserted and
urgency’.206 Furthermore, North J held that the guardian’s responsibilities under the IGOC
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Act includes its obligations in protecting the fundamental human rights of children under the
CRC.207 However, North J expressed no need to refer to best interest principles in article 3(1)
of the CRC with regards to the Minister’s obligations under s 6 of the IGOC Act because of its
absence in Australia’s domestic law.208 Lindsay, a Barrister and Director of Legal Aid in
Western Australia, was counsel.

In Odhiambo v Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs, heard in conjunction with
Peter Martizi v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, it was argued that Minister
has obligations under the IGOC Act to appoint a guardian to assist the applicants when
appearing in front of the RRT. 209 In this case, the applicants (both sixteen years old) were
unaccompanied minors from Africa who claimed to suffer persecution in Sudan and Rwanda.
Their asylum claims were refused because of lack of credibility and they sought judicial review
of the decisions. Both applicants had legal assistance in preparing their visa applications but
represented themselves before the Tribunal through video‐link. The applicants claimed a
breach of procedural fairness and that a guardian should have been appointed to help them
in front of the Tribunal. Submissions were made by HREOC in which it argued that the
Migration Act and the IGOC Act should be interpreted consistently regarding Australia’s
obligations under the Refugee Convention and the CRC.210

The Full Court referred to North J’s judgment in X v MIMA, and held that there was no denial
of procedural fairness because the circumstances of the minors did not require them to be
represented by the guardian, next friend or tutor for the Tribunal to conduct the hearing.211
The ‘bare fact’ that they were minors was not a sufficient reason to find the Tribunal erred in
allowing them to appear in the hearing without a guardian.212 Furthermore, it held that the
provisions of the Migration Act do not require the applicants to have a guardian, tutor or next
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friend when appearing before the Tribunal. Le Sueur, a refugee advocate, was solicitor and
HREOC was intervenor.

The Federal Court also held that there is no statutory obligation on the Minister to determine
the age of asylum seekers claiming to be minors rather the onus of proof of age lies on the
applicants themselves.213 Furthermore, it held that there was no statutory requirement on
the RRT to consider age, physical and mental condition when assessing applications for
protection visa.214

Another significant case which demonstrated the court’s reluctance to look beyond the
Migration Act and consider broader contextual factors involved Jaffari, an unaccompanied 15
year old boy, whose visa application was refused because of credibility issues. Jaffari was
initially assisted with his visa application but was provided with no assistance after his
application failed. Thus, his application for judicial review of the Tribunal’s decision was not
lodged within the 28‐day time limit as required under s 478(1)(b) of the Migration Act. In the
first instance, in Jaffari v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs [No 2]215 and on
appeal, in WACB v Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs,216 the Federal Court
agreed with the primary Judge that Jaffari had proper assistance and understood the process;
and was satisfied that he had been told of the decision and understood the time limits to
lodge an application for review. Furthermore, the Federal Court agreed that the ‘bare fact
the appellant is a minor [does not] affect the validity of the notification’.217

On appeal to the High Court, the main issue revolved around the construction of s 478(1)(b)
of the Migration Act and whether it should be read together with s 430 which provides the
process for delivery of the tribunal’s decision.218 Jaffari argued that ‘being notified of a
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decision’ meant more than mere notification of the ‘outcome of the decision’219 and should
involve being informed of the substance of the decision. Although the High Court was not
prepared to consider this argument, the majority held that being ‘notified’ of the decision
meant that the written statement of the document must be physically delivered and only
then can the time under s 478(1)(b) commence.220 Furthermore, a majority of the High Court
held that it was ‘ill‐founded’ to propose that ‘for the Minister, as statutory guardian, the
interests of the minor were paramount and took precedence over the Minister’s statutory
obligations under the Act as the opposing litigant’.221 Cameron was counsel for Jaffari in the
first instance and in the subsequent appeals.

WACB v MIMIA highlighted the judiciary’s narrow approach to statutory interpretation by
focussing on the unambiguous language of the Migration Act. None of the judges ‘went
beyond the text of the Migration Act’ when they determined whether Jaffari had been
notified of the tribunal’s decision or whether he had been informed of its substance.222
Moreover, they did not consider that the applicant was a minor with no family support, little
knowledge of the legal system and inadequate English skills.223 Instead, the majority of the
court focused on the ‘importance of simple and strict statutory interpretation in its
reasoning’.224 Furthermore, the court (majority and minority) did not rely on international
law in interpreting the provisions of the Migration Act despite Australia’s non‐refoulement
obligations.225

Despite its lack of attention to the broader social and cultural factors that may have impacted
Jaffari’s understanding of the legal process, the Court’s ruling was favourable for Jaffari. By
focussing on a strict statutory interpretation of the notification provisions, Cameron was
effective in achieving a successful outcome.
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In response to WACB v MIMIA, the government introduced the Migration Legislation
Amendment (Electronic Transactions and Methods of Notification) Act 2001 (Cth) which
provided that notification of communication to applicants includes the delivery of oral,
written or electronic communication. Thus, the government was able to circumvent the
court’s ruling by broadening the method of notification.

There was increasing concern that the Minister’s guardianship duties under the Immigration
(Guardianship of Children) Act 1946 (Cth) Act (‘IGOC Act’) conflicted with the Minister’s duties
under the Migration Act to place non‐citizen children without visas into detention. In Plaintiff
M168/10 v Commonwealth (held concurrently with seven other cases), the High Court held
that the detention of the unaccompanied minors was lawful and the failure to release the
unaccompanied children into the community did not breach the Minister’s statutory duty of
care as guardian under s 6 of the IGOC Act even if there was a serious risk of psychological or
other harm.226 Furthermore, Crennan J referred to WACB in which general guardianship
obligations must give way to the Minister’s specific obligations under the Migration Act. 227
Victoria Legal Aid, a legal aid commission, represented the children.

Cameron was also involved in a series of challenges involving Sadiqi, an UAM who was
brought to Australia from Nauru to testify in an inquest. The ‘Sadiqi litigation’228 was complex
and primarily revolved around two main challenges: the Minister’s declaration of Nauru and
the Minister’s obligations under the IGOC Act. Cameron challenged the statutory provisions
of the Migration Act on the basis that the Minister’s Declaration of Nauru as a place for
processing UMAs was invalid because it did not meet the criteria under s 198(A)(3)(a) which
requires the Minister to declare in writing that the specified country provides access to
effective procedures; protects detainees waiting determination of refugee status,
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repatriation or resettlement; and meets certain human rights standards.229 Cameron also
challenged whether the Minister was in breach of the guardianship obligations under s 6 of
the IGOC Act by transferring unaccompanied children to Nauru.230

In P1/2003 v MIMIA231, the Court acknowledged that it is the responsibility of the Minister
and not the courts to make judgement about whether the appropriate standards of s 198A
have been met because of a ‘legislative intention’ that the declaration is for ‘ministerial
judgment’.232 Similarly, in Sadiqi v Commonwealth of Australia (No 2), McKerracher J held
that that the declaration that Nauru is a declared country under s 198(A)(3) of the Migration
Act is valid.233 Furthermore, the court considered whether there was a breach of the
Minister’s guardianship duties under s 6 of the IGOC Act by transferring unaccompanied
minors to Nauru, and s 6A(1) which does not allow for removal of unaccompanied minors
from Australia without the Minister’s consent. The Court held that the general provisions of
ss 6 and 6A(1) of the IGOC Act were subject to the more specific provisions of s 198A of the
Migration Act which authorises the removal of an ‘offshore entry person’ from Australia to a
declared country.234

Although Cameron’s arguments were unsuccessful in the courtroom, a positive outcome was
achieved for Sadiqi who was found to be a refugee by the RRT even though earlier, Nauru
officials had rejected his application. He was released on a TPV in 2004.235 Furthermore, by
March 2006, most of the UAMs whose initial claims for asylum failed were granted permanent
protection visas or were in the process of obtaining them. Notably, a catholic school in
Adelaide lobbied the government to allow a group of five young men to remain in Australia.
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A prominent priest, Father Frank Brennan, also played a role in obtaining student visas for
some of the young men who were eventually granted protection visas.236

The Malaysian solution
In 2011, similar arguments to those in the Sadiqi litigation were also made in Plaintiff
M70/2011 v Minister for Immigration and Citizenship,237 heard concurrently with Plaintiff
M106 of 2011 by his Litigation Guardian,238 but with more success. Plaintiff M106 was an
unaccompanied minor. Unlike the Sadiqi legislation, the Court held that the declaration of a
country as a regional processing country under s 198A(3) of the Migration Act could be
subject for judicial review. Manne, Executive Director of Refugee Legal successfully led this
case. The AHRC was intervenor. The central issue of this case was whether the plaintiffs
could be taken to Malaysia pursuant to an Arrangement between the Government of Australia
and the Government of Malaysia on Transfer and Resettlement,239 in which Australia would
transfer 800 asylum seekers who arrived by boat to Malaysia, without assessing their refugee
protection claims prior to their transfer. In return, over a period of four years, Australia would
resettle 4000 UNHCR approved refugees living in Malaysia. Children were not exempt from
this agreement, the logic being that it was necessary to act as a deterrent to future asylum
seekers from bringing their children to Australia on dangerous boat journey.240

The Plaintiffs argued that the Minister’s declaration of Malaysia as a country to which asylum
seekers could be taken for processing under s 198A of the Migration Act was invalid. The
High Court held that under s 198A of the Migration Act, the Minister cannot validly declare a
country as one that can process asylum seekers’ claims unless that country satisfies protective
obligations in its domestic law or under international law; provides effective procedures for
determining their protection needs; provides protection for detainees waiting determination
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of their refugee status, repatriation or resettlement in another country; and satisfies
appropriate human rights standards.241 The majority of the Court acknowledged that the
power to remove an offshore entry person from Australia to any country that will accept them
‘would deny the legislative intent evident from the Migration Act as a whole: that its
provisions are intended to facilitate Australia's compliance with the obligations undertaken
in the Refugees Convention and the Refugees Protocol’.242 Thus, the Court held that the
Minister’s declaration was made without power, and was invalid because Malaysia does not
recognise the status of refugees in its domestic law and is not a party to the Refugee
Convention or its Protocol.

Furthermore, it was held in Plaintiff M106 that an unaccompanied minor could not be
removed from Australia without the Minister’s written consent under s 6A(1) of the IGOC
Act.243 This was a positive outcome in providing greater protections for unaccompanied
minors. However, within a year, the government passed legislation244 which amended the
IGOC Act so that the Minister is no longer the guardian of children who are removed from
Australia and taken to a regional processing country. The amendments also ensure that the
Minister’s duties and obligations or the operation of the Migration Act are not affected by
the IGOC Act. As a result, the written consent of the Minister is not required for UAMs to be
removed from Australia and taken to a regional processing country.245

This case was a victory for the refugee advocacy movement and demonstrated that litigation
can be a powerful force for change, however in this instance, success was fleeting. Although
it took almost a year, the government passed the Migration Legislation Amendment (Regional
Processing and Other Measures) Act 2012 (Cth), enabling the Minister to designate a country
as a regional processing country if the Minister thinks it is in the ‘national interest’ regardless
of Australia’s obligations under the Refugee Convention. Although it does provide that certain
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assurances are to be given by the designated Country, they are not legally binding. This
legislation also allowed Australia to validly enter into an initial ‘Memorandum of
Understanding’ with PNG and Nauru,246 which were later designated as regional processing
countries for undocumented non‐citizens.

Summary
With increasing numbers of children in immigration detention, children finally came to the
forefront as lawyers and activists began fighting for their rights. With the High Court
confirming that the clear language of the Migration Act allows for the indefinite detention of
children even in harsh conditions; and that the Family Court cannot make orders concerning
the welfare of children, it has been challenging for lawyers to create change only using the
courts. The release of children from immigration detention in 2005 occurred when public
opinion shifted and multiple players including lawyers, activists and politicians collaborated.

Unaccompanied minors face even greater challenges because of their lack of family support
and young age. The High Court has confirmed that UAMs can be detained with no obligation
to release them even if it causes mental and physical harm. The courts have mostly adopted
a strictly legal interpretation of the legislation247 with little consideration of the rights of
UAMs for assistance and legal representation. Furthermore, the courts have made it clear
that the more specific provisions of the Migration Act take precedence over the Minister’s
general obligations under the IGOC Act.

Despite a win preventing the transfer of

unaccompanied minors to Malaysia to process their asylum claims and in requiring Ministerial
consent to remove UAMs from Australia, new legislation was passed which circumvented
these requirements. Thus, these cases demonstrated the government’s resolve to avoid
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making concessions even for UAMs, despite the extra vulnerability of this category of children
who seek asylum alone.

E

Overall summary

Over the years, as the number of people seeking asylum in Australia has increased, the
difficulties and challenges facing the refugee advocacy movement in trying to effect change
for people seeking asylum have amplified. The executive government’s determination to
increase its powers in immigration matters has resulted in limited enforceable rights for
people seeking asylum248 and exceptionally harsh laws and policies. As a result, the refugee
advocacy movement has increasingly turned to the courts to curtail the government’s power.

The mandatory detention of all undocumented non‐citizens is one of Australia’s harshest and
most restrictive immigration policies. It is designed to deter unauthorised maritime arrivals
from seeking asylum in Australia.249 Although mandatory detention was meant to be a
temporary measure to deal with the influx of Indochinese boat arrivals during the 1970s and
1980s, it soon developed into the cornerstone of Australian immigration laws and policies.
As a result, it has provided ripe ground for challenging the legality of immigration detention
in the courts. Lim was the first case to challenge the constitutionality of the detention laws
in the High Court and set the parameters for mandatory detention such that non‐citizens can
be detained if it is for the purpose of removal or deportation.

The Tampa litigation was another case which was also instrumental in altering the course of
the government’s immigration policies. The introduction of the Pacific Solution provided
increasing powers to the executive government to restrict entry of non‐citizens to Australia
and allow for their transfer to offshore detention in Nauru. Tampa was also the catalyst to
unite individuals and advocacy groups who became concerned about the government’s
detention policies. The ABC program on Shayan Bedraie also sparked the mobilisation of
248
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groups such as ChilOut as the plight of children in immigration detention became a focal issue.
Lawyers and activists began working in tandem to challenge the government in and out of the
courtroom.

However, challenges to the validity of the government’s immigration detention policies were
generally unsuccessful. The High Court held that undocumented non‐citizens could be
detained indefinitely and in harsh conditions regardless of Australia’s obligations under
international law;250 and children could be detained indefinitely regardless of the
government’s obligations under the CRC.251 What is interesting is after winning these cases,
the government was prepared to offer some concessions by releasing all children from
immigration detention and some legislative reforms were introduced. Furthermore, Al‐
Kateb, Al‐Khafaji and other stateless men were released into the community. This was most
likely due to the cumulative efforts by lawyers, activists, public sympathy and political
support. Although litigation did not directly result in the release of children from immigration
detention, it helped to motivate movement members to fight the injustice of detaining
children. Similarly, the lack of success in the courtroom for the Bakhtiyari family drove
activists to engage in a grassroots advocacy campaign to pressure the government to allow
them to remain in Australia. Despite intense media attention, community support and much
effort by activists, the government refused to make concessions and deported the family.

Whether the refugee advocacy movement is successful in the courtroom depends on the
judiciary’s willingness or reluctance to adopt a broader contextual approach by taking into
consideration Australia’s obligations under international law. The High Court, at times, has
taken different perspectives concerning Australia’s obligations under the Refugee Convention
and international treaties. For instance, the Full Family Court in B and B v MIMIA adopted a
‘holistic’ and liberal approach in determining that the CRC had been incorporated into the
Family Law Act.252 On appeal, the High Court took a strict approach in requiring the
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Convention to be specifically incorporated into domestic law.253 It also concluded that the
language of the Migration Act allows for mandatory detention and cannot be read down to
consider Australia’s obligations under the CRC. Additionally, in Plaintiff M70/2011, the High
Court took a more expansive contextual approach by concluding that the legislative intent of
the Migration Act is to consider Australia’s obligations under international law. However, the
enactment of new laws has altered the definition of refugee under the Migration Act to
provide for a narrower application of refugee.254

Mostly, challenges based on ‘high legal and moral principles’ found in international treaties
have been unsuccessful.255 The courts were generally reluctant to consider Australia’s
obligations under the Refugee Convention, the ICCPR and the CRC.256 It is a widely agreed
and ‘settled principle’ that the international human rights treaties that Australia is a signatory
and party to, do not carry legal rights and obligations enforceable by Australian courts unless
they are directly incorporated into Australian domestic law.257

Judicial review of cases involving unaccompanied children were largely unsuccessful. Because
the Migration Act does not make provisions for the treatment of UAMs, there is no legal
obligation to ensure that unaccompanied children have the presence or the assistance, legal
or otherwise, of a guardian or tutor when making an asylum application or appearing in front
of the Tribunal.258 Thus, the courts have mostly adopted a strictly legal interpretation of the
legislation and have generally confirmed that what is required of the Tribunal is ‘formal
compliance with the bare terms of the legislation’.259 Moreover, the courts have made it clear
that the general provisions of the IGOC Act are subject to the more specific provisions of the
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Migration Act. Thus, the role of the Minister as guardian is ‘a token or nominal one – with
little practical significance for the migrant child in need of protection’.260

Unless an

independent guardian is appointed for unaccompanied minors, the tensions between the
Minister’s role as both guardian and decision‐maker will continue.

The cases that were most successful focused on the strict reading of legislation, ‘reducing a
child’s claim to simple statutory construction’,261 such as in WACB and Plaintiff M106 of 2011.
However, the government has subsequently introduced legislation to enable these
requirements to be circumvented. So even when wins are achieved in the courtroom, they
are often short‐lived because decisions are overturned on appeal, overruled by superior court
precedent or new legislation is enacted.

Sometimes the government quickly passes

retrospective laws to negate the court’s decision and ensure that its policies remain intact.
Plaintiff M70/2011 was a good example where a courtroom victory did not translate into long‐
term lasting change because the government introduced legislation to counter the decision.

Whilst this chapter has primarily focused on litigation, it has also highlighted implications for
the integrated legal mobilisation framework through the development and early triumphs of
the refugee advocacy movement. As argued by McCann, litigation on its own is rarely
successful but it can help mobilise members and build the movement. Although the series of
legal challenges in the build‐up to the release of children were unsuccessful, they were
nonetheless a powerful force that united various groups and individuals and motivated
members to take action by engaging in much grassroots advocacy to create public awareness
and change for children in immigration detention. In broad support of movement liberalism,
the refugee advocacy movement’s efforts in building a strong movement was able to shift
some public and political opinions towards immigration detention in 2005. As argued by both
McCann and movement liberalism, litigation in combination with grassroots advocacy led to
a positive outcome for children in immigration detention.
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CHAPTER 5
LITIGATION AND GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY WORKING IN TANDEM
The previous chapter focused on litigation and grassroots advocacy in response to the
increased boat arrivals of undocumented non‐citizens, including children. This chapter
focusses on more recent attempts by lawyers and activists in challenging the legality of the
government’s offshore processing regime and their attempts to obtain the release of children
from immigration detention. It details how lawyers and activists worked collaboratively to
help achieve the release of children in onshore immigration detention in April 2016 and
offshore immigration detention in February 2019. The efforts of doctors in and out of the
courtroom are also examined.

A

Offshore detention and the power of grassroots mobilisation

Offshore detention is one of Australia’s harshest immigration policies and has been the focus
of litigation efforts and grassroots campaigns by the refugee advocacy movement. In
February 2008, Prime Minister Rudd closed Nauru and Manus Island RPCs. However, in
August 2012, Prime Minister Gillard passed legislation enabling a country to be designated as
a regional processing country if it is in the national interest.1 By September and November
2012, asylum seekers were once again transferred to Nauru and Manus Island respectively.

The reopening of offshore processing and Rudd’s announcement on 19 July 2013 that UMAs
arriving after that date will never have the opportunity to settle in Australia attracted much
media and public attention.2 To reinforce the message, a multi‐million dollar campaign
featuring an incisive full‐page advertisement was placed in national newspapers stating, ‘If
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you come here by boat without a visa, you won’t be settled in Australia’.3 Rudd was criticised
by refugee advocacy groups, activists, some politicians and media for ‘breathtakingly
ruthless’4 policy plans and a ‘shameless backflip of biblical proportions’.5 Greens leader,
Milne, stated that it was ‘absolutely immoral to dump thousands of vulnerable people into
an impoverished country’.6 Amnesty International condemned Rudd’s policies for ‘not only a
complete disregard for asylum seekers but absolute contempt for legal and moral
obligations’.7

When the Coalition returned to power, tensions emerged on Nauru and Manus Island in
response to Immigration Minister Morrison’s video message reiterating that asylum seekers
in Nauru and Manus Island will never be resettled in Australia.8 There were reports of self‐
harm, attempted suicide and suicide pacts by detainees on Nauru, including children and
women. 9 Further tensions also began escalating in the Manus Island RPC after a riot resulted
in the death of Reza Barati and injured over 60 people. The death of Hamid Khazaei who died
from inadequate medical treatment also generated a strong reaction.10 Hundreds of men
engaged in hunger strikes; and self‐harm incidents such as sewing lips together, drinking
liquid detergent and eating razors were reported as a health crisis unfolded.11

3
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With much media attention, there was also increased pressure on the government to release
children from immigration detention.

Senator Sarah Hanson‐Young made several

unsuccessful attempts to legislate for greater protection of children including UAMs with the
introduction of Private Members’ Bills.12 The Australian Churches Refugee Taskforce also
released a report, Protecting the Lonely Children, making recommendations for better
protections for UAMs.13 In November 2014, the AHRC released The Forgotten Children which
outlined the mental, physical and emotional harm caused to children in immigration
detention on the mainland and Nauru.14 Other developments during this period included the
Moss Review, a government commissioned inquiry which revealed the sexual and physical
abuse of women and children on Nauru.15 Based on the findings of the review, Hanson‐Young
announced a Senate Inquiry to conduct further investigations about the abuses in the Nauru
RPC in which it recommended the removal of all children from detention in Nauru because of
widespread violence and abuse.16 Other organisations and professional bodies also called for
the release of children from immigration detention and the appointment of an independent
guardian for UAMs.

Along with much grassroots advocacy, the refugee advocacy movement was involved in many
challenges to test the constitutional validity of Australia’s offshore processing regime. In
S156/2013 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection,17 lawyers challenged the
constitutional validity of the directive to designate PNG as a regional processing centre, and
to transfer people seeking asylum to PNG or Nauru.

The High Court upheld the

constitutionality of ss 198AB and 198AD of the Migration Act because s 51(xix) of the
Constitution empowers Parliament to make laws for the expulsion or deportation of non‐
citizens without a valid visa. Furthermore, the High Court upheld the validity of the direction
12
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to designate Nauru and PNG as regional processing countries and the validity of the direction
to transfer the plaintiff to Nauru or PNG.

In Plaintiff M68/2015 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection,18 led by the Human
Rights Law Centre (‘HRLC’), the central issue was whether the Australian government has the
statutory power to fund, participate in and control the detention of UMAs in Nauru RPC. This
case had broad implications for 267 people, including 37 babies, who had been temporarily
brought to Australia for medical treatment and risked return to Nauru. The plaintiff was
brought to Australia from Nauru RPC for medical treatment after becoming pregnant. She
filed an application to prevent the Minister from returning her and the baby to Nauru on the
basis that the executive government had no authority to contract and control the detention
of asylum seekers in offshore processing centres.

After legal proceedings were initiated, the Australian and Nauruan governments took
measures to ensure their participation in the plaintiff’s detention was valid. The Australian
government, with bi‐partisan support, rushed through the Migration Amendment (Regional
Processing Arrangements) Act (Cth) and inserted s 198AHA into the Migration Act, to
retrospectively permit government assistance to other countries for the processing,
management and payment of regional processing centres. This was a way to ensure the
legitimacy of the Australian government’s past and present actions in sending undocumented
non‐citizens to regional processing centres and retain its offshore detention policies.
Furthermore, before the hearing began, the Nauruan government announced that the RPC
had become a fully open centre with complete freedom of movement.

The majority of the Court (French CJ, Kiefel, Nettle and Keane JJ) held that the plaintiff was
not detained by the Australian government but by the Nauruan government; that the
Australian government had legal authority under s 198AHA of the Migration Act to participate
in the detention; and that s 198AHA was a valid exercise of the aliens power under s 51(xix)
of the Constitution. Because the majority found that the plaintiff was detained by Nauru and
18
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not Australia, the Lim principles were not applied ‐ that the legislative powers bestowed by s
51(xix) of the Constitution allows the executive to detain a non‐citizen for the purpose of
deportation or removal.

In contrast, the minority (Bell, Gageler and Gordon JJ) held that the plaintiff was detained by
the Australian government and not the Nauruan government; and that the Lim principles
could be applied. However, Bell J found that the Lim principles were not infringed because
the detention was for a valid purpose. Gageler J also found that the Lim principles were not
violated and stated that a ‘law conferring a power of executive detention could escape
characterisation as punitive’ because the duration of detention was reasonably necessary to
effect the purpose in the legislation and was capable of objective determination by the
court.19 Gordon J however found that s 198AHA was invalid because it contravenes Chapter
III of the Constitution, and that ‘put simply, the aliens power does not provide the power to
detain after removal is complete’.20

The minority also argued that there are limits on the executive’s power in participating in the
detention of asylum seekers in offshore processing centres.21 For instance, Bell J stated that
there is:
no principled reason why the Parliament may confer a power on the Commonwealth to cause
and effectively control the detention of an alien taken from Australia, to a country which has
been designated by Australia as a regional processing country, without being subject to the
same constitutional limitations as apply to the detention of aliens for the purposes of
processing their protection claims in Australia.22

Furthermore, Gordon J stated that the executive ‘cannot change or add to the law; it can only
execute it’23 and that if it wants to carry out certain arrangements, it must do so through the
passage of legislation. None of the judges made reference to Australia’s obligations under
international law.
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Plaintiff M68/2015 is an extremely important case in upholding the validity of the
government’s offshore processing regime. The ‘fusion of the political with the legal’24
demonstrates the difficulties in challenging the government because of their readiness to
introduce retrospective legislation to ensure validity of their immigration policies.
Despite judicial loss, there were many indirect effects arising from this case. In response to
the Court’s judgment, #LetThemStay campaign led by GetUp,25 urged the government to
allow the 267 people to remain in Australia. It gained much support from refugee advocacy
groups, activists, doctors, lawyers, politicians and churches.26 There was a shift in public
opinion27 with thousands of Australians attending protests across the country.28 The UN
argued that returning these people to Nauru would breach international law.29 State
Premiers from Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, New South Wales and Tasmania publicly
offered to settle the people in their local communities.30 Over 100 churches across Australia
and two religious orders of Catholic nuns offered sanctuary despite facing potential arrest.31
The willingness of churches to break the law garnered much media attention,32 and was a
political strategy to gain public support and promote law reform.33 GetUp’s Campaign
Director stated:
24
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I think when you have people like the churches and the doctors and others standing up –
everybody from all walks of life – the Government really does have no choice but to listen to
that overwhelming sentiment.34

Although the High Court battle was lost, Plaintiff M68/2015 was considered a success by
activists because it provided a platform for a highly successful grassroots campaign which
shifted public attitudes and enabled the plaintiff, her baby, and all 267 people to remain in
Australia, and live in the community.35

During this period, the case of Baby Asha also attracted much media attention and public
support. Baby Asha had been transferred to Australia from Nauru to receive urgent medical
treatment at Brisbane’s Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital. Doctors refused to discharge her
because of concerns for her well‐being if returned to Nauru. The President of the Australian
Medical Association (‘AMA’) urged doctors to support the hospital, referring to the detention
of children as a ‘state‐sanctioned form of child abuse’.36 Refugee advocacy groups, activists,
doctors, lawyers, churches, politicians, and the public united to put pressure on the
government to allow Baby Asha to remain in Australia. Protests were held across Australia in
support of Baby Asha. Protestors camped outside the hospital and blocked exits to prevent
the government from removing her. A ten‐day vigil was also held outside the hospital urging
the Minister to release Baby Asha. The HRLC filed emergency proceedings in the High Court
to prevent her from being secretly deported back to Nauru.37 Within a week of filing
proceedings, Baby Asha and her family were released into community detention.38 This was
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another example of the mobilisation of a large grassroots campaign that achieved a successful
outcome for Baby Asha and her family.

Although the High Court upheld the constitutional validity of ss 198AD and 198AB (Plaintiff
S156/2013) and s 198AHA (Plaintiff M68/2015) of the Migration Act, these provisions were
further challenged in Plaintiff S195/2016 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection,39
in light of the ruling in Namah v Pato.40 The PNG Supreme Court of Justice in Namah ruled
that the arrangement between the Australian government and the PNG government in
detaining asylum seekers in the regional processing centre was unconstitutional and illegal;
and ordered the end of detention of asylum seekers in PNG. As a result of the Namah
decision, the plaintiff challenged the constitutional validity of ss 198AD, 198AB(1) and
198AHA of the Migration Act. Despite the Namah decision, the full bench of the High Court
held that that the offshore arrangement with PNG was valid such that the government had
legal authority to take the Plaintiff to PNG; to designate PNG as a regional processing centre;
and participate in the funding and control of the centre. Furthermore, it held that ‘the
legislative or the executive power of the Commonwealth is not constitutionally limited by any
need to conform to international law ... [or] the domestic law of another country’.41 This case
highlights how Australia’s lack of constitutional provisions protecting human rights means
that Australia’s offshore processing arrangements are lawful even when deemed invalid by
the host country.42
Despite the refugee advocacy movement’s lack of success in the courtroom, it put pressure
on the government to remove refugees and asylum seekers, including children, from Nauru
and Manus Island. Their efforts were supported by the Secretary‐General of the UN who
voiced concern over the detention of refugees and asylum seekers in the RPCs.43 Suicides,
self‐harm and self‐immolation by asylum seekers on Nauru and Manus, including the death
39
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of an Iranian refugee who set himself alight in front of visiting UN officials, gained much media
attention.44

Children continued to be the focus of many activists. In April 2016, the Guardian leaked
incident reports (‘Nauru files’) to expose widespread sexual and physical abuse of children in
Nauru RPC.45 In response to the Nauru files, the refugee advocacy movement, including the
Human Rights Law Centre, GetUp, the Australian Churches Refugee Taskforce and ASRC
engaged in a #BringThemHere campaign to put pressure on the Australian government to
bring children to Australia from Nauru. A petition was circulated which accumulated over
21,438 signatures.46 Demonstrations and rallies were held in Australia’s major cities and at
Australian embassies in London and Tokyo, demanding the transfer of all detainees in
offshore processing centres to Australia.47 Additionally, Teachers for Refugees in Victoria and
New South Wales also protested the government’s policies and called for the end to offshore
detention.48

As efforts from the refugee advocacy movement intensified and with increased public support
and large media attention, the government was under pressure to act. In April 2016,
Immigration Minister Dutton released all children from mainland immigration detention.49
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Although the refugee advocacy movement welcomed the government’s actions, concerns
remained for the fifty children on Nauru and the lack of legislative reform in preventing the
government from detaining children in the future. In September 2016, a diverse group of
refugee advocacy groups and activists participated in an expert roundtable in which they
agreed that vulnerable individuals including children should be immediately removed from
immigration detention.50 Yet children continued to be detained on Nauru until February
2019.

Summary
Although lawyers were unable to successfully challenge the validity of Australia’s offshore
detention regime in the courtroom, litigation was the catalyst for a broader large grassroots
campaign that achieved positive outcomes for large numbers of people seeking asylum
including children as demonstrated in Plaintiff M68/2015. It also created indirect benefits
such as media attention and public support for children in immigration detention. As
evidenced in the Howard years, the refugee advocacy movement was most successful in
creating change for children in immigration detention when it engaged in both litigation and
broader grassroots advocacy involving the support of many different players including
lawyers, doctors, churches, some politicians and the public. Most likely, as the result of
mounting pressure from multiple players, Immigration Minister Dutton released all children
from onshore detention in April 2016, although fifty children remained in the Nauru RPC.
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B

Threat of litigation and the emerging role of doctors as activists

The government sometimes settles a case to avoid the courts setting a precedent when it
knows that it is likely to lose, and to evade the negative press and media interest that comes
with losing high profile litigation. The mere threat of litigation can also be a powerful
influence, achieve effective outcomes for individuals and contribute to broader policy change.
One case that achieved broader reform without a court hearing was Doctors for Refugees v
Commonwealth. This case involved Fitzroy Legal Service, a community legal centre which
advocates for refugees and asylum seekers. It highlighted the increasingly important role of
doctors in the refugee advocacy movement because of their ability to provide specialised
knowledge and expertise about the mental and physical harm caused to children in
immigration detention. They are also perceived as a reliable, objective and unbiased source
of information by the government and the public. To silence their voice goes against the
fundamental principles of freedom in a democratic society and their own moral conduct.

In Doctors for Refugees, a constitutional challenge was brought to the secrecy provisions of
the Border Force Act 2015 (Cth) which provided that those employed by the government
could face a two‐year prison sentence if they revealed protected information. It was argued
that doctors have the right to freedom of political communication including public disclosure
of conditions in detention and treatment of detainees. After the High Court challenge was
filed, and before the case was heard, the Secretary of the Department of Immigration and
Border Protection issued a determination exempting health workers from the secrecy
provisions of the Border Force Act.51 The Australian Border Force Amendment (Protected
Information) Act 2017 (Cth) was also passed which revises the secrecy and disclosure
provisions in the Border Force Act.

In this situation, the threat of litigation may have forced the government to amend the Border
Force Act. However, there may have been other factors that influenced the government’s
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decision including vocal opposition from health professionals, detention workers, and refugee
activists, in addition to significant media interest. The medical profession protested the
secrecy provisions because it created a conflict between their professional and moral duty to
speak freely about the abuse of detainees and the statutory duty to not disclose protected
information.52 An open letter signed by over 40 medical professionals, and former and
current detention workers, condemned the secrecy provisions of the Border Force Act and
challenged the government to prosecute them.53

Summary
The threat of litigation can be a powerful force when the government knows that they are
likely to lose or when the case is expected to generate much media and public interest.
Doctors for Refugees played a role in forcing the government to remove health professionals
from the secrecy provisions of the Border Force Act. The case also highlighted how litigation
was complemented with grassroots advocacy efforts in helping to achieve legislative reforms.

C

A successful combination: Tort law and grassroots advocacy

Overall, using constitutional, international and administrative law has achieved limited
success in creating legal and social change for children in immigration detention. Thus,
lawyers have had to find alternative ways to challenge the government’s actions and policies.
In doing so, they have turned to tort law to try and establish the government’s duty of care
to persons in immigration detention. The High Court in Behrooz briefly addressed this issue
and although it held that harsh and harmful conditions did not render detention unlawful, it
was agreed by the majority of the Court that if a duty of care is breached, there may be an
action in tort.
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Duty of care in onshore detention
The following cases highlight the government’s duty of care for onshore detainees. In
Mastipour v Secretary, Department of Immigration & Multicultural & Indigenous Affairs,54
Burnside was counsel and RASSA was solicitor. Mansfield J stated that there was an arguable
breach of duty of care by the Minister in not taking reasonable care of the applicant’s safety
in detention.55 On appeal,56 Lander J noted that the Secretary of the Department accepted
their duty of care for Mastipour’s safety in detention. Selway J also acknowledged that in the
absence of a ‘detailed regulatory regime,’ there is a common law duty of care by the
Minister.57

In S v Secretary, Department of Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs, the
Court held that the Commonwealth has a duty to ensure that the available healthcare
reasonably meets the detainees’ healthcare needs including psychiatric care, and that they
do not have to accept a lower standard of care.58 O’Connor was counsel.

In SBEG v Commonwealth of Australia,59 the appellant argued that his mental health was
adversely affected by detention. Whilst the Court acknowledged that ‘the Commonwealth
owes a non‐delegable duty of care to exercise reasonable care’ for the appellant’s health, it
held that ‘the assessment of reasonable care takes place in the context of the need for
compliance with the statutory requirement of immigration detention’.60 The appellant’s
adverse security assessment however meant that he lost his appeal. Burnside and O’Connor
were counsel.
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In MZYYR v Secretary, Department of Immigration and Citizenship,61 the applicant did not
have access to specialist services to deal with his neurodevelopmental disorder. Taylor, a
refugee advocate, was counsel. The Court found that the Commonwealth had a common law
duty of care especially since it was aware of the detainees’ health needs.62

Another duty of care case concerned a child asylum seeker who was detained on Christmas
Island for nearly a year. She brought an application against the Commonwealth and the
Minister on behalf of all persons detained on Christmas Island, claiming damages for their
harm suffered from lack of reasonable medical care in detention. In AS v Minister for
Immigration and Border Protection, Kaye J confirmed that the Commonwealth accepted that
it ‘owed a non‐delegable duty to provide reasonable health care to persons who were held in
detention on Christmas Island pursuant to the Migration Act’ and that it was arguable that
the Minister for Immigration also had such a duty of care.63 In a further ruling, Forrest J
rejected the claim that the proceedings should continue as a class action because the girl’s
claims were substantially different from the larger group.64 The government settled the
child’s case before trial for an undisclosed amount.65 Sister Brigid Arthur from the Brigidine
Asylum Seekers Project acted as the girl’s litigation guardian.

Duty of care in offshore detention
The National Justice Project (‘NJP’) has engaged in litigation in trying to establish the
Australian government’s duty of care to persons in offshore detention. One of the first cases
brought by the NJP involved a woman who became pregnant after being raped on Nauru and
was taken to PNG to have an abortion. In Plaintiff S99/2016 v Minister for Immigration and
Border Protection, NJP argued the government owed a duty of care because it was neither
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safe nor legal to terminate her pregnancy in PNG.66 It was argued that Australian law applies
even though the abortion was to occur in PNG.

The Federal Court held that Australian law applies because the ‘applicable law is the law of
the place from which (it is apprehended) the Minister will omit to procure the procedure’.67
Bromberg J relied on ‘salient features’68 to determine the duty of care and concluded that ‘on
balance, there are sufficient characteristics displayed answering the criteria for intervention
by the tort of negligence’.69 Furthermore, because the Court held that the breach was
apprehended because it had not yet occurred, it ordered a quia timet injunction ‘to prevent
or restrain an apprehended or threatened wrong which would result in substantial damage if
committed’.70 Bromberg J stated the facts of the case suggest that the plaintiff could not
survive independently and was wholly reliant on the Australian government for support,
including the provision of medical treatment to maintain her physical and mental health.71
Thus, Bromberg J held that the government owed the applicant a duty of care to ‘procure her
a safe and lawful abortion’ and ordered the Minister to take her where abortions are safe and
legal, although it did not specify a transfer to Australia for the procedure.72

Since Plaintiff S99/2016, NJP has been patiently waiting for the right case to again challenge
the government’s duty of care to offshore detainees and set a good precedent.73 Recently,
NJP has brought a series of challenges to try and establish the Australian government’s duty
of care to remove critically ill children from Nauru and bring them to Australia for appropriate
medical treatment. The first case was FRX17 as Litigation Representative for FRM17 v
Minister for Immigration and Border Protection,74 which involved a young child who was living
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in the Nauru community with her parents on a temporary settlement visa, and who had
attempted suicide and expressed suicide ideation. An application for an urgent interlocutory
injunction was made to remove the girl from Nauru to where appropriate mental health
treatment was available. The applicant relied on the ‘existence and nature of the statutory
power’ and ‘salient features’ to support her argument that the Australian government has a
duty of care to provide appropriate medical treatment.75

However, the court did not deal with the issue further because the government ‘conceded
that a prima facie case exists’76 for the purposes of the interlocutory application. Murphy J
took this as a concession that there is a ‘serious question to be tried’ in that the government
owes the applicant a duty of care to provide her with appropriate medical care which
reasonably meets her mental health needs; and which involves sending her to a place where
she can obtain specialist mental health treatment outside of Nauru.77 Murphy J also rejected
the government’s argument that the balance of convenience weighed against granting the
injunction; and noted the urgency of obtaining appropriate medical treatment for the child
because of the extreme suicide risk.78 This case was a victory for the refugee advocacy
movement as it set a precedent for future cases.

The following cases are not exhaustive and provide examples of the court ordering the
removal of critically ill children from Nauru. In AYX18 v Minister for Home Affairs,79 an urgent
interlocutory application was made by NJP requesting that applicant, a 10‐year‐old boy and
his mother be brought from Nauru to Australia for the boy to receive specialist psychiatric
treatment because of self‐harm, suicide attempts and suicide ideation. The Court held that
the applicant had shown a ‘sufficiently arguable case … that he is suffering from serious
mental illness which poses a significant present risk of suicide; and that the condition cannot
be adequately treated or … really treated at all, on Nauru’.80 Furthermore, like in FRM17, on
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the balance of convenience, the imminent danger of the boy dying was a powerful
consideration.81

BAF18 as Litigation Representative for BAG18 v Minister for Home Affairs,82 involved a 17‐
year‐old boy who was at high risk of committing suicide or self‐harm. The government
conceded that there is a serious question to be tried that it owes the applicant a duty of care
to provide services to meet medical needs. However, the question was whether adequate
medical care can be provided to the applicant on Nauru. Bromberg J found that there is a
‘prima facie’ case and a ‘serious question to be tried’ that the government owes a duty of
care to provide appropriate mental health services that are not adequately available on
Nauru.83 Moreover, the court found that on the balance of convenience, an interlocutory
injunction should be granted because the risk of suicide and self‐harm was high.84

In DJA18 as litigation representative for DIZ18 v Minister for Home Affairs,85 an application
was made for an urgent interlocutory injunction to transfer a two‐year‐old child with a serious
condition of herpes encephalitis, from PNG to Australia. Despite an initial recommendation
that the child be brought to Australia for medical treatment, she was taken to PNG with her
mother but without her father who was the only one in their family who could speak English.
Murphy J ordered that she be transferred with her parents to Australia within 48 hours.

Similarly, in DWE18 as litigation representative for DWD18 v Minister for Home Affairs,86
Robertson J found that the applicant, an adolescent girl, who was diagnosed with resignation
syndrome and severe dehydration required urgent medical treatment to prevent permanent
damage to her health. An urgent interlocutory injunction was granted to remove the
applicant to Australia.
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Since 2016, there have been over 50 legal proceedings filed in the Federal Court in which it
has granted interlocutory injunctions on the basis that the applicants required urgent medical
treatment that was unavailable on Nauru or PNG.87 Although the government conceded a
duty of care only in relation to the urgent proceedings, the Court granted interlocutory
injunctions on the basis there was a prima facie case and a serious question to be tried
whether the government owed a duty of care to provide appropriate medical treatment.

In response to these cases, the government challenged the Federal Court’s authority to order
the transfer of persons from Nauru in FLH18 v Minister for Home Affairs.88 This case raised
the question whether the proceeding was barred under s 494AB of the Migration Act because
the applicant was a ‘transitory person’ and therefore the court had no jurisdiction to hear the
case. The Court stated that it was inappropriate for the Court to hear and determine the issue
as a separate question because of the ‘artificiality’ of the case considering the applicant and
family are in Australia.89 This case involved the participation of the HRLC.

To resolve the issue surrounding the Federal Court’s jurisdiction to hear these medical
transfer cases concerning children, the Federal Court conducted a hearing. In FRM17 v
Minister for Home Affairs90 four test cases were selected which were representative of over
50 proceedings currently pending in the Federal Court.91 The government relied on s 494AB
of the Migration Act arguing that the Federal Court does not have jurisdiction to hear medical
transfer cases and grant injunctions. In two cases,92 the Court held that the applicants could
institute legal proceedings in the Federal Court to request a transfer for medical treatment
based on common law duty of care. The NJP represented these applicants and were
successful because the cases were pleaded in a way that did not challenge the powers
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specified in s 494AB or seek an order to force the Minister to bring them to Australia.93 This
was a positive outcome for the refugee advocacy movement because a ruling in favour of the
government would have voided previous Federal Court orders for medical transfers and force
them to begin legal proceedings in the High Court. The applicants in the other two cases were
represented by Maurice Blackburn and sought injunctions against their removal from
Australia or their removal to a country that was not a signatory to the Refugee Convention.
In these cases,94 the Federal Court held that it could not hear the applicants’ claims seeking
an order preventing their removal from Australia because the proceedings were barred by s
494AB of the Migration Act.

FRM17 demonstrated the harsh political climate in which the government was prepared to
challenge the Federal Court’s authority and subvert the rule of law; and unnecessarily burden
the courts with medical cases. It was also an example of the tension between the executive
government and the courts as the government tried to assert its authority and control over
migration matters. Its willingness to waste time and money, and create ‘unwanted delays
and bureaucratic hoops’ to bring children for urgent medical treatment reflected the
government’s determination to ensure that its immigration policies were not challenged.95
The government has currently lodged an appeal to the High Court. There are over 52 asylum
seekers and refugees who will be impacted by this decision which is expected to be heard in
2020.96

There were many instances where the threat of litigation achieved the transfer of critically ill
children from Nauru to Australia without having to go to court. The NJP obtained the medical
transfer of more than triple the amount of court cases, without the need for a hearing.97 A
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quarter of the cases brought by NJP were resolved, often days, hours and even minutes before
the proceedings were to begin.98

Alongside these litigation efforts, there was also a large grassroots campaign. In July 2018,
thousands of people marched in Sydney and Melbourne urging the government to close
offshore detention centres.99

The national media provided much coverage; and the

international press including the Economist, Washington Post, BBC, and New York Times also
condemned Australia’s policies and its treatment of children on Nauru.100

The Australian medical community including the AMA, Médecins Sans Frontières (‘MSF’) and
other health professional bodies were extremely vocal about the harmful effects of detention
on children and put much effort into creating public awareness and gaining support.101
Letters were written by the AMA President to the Prime Minister, MPs and Senators
requesting the urgent removal of all children from Nauru to Australia and the adoption of a
more compassionate policy.102 Furthermore, an open letter, penned by Drs. Townend and
Janakiramanan to the Prime Minister was supported by 12 major Australian Medical Colleges
and over 6000 doctors from every state and territory including urban and rural doctors,
government advisors, medical students and high profile doctors, and delivered to
Parliament.103 MSF also released a report, Indefinite Despair, revealing the high levels of
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extreme mental illness on Nauru, particularly amongst children, including depression, trauma,
acute stress, anxiety disorder, resignation syndrome, suicide attempts and ideation.104

Alongside the doctors, specific grassroots advocacy campaigns were also conducted. In 2018,
World Vision Australia, ASRC and Refugee Council of Australia initiated the #KidsOffNauru
Campaign with the aim of releasing all children off Nauru to coincide with Universal Children’s
Day.105 This campaign included the involvement of sixty‐five high profile ambassadors
including prominent doctors, lawyers, CEOs, journalists, authors, musicians, celebrities,
television personalities, politicians, University officials, and religious leaders from different
denominations.

The #KidsOffNauru campaign organised a petition with over 170,034

signatures which was delivered to Parliament. RAR also organised a rally outside Parliament
House, urging the resettlement of children and their families to Australia.106

In addition to events in Canberra, hundreds of teachers, principals, support staff and union
members from Queensland and Victoria attended rallies across Melbourne and Brisbane
demanding the removal of children from Nauru.107 Additionally, over 200 people protested
on the Sydney Town Hall steps and on the same day another 300 people attended a solidarity
event at Sydney’s Custom’s House.108 A video starring Australian celebrities was also released
and an open letter calling for all refugees and asylum seekers to be brought to Australia, was
signed by over 700 members in the Arts and Entertainment community including from high
profile Australian actors and musicians.109 Australian singer, Jimmy Barnes, publicly voiced
his shame regarding Australia’s offshore detention policies stating that ‘sticking [children] on
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an island, indefinitely, is not the Australian way’.110 Furthermore, a Blue for Manus and Nauru
campaign urged celebrities attending the Australian Academy of Cinema and Television Arts
Awards ceremony to wear blue ribbons to support the transfer of all children to Australia.111

There was also increased support from politicians. Labor MP Ged Kearney’s maiden speech
condemned the government’s ‘shameful’ policy of indefinite detention and called for the
removal of asylum seekers and refugees from Nauru and Manus Island.112 MPs Craig Laundy,
Julia Banks and Russell Broadbent requested the Prime Minister remove children and their
families from Nauru. Labor Opposition leader, Bill Shorten, backed the AMA stating that, ‘if
a child needs medical attention and they can’t get it on Nauru, they should get it in Australia
or a third‐party country’.113 Additionally, Banks quit the Liberal Party and joined the
crossbench partly because the government was not listening to the Australian public.114 The
most influential support came from Independent Candidate, Dr. Kerryn Phelps, who
successfully won the Wentworth by‐election in October 2018 and had largely run her
campaign on bringing the children on Nauru to Australia. Phelps’ campaign attracted much
media attention and gained enormous public support particularly in the affluent Wentworth
electorate in which the majority of voters supported the removal of children from Nauru.115
In an ‘unprecedented win’, the Australian public voiced their dissent of the government’s
policies, and supported Phelps’ agenda to remove children from Nauru.116 Once elected,
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Phelps made it a priority to secure the medical transfer of sick children and others to Australia,
stating:
As a doctor, I cannot go on seeing people, knowing that people are suffering on Australia’s
watch in indefinite offshore detention. ... It’s incredibly important that we put this matter
back into the hands of the medical profession and the government gets out of the way.117

In December 2018, MPs Kerryn Phelps and Andrew Wilkie introduced a Private Member’s Bill,
the Migration Amendment (Urgent Medical Treatment) Bill 2018 (Cth), with support from
MPs Adam Bandt, Julia Banks and Rebekha Sharkie. The Bill provided for the temporary
transfer of children and other ‘transitory persons’ held in regional processing countries to
Australia for medical or psychiatric assessment or treatment. Its purpose was to provide
doctors rather than politicians with the power to assess whether a person needs medical
treatment.

Despite being the driving force behind the successful Bill, Phelps could not have succeeded
without the support of many different players in helping to persuade other MPs to vote for
it. Whilst the lawyers brought the legal challenges, it was the doctors and activists, with
support from the media, providing accurate information about the Bill that was most
crucial.118

Further significant support came from Labor, the Greens and Senate

crossbenchers.119 The Bill’s passage initially stalled in the Senate because of lack of numbers.
Independent Senator Tim Storer, along with the Greens, strategically tacked on amendments
to another existing Bill in the Senate to provide leverage to progress this Bill. With further
facilitating amendments by Labor, including the requirement that panel appointments are
not paid with government funds but voluntary positions, the Home Affairs Legislation
Amendment (Miscellaneous Measures) Act 2019 (Cth) (‘Medevac Bill’) eventually passed both
the House of Representatives and the Senate on 13 February 2019 and received Royal Assent
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on 1 March 2019. This was a tremendous coup for the refugee advocacy movement and the
culmination of years of persistent hard work by refugee advocacy groups, activists, lawyers,
doctors and politicians.

The Medevac Bill was important in allowing transfers of persons in Nauru and Manus Island
to Australia for medical assessment or treatment. Before a transfer occurred, an assessment
was made by two doctors and the Minister for Home Affairs had 72 hours to approve or refuse
it. If the Minister refused the transfer, the Independent Health Advice Panel reassessed and
recommended whether the transfer was necessary. The Minister could only refuse a transfer
if a person had a ‘substantial criminal record’ or an adverse security assessment.

The refugee advocacy movement’s response to the Medevac Bill was immediate. Several key
national organisations including Refugee Council of Australia, ASRC, HRLC, Refugee Legal, NJP,
Asylum Seekers Centre, RACS, and Amnesty International Australia formed a Medical
Evacuation Response Group along with doctors, lawyers and caseworkers to create an orderly
referral process for the medical transfers.120

In contrast, the response to the Medevac Bill by the governments of Australia and Nauru was
to create barriers and restrictions to prevent medical transfers to Australia. Within 72 hours
of its passage, the Nauruan government introduced new laws requiring the medical transfers
be approved by the Overseas Medical Referrals Compliance Committee and the Health
Minister; and prohibiting transfers from an overseas referral via a telemedicine examination
or diagnosis.121 The effect of this was that the doctors would be forced to rely on medical
records in making their reports rather than on interviews. Newhouse, principal solicitor at
NJP, accused the Nauruan government of making the refugees ‘prisoners of the island
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nation’;122 and Senator Nick McKim claimed the Nauruan government was ‘subverting the
intent of the Parliament’.123 The Australian government also attempted to circumvent the
legislation by announcing that it would reopen Christmas Island processing centre to
accommodate medical transfers from Nauru and Manus Island, and that transfers to the
mainland would only occur if specialised medical care and treatment were unavailable on
Christmas Island.124 Phelps criticised the government’s announcement as a ‘subversion of our
entire model of representative democracy’.125

The government also made attempts to prevent a medical transfer by adopting a narrow
construction of ‘treating doctors’ within s 198E(1) of the Migration Act. In CCA19 v Secretary,
Department of Home Affairs, the Court held that medical assessments do not require personal
engagement by in‐person or teleconference and can include case notes from other medical
professionals.126 This case was important in establishing a broad interpretation of what
constitutes ‘treating doctors’. Furthermore, attempts by the government to appeal this
decision were unsuccessful with the Full Federal Court unanimously dismissing the appeal
with costs.127

Although unsuccessful, the government tried to assert its control and

undermine court decisions, demonstrating the tensions that continued to exist between the
executive government and the courts as they engaged in a battle over the transfer of sick
children and adults to Australia.

Since August 2018, over 260 people, including children have been transferred to Australia for
emergency medical treatment. Every case filed in the Federal Court by NJP and others has
been successful in obtaining the medical transfer of children.128 In August 2018, there were
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109 children remaining on Nauru and, by February 2019, they were all removed due to the
efforts of the refugee advocacy movement including lawyers, doctors, politicians and
thousands of Australians who supported campaigns, participated in protests, put pressure on
their local MPs. Newhouse acknowledged that ‘a tipping point’ had been reached:
From our first case, back in 2016 [Plaintiff S99/2016], the Minister fought us every step of the
way. But the courts always gave us what we asked for because the evidence was so clear.
The Minister drove children to psychosis, attempt suicide or to completely give up on life.
Across the sector, we worked together to stop him. This week we won.129

This collaboration between lawyers, doctors, caseworkers, advocacy groups, activists and
politicians with the #KidsOffNauru campaign and the Medevac Bill made change possible for
children on Nauru.130 The NJP recognised that ‘the whole sector worked together in
previously unseen ways to ensure that we could help as many people as possible’.131

In July 2019, the government tabled the Migration Amendment (Repairing Medical Transfers)
Bill 2019 [Provisions] (Cth) to repeal the Medevac Bill. There was much opposition to this Bill
by the refugee advocacy movement who lobbied the government and petitioned Parliament
to retain the Bill.132 Eleven Medical Colleges with the support of AMA, united to condemn
the Bill and issued a statement that the ‘process was working well and should be
maintained’.133 Labor, the Greens and Centre Alliance also condemned the Bill, and attempts
by Labor to amend it were voted down.134

On 4 December 2019, the Medevac Repeal Bill passed the Senate 37‐35 with the deciding
vote of Senator Lambie who, after much negotiation, struck a ‘secret deal’ with the
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government in exchange for support.135 Labor leader, Anthony Albanese, accused the
government of having ‘no heart’ in repealing the Bill, and Senator McKim was also critical
stating:
It is a dark day for the Australian people, a dark day for the Senate, but it’s the darkest day for
those people who remain on Manus and Nauru.136

Thus, the government’s determination to repeal the Medevac Bill as well as its pending High
Court challenge to the Federal Court’s jurisdiction to hear the children’s transfer cases
demonstrates the harsh political environment in which the refugee advocacy movement
operates and the government’s resolve to maintain control over migration matters at any
cost.

Summary
These cases demonstrate how tort actions presented an effective and novel strategy for the
refugee advocacy movement in trying to establish the government’s duty of care in providing
adequate and reasonable medical treatment for persons in immigration detention. Although
the NJP were able to secure the transfer of people in urgent need of medical treatment, their
success involved the collaboration of multiple players who were all instrumental in fighting
an uphill battle against the government and the Minister who were extremely reluctant to
transfer even the most critically ill children.137

The repeal of the Medevac Bill also

demonstrated the government’s resolve and determination to ensure its policies remained
intact.
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D

Overall summary

The reopening of the RPCs on Nauru and Manus Island by Labor in 2012 caused outrage in
the refugee advocacy movement as men, women and children were once again sent to
offshore detention. This was compounded by Rudd’s announcement that no UMA would ever
settle in Australia. Despite these challenges, the refugee advocacy movement did not
succumb to defeat. Instead, it increased its efforts both in and out of the courtroom.

It was exceedingly difficult for the refugee advocacy movement to challenge the
constitutional validity of Australian migration laws relating to offshore detention because the
Constitution provides for laws to be made for the expulsion and deportation of aliens. Thus,
the High Court held that directives to designate Nauru and PNG as regional processing
countries and the transfer of refugees and asylum seekers pursuant to ss 198AB and 198AD
of the Migration Act were valid. The government often passes legislation before, during or
after court proceedings to validate its actions which makes it difficult to achieve wins in the
courtroom. For instance, in Plaintiff M68/2015, the government introduced retrospective
legislation to ensure that it could participate in, fund and control the detention of UMAs in
offshore processing centres.

However, losing in the courtroom was not always detrimental to the refugee advocacy
movement’s cause. Judicial loss helped to amplify the issue, generate media attention and
gain public support. For example, although Plaintiff M68/2015 upheld the government’s legal
authority to detain UMAs in Nauru, it led to the mass mobilisation of the #LetThemStay
campaign which included support from doctors, lawyers, churches, some politicians and the
public. In this instance, litigation was a ‘critical component of a broader public interest
campaign’138 which enabled the plaintiff, her baby and 267 people including 37 babies to
remain in Australia. Even though broader reforms were not achieved, it was still important
for those individuals concerned.
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Outside the courtroom, the refugee advocacy movement was extremely active in putting
pressure on the government to release children from immigration detention. Protests,
demonstrations, lobbying and letter writing were important grassroots strategies used to
create change. The Baby Asha campaign which involved support from many different players
including doctors and hospital management, enabled Baby Asha and her family to remain in
Australia. The Forgotten Children, Protecting the Lonely Children, the Moss Review and Senate
Inquiries added further substance to their arguments and cause. Moreover, the Nauru files
led to a #BringThemHere campaign demanding the removal of children from Nauru to
Australia. Partly due to the combined efforts by multiple players engaged in different
strategies, children were released from onshore detention in 2016 although fifty children
remained on Nauru at the time.

The threat of litigation was also a powerful influence because it attracted the government’s
attention and was used as legal leveraging to force the government to make policy changes.
For instance, a legal claim was filed in Doctors for Refugees, challenging the restrictions on
freedom of communication by health professionals. This case was supported by many
doctors, lawyers and activists who were angry that doctors could be silenced from publicly
disclosing the maltreatment and abuse of detainees. In response to legal proceedings, the
government quickly issued a determination that removed health professionals from the
secrecy provisions of the Border Force Act. Thus, a positive outcome was achieved without
the need to proceed in court. This case was also important because it highlighted the crucial
role of doctors in providing transparency over the mistreatment of refugees and asylum
seekers in immigration detention, especially children.

The latest cases in tort law proved to be most successful for the refugee advocacy movement.
Cases brought under the tort of negligence have provided opportunities for the refugee
advocacy movement to be creative in establishing new arguments to challenge the
government’s policies. Although the Courts established that the government owes a duty of
care to detainees in onshore detention,139 this did not apply to offshore detainees. The NJP
139
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became involved in a series of strategic tort‐based litigation to establish the government’s
duty of care to detainees in offshore detention. The NJP set precedent in Plaintiff S99/2016
in establishing that the Minister had a duty of care to ensure the plaintiff on Nauru received
adequate and safe medical treatment for an abortion. Although the case was decided on the
facts, the NJP used the same reasoning in recent cases to secure the transfer of children from
Nauru to Australia.

More recently, the NJP obtained interlocutory injunctions to obtain the removal of critically
ill children on Nauru and bring them to Australia. It secured the transfer of approximately
150 people from Nauru and PNG to Australia and led a quarter of the cases.140 In these cases,
the court established that there was a prima facie case and a serious question to be tried that
the government owed a duty of care to provide appropriate mental health treatment to the
sick applicants. Interlocutory injunctions were granted based on the balance of convenience
that the children were in imminent danger of suicide and self‐harm.141

These cases

demonstrated how strategic litigation could be effective if conducted properly.

The government however was extremely reluctant to bring these critically ill children to
Australia and engaged in delaying tactics. Those cases that made it to the courtroom needed
to be argued extensively by the lawyers. Extreme pressure was exerted on the government
by bringing multiple cases at the same time.

One reason for NJP’s success in the courtroom was due to the close and collaborative
relationships with refugee advocacy groups and activists as well as with those living in
offshore detention, which helped lawyers build a strong case. For example, people living on
Nauru sent photos of the sick children and their medical records which were crucial for
gathering substantial evidence to use in court. Other groups such as ASRC helped to triage
the urgency of cases and obtain evidence; and HRLC provided legal training to lawyers.142
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Additionally, the medical profession was extremely valuable to the refugee advocacy
movement and worked collaboratively with lawyers to put pressure on the courts by
focussing on the medical conditions of the sick children. Doctors also played a crucial role in
providing medical evidence to refute the government’s claims and persuade the courts of the
harm caused to children in detention.

Furthermore, these duty of care cases also highlighted the tension between the Federal Court
and the government. The government unsuccessfully challenged the jurisdiction of the
Federal Court to hear these proceedings.143 However, the government’s pending appeal in
the High Court demonstrates its resolve to pursue its policies. Further attempts of the
government to challenge the medical transfers under the Medevac Bill also proved
unsuccessful.144

As foreshadowed by the integrated legal mobilisation framework, this chapter provides
evidence in support of McCann’s approach and a broad view of movement liberalism.
Analysis of the cases show that litigation on its own is generally unable to create meaningful
change and is most successful when it builds on the work of other advocacy strategies. In this
instance, the large number of cases combined with a well‐developed and highly publicised
grassroots campaign involving the collaboration of multiple players, including elites, shifted
public and some political opinion. This created the critical mass needed to push the
government to release the remaining children on Nauru in February 2019.

A lawyer who was interviewed (see Chapter 3) provided a succinct quote which captures
McCann’s approach, the broad view of movement liberalism, and the integrated legal
mobilisation framework:
Litigation is [most effective] when it is integrated as part of something bigger. Using the law
effectively as a tool for fundamental change requires understanding its limitations and
supplementing the tactic of litigation with other tactics. ... Litigation is one way of trying to
achieve an outcome … however if you want systemic change, the law itself is not enough. But
equally just campaigning and just advocacy isn't enough. It lacks teeth. It's not directly legally
143
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enforceable. So my experience and you need to be careful as a lawyer because of the
limitations and respect for judicial processes, but my experience has been that the power of
the law alone or the power of campaigning and advocacy alone is nothing compared to their
effectiveness when they are integrated. (Interviewee L)
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CHAPTER 6
BUILDING THE REFUGEE ADVOCACY MOVEMENT
Chapters 4 and 5 examined significant cases to provide context and detail the success of
litigation and grassroots advocacy in creating legal and social change for children in
immigration detention. In this chapter, the capabilities proposed in Chapter 2 are examined
to evaluate how the Australian refugee advocacy movement flourished and helped obtain the
release of children from immigration detention. The purpose of this chapter is to collate and
analyse evidence from interview data, and critically evaluate the proposed framework. In
particular, the role of litigation, as championed by McCann, and the role of grassroots
advocacy, as championed by movement liberalism, are evaluated.

A

Unleashing the lawyers

Lawyers were the first players to help boat arrivals with their claims for asylum although they
were mainly volunteers and inexperienced. During the late 1980s, community legal centres
such as the Victorian office of RACS and VIARC1 were established as a response to the growing
need for legal advice and representation for people seeking asylum. Lawyers were joined by
activists who also began taking an increased interest in the plight of asylum seekers in
detention, especially children. Experienced lawyers from large commercial law firms offered
their services pro bono. This combination of lawyers, experienced and inexperienced, with
activists was important in generating public debate and mobilising a communal outcry.

Faced with an increasing number of children in immigration detention, an intransigent
government, and their lack of courtroom success, lawyers began participating in grassroots
advocacy to support the broader movement and to obtain the release of children from
immigration detention. High profile lawyers created public awareness and attracted media
attention such as by engaging in public‐speaking events, fundraising, academic conference
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presentations, book writing, and media campaigns. They often took a professional and
informed approach as they worked tirelessly to advance their goals. They met with politicians
and engaged with grassroots advocacy groups and individual activists by offering moral and
financial support. These lawyers broke down institutional barriers and established good
working relationships with grassroots activists which helped to create a cohesive movement:
We've had people on the fringe of getting in real trouble and if there's any illegal matter, we'd
refer them to xxx or to xxxx, both of whom have become good friends of ours. And it's been
very interesting because they'll ask us for medical opinion. That closeness [has been
invaluable]. (Interviewee A)

Due to their professional status, lawyers lent credibility, authority and a sense of equilibrium
to the refugee advocacy movement. They provided an objective viewpoint to counter the
government’s rhetoric:
[We need] lawyers like xxx, people who’ve got the weight or professional authority. We need
people to say stuff and you can get plenty of stuff from Dutton, but you need a set of
countervailing narratives from other prominent figures. (Interviewee R)

Politicians may perceive lawyers as being rational and sensible and are more inclined to
engage with them rather than activists. Politicians preferred engaging in discussions with
lawyers who were moderate and reasonable instead of over‐zealous activists:
[We] work quietly on cases involving children and young people. … I think by our nature of
being viewed as less radical, that appeals to some of the policy makers. (Interviewee F)

Lawyers worked collaboratively with a range of players in the refugee advocacy movement
and this close relationship has been important in building a strong movement with similar
goals and values. Trust between lawyers, activists and detainees was important. Detainees
were sometimes suspicious of lawyers and unwilling to openly share vital information. Some
detainees however established close bonds with activists. Thus, lawyers relied on well‐
informed activists to connect them with children and families in immigration detention. This
trust was essential for lawyers to be able to advocate properly for children in immigration
detention:
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There are a lot of individual activists and groups who work on several different levels. They
play a very important link to lawyers … and there are some very good activists who will quietly
link children and families up to lawyers and be a good conduit because they've gained a level
of trust with [people in detention]. As a lawyer, I could speak to people, but they don't trust
you, they don't know who you are (Interviewee F)

One of the most important relationships was between lawyers and doctors. Doctors were
extremely vocal about harm to children in immigration detention.

They worked

collaboratively with lawyers both in and out of the courtroom to achieve the release of
children in immigration detention. They engaged in speaking events, wrote articles, appeared
on radio, signed petitions and sent letters to the Prime Minister. They also helped lawyers in
the courtroom by providing evidence about the harm suffered by children in immigration
detention. This close relationship was invaluable in helping to achieve the release of children
in immigration detention:
We work with human rights lawyers, so we work with the National Justice Project. We say
these children will literally die. It's a life‐threatening situation. There is no time to wait. …
That's why [lawyers] win the cases basically. (Interviewee B).

The moral and financial support and expert advice that lawyers offered activists also provided
them with the confidence to pursue certain strategies including civil disobedience. For
instance, prominent lawyers provided financial, moral and expert assistance which enabled
doctors to speak openly against the harm caused to children in immigration detention with
less fear of imprisonment:
We had very high powered lawyers who were going to defend us so we kept on speaking
about the issues And so I spoke on National Radio saying what I'm about to say could get me
in prison for two years but I'm happy to say it anyway because I believe it to be in the public
interest. Bring it on. (Interviewee B)

Some doctors visited the children in Nauru RPC and witnessed firsthand their mental and
physical trauma. They were shocked about the prison‐like conditions of detention and the
inhumane treatment of children. One doctor returned to Australia and felt compelled to
write about the experience but was frightened about repercussion from the government
including jail time. Some high‐profile lawyers offered their services pro bono to enable
doctors and others to act as whistleblowers to create public awareness and hold the
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government accountable. Lawyers provided the necessary support to speak freely about the
plight of children on Nauru:
We've got xxx, amazing guy, and his support has been [incredible]. And he just said, 'go for it.
If they go for you, I'll give you the best defence free'. He was great, I mean he was wonderful.
That support, he's been a great support to us. (Interviewee A)
Having xxx essentially was a huge reason why I spoke out and wrote the book. I remember
when I was in Nauru, I told him what I was thinking and he said, ‘yeah do it’ and I said, ‘I'm
worried about repercussions’. He said, ‘well, I'll support you pro bono and he said that to
most whistleblowers’. (Interviewee W)

One of the reasons why lawyers and activists enjoyed a good relationship was that lawyers
generally tended not to co‐opt the movement and engaged in roles that better suited their
skills. They often participated in quiet advocacy and left loud advocacy for other activists:
Lawyers, by our nature, are conservative so you don't find community legal centres generally
at the barricades or anything. … The way we can support other people is by advising on legal
options, doing submissions and approaching politicians, doing media work. It's not a model
of radical social change. (Interviewee F)

B

Social movement building

1

Framing and developing the agenda

Since inception, the actions, values and goals of the Australian refugee advocacy movement
were mostly framed around the injustices faced by asylum seekers and refugees in
immigration detention. The refugee advocacy movement developed an agenda focused on
human rights:
Our mandate and credibility come from our clear and consistent allegiance to a set of
principles and they are human rights principles. (Interviewee L)

Children, in particular, became a focal point and helped the movement frame and develop its
arguments based on the harm caused to children in immigration detention. Since the High
Court rulings in 2004 in which it held that children can be detained indefinitely and in harsh
conditions, the refugee advocacy movement has framed the discourse on the injustices of
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Australian migration laws. Litigation, whether won or lost, was used to create public
awareness, attract attention and contribute to meaningful conversations:
Framing the discourse around cases is at least as important as the actual case that you do.
You can win a case that is important but so much is how much noise, or how much informed
discussion you can create around that. (Interviewee I)

The refugee advocacy movement used international legal instruments such as the CRC to
provide a legal frame to address the injustice of detaining children.

By framing and

developing its agenda based on the provisions of the CRC, the refugee advocacy movement
garnered support and mobilised members:
The CRC was perfect because it was saying that basically you shouldn't detain children and if
you do it, you should do it as a last resort and for the shortest possible period. (Interviewee
N)

The physical, mental and sexual abuse of children in immigration detention enabled the
refugee advocacy movement to frame their harm as a violation of fundamental human rights.
For instance, according to Article 19 of the CRC, state parties agree to protect children from
‘physical and mental violence, injury or abuse … including sexual abuse’.2 Thus, the refugee
advocacy movement framed and developed its agenda by focussing on ‘international
conventions and presenting evidence in a way which showed how we were not meeting our
international obligation’. (Interviewee N)

As previously noted, doctors played a significant role in achieving the release of children from
immigration detention and worked collaboratively with lawyers and activists.

Their

involvement in legal cases concerning children in immigration detention helped them develop
an agenda that focused on the harm caused to children. It also fuelled their efforts to engage
in broader grassroots advocacy including lobbying, media campaigns and policy development:
I initially became involved with some very seriously traumatised children … which later
became very publicised cases, and started doing some advocacy around getting them into
proper treatment. And it was one of those sort of life changing experiences of understanding
very rapidly. I had to learn about the context, learn a bit about immigration law in detention
2

Convention on the Rights of the Child, opened for signature 20 November 1989, 1577 UNTS 3 (entered into
force 2 September 1990) art 19 ('CRC').
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centres, meet with people who worked in the sector. … We lobbied very hard. It was a huge
amount of skills needed in terms of media. We wrote endlessly to government. We wrote
position statements. We developed a policy of opposition to mandatory detention, into the
detention of children. [We] pointed out that the environment from a psychiatric point of view
was producing mental disorder [and] an ideal breeding ground for mental disorder. And all
those arguments got quite well developed. (Interviewee B)

2

Generating mass involvement

The issue of children in immigration detention united the various players of the refugee
advocacy movement including lawyers, doctors, refugee advocacy groups and activists
because of a collective recognition that children needed to be protected. The movement
cultivated strong allies and generated mass involvement because members shared
aspirations to create a just and humane society where children are not detained in
immigration detention. Children in immigration detention was such a powerful and emotive
issue that activists felt that there was no option but to join the movement:
I'm not a joiner, I've never joined anything in my life, but I was part of something that was so
important to all of us. (Interviewee C)

Challenges in the courtroom were important for generating mass mobilisation. For instance,
lawyers often brought cases to court whilst activists took to the streets. This provided
activists with a way to create public awareness of the issues and support the lawyers. An
interviewee stated how ‘every time we went to court, we had demonstrations going on in
Macquarie Street’ (Interviewee C).
Litigation also helped to generate public support and sympathy when the media reported on
cases involving critically ill children. For example, lawyers, doctors and the media worked
collaboratively to create public awareness and mobilise a large grassroots campaign to
achieve the release of children in Nauru:
At the moment, you've probably seen the press on resignation syndrome, children who are
collapsed, literally unconscious. The public are appalled by this, which is very good. They
need to be. And so publicising cases shows how serious it is. (Interviewee B)
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Social networks were invaluable to the refugee advocacy movement in creating mass
involvement. Over the years, there were many formal groups such as ChilOut, RAR, Asylum
Seeker Resource Centre and informal groups such as Teachers for Refugees, Mums for
Refugees, Grandmothers for Refugees. Doctors also mobilised on various levels. Doctors for
Refugees were vocal in the media and in challenging legislation in the courtroom. Doctors
presented as a united front and with the support of the AMA, some senior hospital
administrators, various medical colleges and individual doctors were instrumental in
preventing Baby Asha from being returned to Nauru:
All the major medical bodies and the AMA or the Medical Colleges, Allied Health formed a
very large coalition when it became very apparent that this was a widespread, a serious issue
for children’s rights, health and welfare. And that was a very large political movement if you
like which was quite unprecedented in the Australian context. (Interviewee B)

3

Creating rights consciousness

The Australian refugee advocacy movement developed a rights consciousness based on
Australia’s obligations under international human rights law. A rights consciousness helped
members explain to the public why children should be given protection:
What we do is try and explain clearly in lots of public forums, what international human rights
requires and what the situation is. (Interviewee O)

A rights consciousness also developed among members because it was hard to dispute that
children’s rights were violated:
There is never any excuse for damaging people, children and adults. And the people who are
vulnerable and at risk have a right to claim asylum. We should bring people according to their
need, not their visa status or lack of visa. (Interviewee B)
The human rights of children seeking asylum are at greatest risk. (Interviewee O)

More specifically, international treaties such as the CRC created a rights consciousness in the
refugee advocacy movement and provided a way to connect with ordinary Australians:
The CRC is the most widely ratified human rights convention. Every state but one has signed
it. It's a level of consensus you don't see anywhere else, both at an international level but also
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domestically. Everyone recognises children are uniquely vulnerable and entitled to unique
level of protection and care because of that status. Work involving children is naturally more
compelling because of recognition of their status. Everybody knows children, has children,
was a child, so it's something that resonates, and it is understandable to people which helps
to ensure that there is a consensus around that unique status of children. (Interviewee P)

Moreover, when members developed a rights consciousness based on international treaties
and conventions, they could draw upon it to present convincing arguments and change
people’s attitudes. In this example, an interviewee changed an opinion:
My mother was a very staunch anti‐refugee, anti‐migration, anti‐Muslim, staunch Liberal
voter, literally thought that it was okay to use force and violence to keep people away from
Australian territory ... but I would talk to her about international conventions and
international laws and human rights norms and principles. (Interviewee H)

4

Harnessing opportunity structures

Resource mobilisation
Funding was one of the factors that had big impact on the refugee advocacy movement in
advancing its cause. Some interviewees acknowledged that they used their own money to
fund campaigns and activities concerning children in immigration detention. Personal
donations from individual members helped mobilise campaigns that achieved positive
outcomes for children in immigration detention:
The first group of unaccompanied minors who we got out. … I'd been down to Canberra. It
was very expensive being an advocate: A. You don't earn anything; B. You pay for all your own
things. (Interviewee C)
There were kids in detention with muscular dystrophy. ... We raised money for them but
mostly it was our own money: $6000 here, $12,000 there. (Interviewee C)

More generally, the type of funding that refugee advocacy groups received played an
important role in formulating strategies. For instance, funding obtained independently from
the government provided freedom to the refugee advocacy movement to engage in a variety
of campaigns:
People have different approaches [depending on funding]. Take Asylum Seeker Resource
Centre, because they don't get [government] funding and they raise it all through the public,
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they can be much more political whereas others must be much more diplomatic. (Interviewee
W)

When refugee advocacy groups relied on government funding, it presented many challenges
because their advocacy could clash with government policy. Often, their strategies and
campaigns were less radical and less in conflict with government policy:
Because we're a community legal centre, a lot of our funding comes from the government.
That limits what we can do and even using the ‘A’ word, advocacy, sometimes is not what
we're allowed to say. But as a standard approach, as a community legal centre, you probably
can't be too radical. (Interviewee Q)

Elite support was important for the refugee advocacy movement because it showed the
Australian public that children in immigration detention were a worthy cause. Many high‐
profile Australians including celebrities, sports people and musicians offered their support to
the refugee advocacy movement by donating funds, speaking publicly about the issue or
performing at concerts. The refugee advocacy movement was also fortunate to enjoy elite
support from doctors because they provided credibility to the cause, elevated its status in the
public domain and helped appeal to the wider community:
Doctors are the most trusted people in the community. Research indicates that people will
believe a doctor way before they'll believe a lawyer and a long way before they'll believe a
politician. (Interviewee I)

Political opportunity
The political environment surrounding children in immigration detention was harsh and
restrictive which has made it exceptionally challenging for the refugee advocacy movement
to effect change for children in immigration detention:
This whole space now has become so ugly and it's like the dark force is there in immigration.
The combat between the dark forces and the bright and the good forces has always been
there but now the dark forces have well and truly taken over. (Interviewee M)

The government created a general discourse around children by insisting that a hard‐line
approach would lead to kinder future outcomes.3 It maintained the view that if children were

3

Mary Crock and Mary Anne Kenny, 'Rethinking the Guardianship of Refugee Children after the Malaysian
Solution' (2012) 34 Sydney Law Review 437, 439.
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released from detention, it would open the floodgates of parents and children who come to
Australia by boat. Two former senior ministers commented how softer policies for children
seeking asylum puts them at greater risk:
If you had a policy that said that if you arrived by boat with children, we will let you out in the
community, that would not do anything other than swell the numbers of people who arrive
with children. Children would become a commodity of people smugglers. (Interviewee X)
If parents know they’re going to be treated differently, they will bring children with them. …
The idea is that you put more children’s lives at risk because they believe that will get them a
better outcome if they succeed. (Interviewee Z)
Children are used as leverage for getting an outcome. (Interviewee Z)

Another justification by the government as to why children and their families on Nauru were
not allowed entry in Australia was because they should not have preference over those
families who were waiting in refugee camps for their turn. This argument was used to justify
the detention of children to the Australian public. As a former senior minister stated:
Why do these children [on Nauru] matter when these kids [in refugee camps overseas] are
left like they are? (Interviewee Z)

Thus, the political will to make meaningful changes for children in immigration detention was
lacking. The detention of children in Nauru was often regarded as a deliberate and conscious
plan on behalf of the government to maintain its policies:
It is possible to speak to people's compassion and humanity about 120 children who've been
on Nauru for the last five years, but it is a political decision not to. And it may seem quite
scathing in my assessment of politics, but I genuinely think that it is a tragic concoction of
political cynicism and political cowardice. (Interviewee L)

Moreover, the government was often unwilling to listen to expert medical advice regarding
the health of children in immigration detention and would overrule medical opinions:
The Border Force makes the ultimate decision or the Department of Immigration and Border
Protection, whatever it's called, makes the ultimate decision. Even if we say to International
Health and Medical Services, this child is in real strife on Nauru, they need to come to
Australia, they don't always come. They'll often send them to Papua New Guinea or
somewhere else totally inappropriate. You know they say we're just treating them the way
we would treat any Australian child. I'd like to know if they would ever send any of their
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children to Papua New Guinea or somewhere to have their medical care done. And these are
children in real trouble. We've got children who are suicidal and at serious suicide risk that
we're trying to get off Nauru. (Interviewee A)

Support from politicians was crucial to achieve change for children in immigration detention.
A former senior minister remarked how solutions could be found:
We went to the Department and I said, ‘right we need to get the kids out’. And they said, ‘we
don’t think you understand’. And xxx and I said to the guy in charge, ‘no we don’t think you
understand. I’m the Minister and this is what we are instructing you to do. We want a list of
the children, where they are, and you are to work with xxx and my office and we are to find
solutions for this.’ (Interviewee X)

Sometimes, however, the political environment was so restrictive that politicians also faced
roadblocks in their efforts to create change for children in immigration detention. As noted
by a former MP/backbencher:
I was really appalled. I'd ask questions in the Human Rights Committee hearings when I was
a member of that Committee of the Department about the reporting mechanism if children
were being abused and they wouldn't answer me. And I remember getting very upset on that
Committee. … I was very angry that they wouldn't answer my questions about that. And in
the end, after that inquiry finished, I got off that Human Rights Committee. (Interviewee AA)

The government fed mistruths to the public about children on Nauru by claiming that children
and their families lived openly and freely on Nauru without mention of their limited freedom
of movement and poor living conditions. They twisted truth to support their agenda. This is
reflected in a former senior minister’s comments that ‘children are free in Nauru’
(Interviewee Z). By maintaining the position that there were no children in immigration
detention, the government kept the issue out of the limelight which made it difficult to obtain
meaningful reform:
Because they're able to say there's no children in detention despite the exaggeration of truth
... it makes it very difficult to make it important enough to build some momentum for actual
legislative change. (Interviewee J)

The government was also prepared to spin an argument to ensure that it carried no blame.
For instance, children were portrayed as deliberately self‐harming so they could be removed
from Nauru:
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If children self‐harm or become very unwell, that is one way of getting off the island. If a child
self‐harms or suicides on Nauru, it would be framed in a way which means that the Minister
is not responsible. He would frame it in a way that is the responsibility of family or the
responsibility of advocates. It's very toxic and that's the kind of perverse environment we're
in. (Interviewee F)

Legal opportunity
Australia has never adopted a Human Rights Bill and international human rights treaties have
only been selectively and partially incorporated into domestic law. Thus, it was a challenging
and uphill battle for the refugee advocacy movement to create meaningful reform for
children in immigration detention:
One of the difficulties we have in Australia is the lack of a human rights framework or an
enforceable human rights framework. Without that, the ability to effect change to law or
domestic implementation of our international human rights obligations is [difficult]. Without
that, it's very hard to get legislative change to enforce compliance with human rights.
(Interviewee F)

Harsh domestic laws also created a closed legal opportunity which stymied the activities of
the movement. For instance, the secrecy provisions of the Border Force Act created an
environment in which health professionals were afraid to speak freely about children because
of the threat of being jailed. A doctor was caught in a dilemma of remaining silent, or going
to the media and risking jail, to ensure that a mother and her baby were not returned to
Nauru:
The Border Force Act has silenced doctors. My paediatrician friend was asked to get involved
with this baby and she got petrified that they were going to discharge the woman and baby
into the community and then whip them back to Nauru. … And in a panic about it, she rang
me and said, ‘what can I do about this’ and I said, ‘well your ultimate threat is that you can go
to the media … and that's a dangerous step to take’. (Interviewee A)

An open legal opportunity depended on support from legal elites such as judges. The
different approaches taken by judges opened or closed opportunities.

Their varied

commitment to international human rights affected the outcome of a case:
[Judges have] different strategies and approaches. I think the judge that you get changes the
direction. In a few of those early cases, it was good who they landed with, particularly Justice
Bromberg's decision, I think it was Plaintiff S99/2016. It laid some very good groundwork.
That was very fortunate and paved the way. … It is great, at the moment, how that line of
cases has had an effect for kids on Nauru. … It's also a huge step that the Courts are willing to
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issue injunctions to have people brought here. Like that was surprising. It was able to be
established before a few human rights minded judges and that has now continued. As far as
I know, there hasn't been any case or finding the other way. (Interviewee J)

A sympathetic judge also provided encouragement to activists. For example, support from a
former Federal Court judge helped boost morale and validated efforts to get children released
from immigration detention:
xxx was my biggest supporter in the beginning. He was a very influential person to have on
board and he was good. And when Four Corners happened, xxx rang me and I was so chuffed.
And he was saying good on you, that is so impressive that you did that. (Interviewee C)

The legal opportunity was also affected by the government’s desire to maintain a positive
relationship with the courts. The government deliberately engaged in delay tactics to avoid
transferring sick children from Nauru to Australia, but then at the last moment capitulated to
ensure that its actions were not heavily scrutinised by the court:
What the government does is they will hold off and then xxx will get an injunction in the High
Court and they will take it to the day of the injunction and then the government will cave in
so that is not seen in court that they're behaving this way. (Interviewee A)

C

Legal and political leveraging

1

Exploiting symbolic power of rights

Cases that lost (e.g. Plaintiff M68/2015) or settled (e.g. recent cases involving children in
Nauru) heightened a symbolic power of rights and amplified the need for action:
That can mean that even when a case is settled or doesn't go through or if the result doesn't
end up being favourable, it can still get other sorts of positive results in terms of the attention
it brings to court results. (Interviewee J)

Regardless of court outcome, a symbolic power of rights helped the refugee advocacy
movement focus on the injustices of detaining children and engage in meaningful discussions:
Even if we've lost cases, they mainstream ideas. And even if they might still stay minority
views, they are mainstreamed enough that when people talk about them, there's this
familiarity with the idea. And then I think you've made a very significant contribution to civic
discourse. (Interviewee I)
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Stories of injustice fuelled a symbolic power of rights in members because it incited intense
emotions such as anger, disbelief and shock:
One of the early stories I did was about asylum seekers who had been put in detention without
being told their legal rights, without being told they had a right to legal representation or to
claim asylum or anything like that. And I thought that was shocking at the time and I thought
that the Australian public, if they knew about it, would find it equally shocking. (Interviewee
R)

2

Compelling concessions

Litigation was a useful source of legal leveraging for the refugee advocacy movement. It was
a good strategy to pressure the government to act before proceedings became public or
politicised, and could lead to quiet settlement:
Look we've seen, and a lot of this stuff does quietly settle out of court and we're all sworn to
you know eternal secrecy about matters. Big payouts have occurred. (Interviewee B)
Litigation is important because at times the government’ [enthusiasm] has been found
waning. And instead of seeing the litigation through to its conclusion because they know
where it's going, they'll quietly settle, and remove themselves from the case and come up
with a solution that the activist was after from the get‐go. (Interviewee M)

Recent pressure by the NJP in filing proceedings in the Federal Court to transfer sick children
from Nauru to Australia was a source of legal leveraging to force concessions from the
government and achieve a successful outcome:
There's been cases of children brought off the island due to mental health reasons or medical
reasons more quietly where perhaps litigation was threatened or started but settled so you
didn't need to go through the courts to get the injunction. So sometimes, that can be
effective. (Interviewee F)
The government is not impressed with being ordered by the court to transfer people. I think
the usual feeling is that if it's likely to go that way, then the government often wants to settle
cases to bring the kids here. I guess if there's a threat of many more of those pending, I think
that does create a huge amount of pressure. (Interviewee J)
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3

Developing and implementing policy

Litigation was used as a source of legal leveraging by the refugee advocacy movement to
achieve policy development and implementation. For instance, litigation was successful in
creating a policy change when Doctors for Refugees brought a constitutional challenge to the
secrecy provisions of the Border Force Act. This had an important impact for children in
immigration detention because it enabled doctors to speak freely about their plight. This
initial filing of proceedings resulted in a determination issued by the Department of
Immigration and Border Protection exempting doctors from the secrecy provisions in the
Border Force Act:
The Border Force Act was very good to amend so at least we’re not going to be imprisoned. …
Then they repealed it because it was too stupid for words. It was appalling that they even
dared to [do it]. We won that in a sense, it was good. (Interviewee B)

In another example, litigation and quiet advocacy were used to achieve policy change to
provide Hepatitis C vaccination for people in onshore detention:
By taking on a number of Hep C cases, even if the overall detention policy has not changed,
then one policy [change achieved] is that people are provided with Hep C [treatment]
straightaway so it's not just the clients that we've represented, it will be a whole group or
people provided with it, so you know small wins but hopefully it's not nothing. (Interviewee
Q)

Sometimes, policy change can be achieved without litigation as a trigger:
I actually introduced a media access policy to get journalists and photographers into the
detention facilities so that they could see with their own eyes and so the public could see
because you know the media plays a part of the multiplier that that this is what we're doing.
(Interviewee M)

In contrast, even with policy development, it was sometimes challenging to achieve
implementation:
The Child Protection Framework led to this policy change. At the moment, there are still
young people in detention, very few but there's no legislative change. There may be a policy
change but there's not a legislative change. (Interviewee F)
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Even with the best policy intent and the best policy in place, the resolution of moving children
out of a detention environment … is an area that was fraught with all sorts of challenges.
(Interviewee M)

D

Surviving backlash

(a) Political and legal backlash

There has been much backlash from the Australian government in response to litigation by
introducing legislation before, during or after court proceedings. This made it difficult to
survive backlash and achieve meaningful change for children in immigration detention
because the government simply changed the laws to suit their agenda:
The government has got legislative power, so in the end if the court would decide something
which is unpalatable to the government, they change its legislation. (Interviewee N)
That's how mandatory detention came about in 1992; the High Court was about to rule this
was illegal, so they changed the law overnight. I would be confident that changes to the
Migration Act to circumvent High Court decisions has happened more often than any other
area of law (Interviewee Y; senate member)

For example, to ensure the validity of its offshore detention policies and allow the return of
children and adults back to Nauru, the government introduced retrospective legislation once
proceedings were filed in Plaintiff M68/2015:
A case was filed on behalf of a mother and a baby. The baby was born in Australia, had never
seen a boat, but due to some retrospective legal changes, was classified as if she'd arrived on
one and therefore faced mandatory removal to Nauru. After we filed the case, the law was
retrospectively amended to authorise what we claimed our government had no authority to
do. (Interviewee L)

In the case of Shayan Bedraie, litigation was an emotionally draining and drawn out process
involving many delays and a large financial cost. Although the case was settled with a
substantial payout to the Bedraie family, it did not achieve the precedent for which lawyers
were hoping. Some felt that the government had cornered the family into accepting the
settlement because of the large toll it had already taken on their lives:
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When we won, we didn't win, that's a lie, we settled ... well, it was a win and it wasn't. I was
the only one who didn't want to settle because I wanted the precedent and I knew we'd win.
And the thing was that we were pretty sure we'd win but the Attorney General had let us
know in no uncertain terms that he would contest if we took it to the High Court. What do
you do? You've got a broken family, homeless who need the money, who need to have roots.
... It would have taken another five years. ... The government would have tied it up. They did
everything they could do to delay. (Interviewee C)

(b) Counter‐mobilisation

The interviewees’ comments provided no support for surviving counter‐mobilisation. Unlike
the gay rights movement or the abortion movement, an anti‐immigration or anti‐refugee
movement has remained on the periphery. Although there have been some nationalist far
right‐wing groups such as League of Rights, Australians Against Further Immigration, the
Confederate Action Party, and the TrueBlue Crew, these groups have not attracted large
public interest or media attention.

It is likely that there has been little support for surviving counter‐mobilisation because the
Australian government was successful in taking a hard‐line towards refugees and asylum
seekers and therefore there was no need for large‐scale opposition to refugees and asylum
seekers. However, with the large number of people seeking asylum across the world, anti‐
immigration and anti‐refugee groups in Australia may increase and lead to a large counter‐
mobilisation movement in the future.

E

Litigation or grassroots advocacy?

As previously noted, McCann’s approach argues that litigation leads to many indirect effects
in the development of the social movement.

In contrast, the movement liberalism

perspective advocates that a social movement creates a shift in public and political opinion
which contributes to successful litigation. Given these differing perspectives, the integrated
framework of legal mobilisation is proposed. It posits that litigation or grassroots advocacy,
or both, can sometimes enable the development and success of the social movement.
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In line with McCann’s approach, litigation, including judicial losses, resulted in the
mobilisation of a large grassroots campaign and a positive outcome for some children in
immigration detention:
What is impressive is where cases that are brought with strategic litigation are then carefully
played out in terms of broader advocacy and public advocacy. (Interviewee J)
In the aftermath of the High Court decision [Plaintiff M68/2015], there was a massive
grassroots campaign … without the court case or without the campaign, these people would
not be in Australia. But because of the court case and because of the campaign … the mother
and child are still in Australia along with hundreds of other people who had also filed [claims]
in the same case. (Interviewee L).

Although it was difficult for lawyers to achieve success in the courtroom, the legal challenges
were crucial for helping build the movement and attract large‐scale support for children in
immigration detention: ‘litigation is still the thing that galvanises’ (Interviewee V). In further
support of McCann’s approach, some activists recognised that litigation was initially
important at the start of the movement and then they worked hand‐in‐hand with grassroots
advocacy:
Its certainly been litigation first until now. Now at least it’s an equal focus: litigation continues
but the advocacy is just as important. (Interviewee Q)

In support of the movement liberalism perspective, grassroots advocacy was a way to shift
public and political opinion:
There are numerous campaigns and there are wins and you can see the change; it's slow; but
it's about the culture of being involved in communities and I think that's much more important
than [litigation]. If you can show that you're powerful, that's when people will listen …. If you
want to influence politicians, you must include people who hold a lot of sway and are backed
by like thousands, so like a priest who had a whole congregation behind him. (Interviewee W).

Doctors have played a crucial role in shifting the public opinions about children in immigration
detention:
I think the good thing is that the medical and health groups involved in all of this, we came
out of this looking rather good, in terms of general appreciation from the Australian
community who are interested in these issues. And people absolutely respected what we did.
(Interviewee B)
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Some politicians have also emphasised the importance of shifting public opinions as the
driving force for changing government policies:
Until the public says to government, we don't want this done in our name and enough is
enough and putting people out of sight and out of mind is not an acceptable policy, then
nothing's going to change. (Interviewee AA)

During the years leading up to the release of children from immigration detention in 2005,
the refugee advocacy movement participated in many grassroots campaigns to shift political
attitudes.

They engaged with politicians such as by providing them with up‐to‐date

information about children in immigration detention. Some politicians then pressured Prime
Minister Howard to release children from immigration detention:
I think the difference with the children in detention in 2003‐2005 was that there was a group
of backbenchers in Howard's own government who were willing to take up the issue and we
need a group like that now to form. (Interviewee R)
Within a month of [A Last Resort], the government released all children and families out of
detention. Public opinion changed and the report delivered because of how it was done and
the focus on children (Interviewee N)
We were lucky in that our local Federal MP was Bruce Baird who was extremely supportive,
who did as much as he could to help refugees in the community and to argue within his own
party. And then of course in 2005, he was one of the four who faced up to John Howard and
brought in their own Bills and then negotiated with John Howard to bring in changes to the
Migration Act. (Interviewee V)

The integrated legal mobilisation framework recognises that both litigation and grassroots
advocacy are important for development of a social movement and for achieving change.
They can work in tandem:
I think in the offshore processing space, children have sort of been a strong point of
highlighting their plight in the media space [whilst] using [legal] advocacy. (Interviewee J)
It's great the way the cases are aligning with the #KidsOffNauru campaign ... and bringing a
shift. … These cases, [and] the threat of many more pending, creates a huge amount of
pressure which combined with the other efforts [is] quite powerful. That's a good example of
litigation and the advocacy side working together. (Interviewee J)
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We've come a long way in developing alternatives to detention like community detention and
bridging visas. And I think that this has been probably a result of a combination of litigation
and people working hard to develop alternatives. (Interviewee F)
Use a combination of litigation, media advocacy and campaigning as well as research and
engagement with United Nations mechanisms to try and achieve change at a systemic level.
(Interviewee L)

F

Summary

Lawyers were important players at the start of the Australian refugee advocacy movement
and helped build the movement in collaboration with activists. There is some evidence in
favour of McCann’s approach in which litigation and legal rights discourse were the
foundation stones of social movement building. There is also some evidence in favour of
movement liberalism in which capabilities were used to build the movement, and shift public,
political and elite opinion to create the opportunity for successful litigation such as the duty
of care cases.

Framing and developing the agenda around the injustice of detaining children was central to
building the refugee advocacy movement. Despite the lack of a Bill of Rights in Australia and
limited protection for children in the Migration Act, the violation of children’s international
human rights has proven to be a driving force for creating a rights consciousness and for
harnessing resources such as funding and elite support from doctors and prominent lawyers
etc. The harsh and restrictive political and legal opportunities were also a call to arms.
Together, these capabilities helped to generate mass mobilisation using grassroots strategies.
At the same time, legal and political leveraging, including the threat of litigation, helped to
achieve some concessions. For instance, the threat of litigation by Doctors for Refugees led
to policy change in which doctors were removed from the secrecy provisions of the Border
Force Act.

Exploiting the symbolic power of rights also helped mobilise the movement because it created
a sense of injustice, such as when an important case was lost. However even when a case
was won, the government often changed the law retrospectively which made it even more
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difficult for the refugee advocacy movement to create meaningful reform. This backlash was
at times demoralising and difficult to survive, but at other times, was a rallying cry for the
movement to increase its efforts.

As the refugee advocacy movement developed its capabilities, public opinion began to shift
in favour of the release of children from immigration detention, and government enthusiasm
for backlash and opposition was eroded. Despite no legislative change, all children were
removed from Nauru by February 2019.

In short, overall strong supportive results were found for the capabilities underlying the
integrated legal mobilisation framework.
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CHAPTER 7
GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY: WINNING STRATEGIES
Much scholarship identifies practical grassroots strategies used by social movements.
McCann makes clear reference to various non‐legal strategies including protests,
demonstrations, lobbying, collective bargaining and media tactics.1 Others discuss how
marches, strikes, sit‐ins, speeches, riots and occupations have been useful grassroots
strategies. 2 Whilst some are quite general and others are narrow, what they often have in
common is that they are study‐specific. As a result, it is important to explore the grassroots
strategies unique to the Australian refugee advocacy movement.

The aim of this chapter therefore is to identify grassroots strategies that practically
implement the capabilities of the integrated legal mobilisation framework, using the
Straussian approach to grounded theory with abductive reasoning, and informed by previous
broader research on the subject.3 These strategies are: rallying cry; storytelling; agency;
quiet, loud and fearless advocacy; playing to strengths; institutional advocacy; individual or
broader reform; and effort. They are important to understand since they show how the
capabilities were applied in practise by the Australian refugee advocacy movement in helping
to achieve the release of children in immigration detention.

1
Michael McCann, Rights at Work: Pay Equity Reform and the Politics of Legal Mobilization (University of Chicago
Press, 1994) 80, 172.
2
Marie‐Line Germain, Phyllis Robertson and Sarah Minnis, 'Protests, Rallies, Marches, and Social Movements as
Organizational Change Agents' (2019) 21(2) Advances in Developing Human Resources 150, 152; Dan J Wang and
Alessandro Piazza, 'The Use of Disruptive Tactics in Protest as a Trade‐off: The Role of Social Movement Claims'
(2016) 94(4) Social Forces 1675, 1686.
3
Germain, Robertson and Minnis (n 2) 152; Wang and Piazza (n 2)1686; Verta Taylor and Nella Van Dyke, '‘Get
Up, Stand Up’: Tactical Repertoires of Social Movements' in Sarah A. Soule David A. Snow, Hanspeter Kriesi (ed),
The Blackwell Companion to Social Movements (Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2004) 262, 276; Brayden G King, 'The
Tactical Disruptiveness of Social Movements: Sources of Market and Mediated Disruption in Corporate Boycotts'
(2011) 58(4) Social Problems 491, 502; Greg Satell and Srdja Popovic, 'How Protests Become Successful Social
Movements' (2017) 27 Harvard Business Review.
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A

Rallying cry

A search of the literature shows many passing references to the rallying cry of social
movements but little evidence of a more in‐depth analysis. Vulnerable children such as those
seeking asylum generate strong emotions in politicians and across society4 and can become
a rallying cry to unite groups in pursuing their aspirations for a fairer society.5

More recently, #hashtag social media campaigns have become rallying cries for giving a voice
to the marginalised and building solidarity around the world.6 For instance the #MeToo social
media campaign is a rallying cry against the sexual abuse of women and the imbalance of
power between men and women. It has united women across the world and provided a space
for personal stories of sexual assault and harassment to be shared.7 Similarly, a #NeverAgain
social media campaign was a rallying cry by students for gun law reform. The rallying cry
united the youth to engage in protests, rallies, lobbying and media campaigns.8

A rallying cry involving children is a powerful message because children occupy a special place
in society as they can be vulnerable and deserving of protection from harm. As a result, it
attracted supporters and united the refugee advocacy movement based on a simple message:
Children in detention is wrong. And that one message was the best message for the
movement. (Interviewee V)

It was easier for the government to justify the detention of adults but less so with children.
Thus, using children in immigration detention as a rallying cry became a focal point for
broader campaigns surrounding immigration detention. For instance, children in immigration

4

Jordana Silverstein, '“Because We All Love Our Country”: Refugee and Asylum‐Seeking Children, Australian
Policy‐Makers, and the Building of National Sentiment' (2019) 65(4) Australian Journal of Politics & History 532,
536–41.
5
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13(2–3) City 362, 362–3.
6
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Movements' (2016) 10(9) Sociology Compass 785, 785–91.
7
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8
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detention were a rallying cry ‘able to carry more traction with a wider base to support those
campaigns of advocacy’ (Interviewee J).

The refugee advocacy movement used children in immigration detention as a rallying cry to
create public awareness and change attitudes about the detention of asylum seekers more
broadly:
They can say we shouldn't lock up children, but we should have mandatory detention. It
depends partly how you ask the question. If you say, ‘should we detain asylum seekers?’,
people will mostly say, ‘yes’. If you say, ‘should we keep children indefinitely behind bars?’
people will say, ‘no’. (Interviewee R)
Explaining what mandatory detention is and why it's wrong was very difficult because it is like
this abstract kind of thing. But when you say, ‘it is about locking up kids,’ people suddenly
understand that this is wrong. They get it, they suddenly get it, it's terrible. (Interviewee V)

One of the most powerful ways to mobilise the refugee advocacy movement and create public
awareness was to focus on the physical and mental harm suffered by children in immigration
detention. When activists witnessed the harm firsthand, the children’s suffering became a
rallying cry:
We were both absolutely appalled by the sheer hopelessness of the families that we saw
there. They were in this Kafka‐like situation where they were imprisoned; no real reason for
it; they hadn't committed any crime and they didn't know when they were going to get out.
They were in melt‐down. All the parents and the children were equally fragile and self‐
harming, and even trying to kill themselves; horrible. And I was shocked rigid by it, the pair
of us just came back almost shaking. (Interviewee A)

B

Storytelling

Storytelling comprises an important part of the social movement literature. It helps to
establish a strong collective identity; and acts as a frame to mobilise support, establish
injustices, and weaken opposition.9 It is a way to build trust, strengthen relationships and
9
Francesca Polletta, 'Contending stories: Narrative in Social Movements' (1998) 21(4) Qualitative Sociology 419,
421; Gary Alan Fine, 'Public Narration and Group Culture: Discerning Discourse in Social Movements' in Hank
Johnston and Bert Klandermans (ed), Social Movements and Culture (University of Minnesota Press, 1995) vol
4, 127, 132; Joseph E Davis, Stories of Change: Narrative and Social Movements (State University of New York
Press, 2012) 4.
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deepen connections between people.10 It enables them to develop a common thread,
challenge the dominant narrative, and adopt new perspectives.11 Storytelling also reveals
injustices and elicits compassion.12

Storytelling was a way for the refugee advocacy movement to humanise children in
immigration detention and counter efforts by the Australian government to dehumanise and
vilify them.13 As a senate member remarked, ‘a big part of the antidote, is to fight to
humanise’ (Interviewee Y). By humanising children in immigration detention, it became more
difficult to legitimise the government’s harsh policies, justify cruel treatment and rationalise
a lack of morality and empathy:14
Children are always a soft point in the argument despite the ‘illegals’ thing which creates in
the mind of most people a sense that these are criminals which we are being protected from.
[When] you see a photograph of a five year old shuffling along in the dirt on Nauru, it’s very
hard to think of her as a criminal you need to be protected from. (Interviewee G)

The government tried to dehumanise children in immigration detention by sending them to
offshore detention where they were ‘out of sight, out of mind’. This made it easier to ignore
their plight and delivered a clear message that they were unworthy of protection. Storytelling
was a way to change negative public perceptions and opinions about children seeking asylum:
People don't see them as human and so [to counter] this dehumanisation thing, we try and
tell stories, we try and make it real. The answer is to humanise as best you can. (Interviewee
A).

Storytelling about the harm caused to children in immigration detention was a unique way to
create compassion, incite anger and mobilise the public:
10

Polletta (n 9) 422; Lewis Williams, Ronald Labonte and Mike O’Brien, 'Empowering Social Action Through
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We're talking to the communities, we're telling stories … there's been a thousand suicide
attempts on Nauru and 50 children molested, people go, oh my God, it's awful. (Interviewee
W)

Storytelling is also used by social movements to communicate legal injustice and effects of
harsh laws15 which cannot be understood through impersonal legal arguments.16

By

incorporating stories into ‘legal and institutional frameworks,’17 storytelling can be used to
appeal to the public’s emotions and gain support.18 Storytelling is a way to unpack rights‐
based language, judicial decisions and other legal concepts.19 It can be used to indirectly
influence laws.20 Legal storytelling can also be used as an ‘instrument of restorative justice’.
For example, legal storytelling provides victims of human rights violations the opportunity to
‘speak the truth’ and find a sense of justice that cannot be achieved in the courtroom.21

Legal storytelling was used by the refugee advocacy movement to reveal the impact of
domestic and international laws on children in immigration detention in a relatable way that
could ‘help people understand more fully the consequences of abstract policy’ (Interviewee
R). International human rights law is difficult for the ordinary citizen to grasp, whereas
stories, especially those concerning children in immigration detention, help people better
understand the importance of human rights:
It's just good practice, focusing on the individual impacts because international legal
provisions are a bit dry and written in rather technical, and not particularly engaging language.
A way of bringing that discussion down from the halls of the UN in Geneva to something
relevant to people is showing what human rights means for people's lives. It's essentially just
standard practice if you're doing good human rights work to show the impact of your human
rights at an individual level. Very much a focus on individual experiences and stories. You see

15
Lani Guinier and Gerald Torres, 'Changing the Wind: Notes Toward a Demosprudence of Law and Social
Movements' (2013) 123 Yale Law Journal 2740, 2745.
16
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15 Journal of the Legal Writing Institute 259, 263, 278; Toni M Massaro, 'Empathy, Legal Storytelling, and the
Rule of Law: New Words, Old Wounds' (1988) 87 Michigan Law Review 2099, 2114.
17
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and Lee Demetrius Walker (ed), Research Handbook on Law and Courts (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2019) 88.
18
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20
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that in children's rights reports that focus on individual experiences. So, it's really a hallmark
of the work, because it is about human rights. (Interviewee P)

Lawyers can play an instrumental role in translating the legal language for ordinary citizens
and making it more relatable. Instead of speaking legal jargon in a way that is meaningless
and difficult to understand, lawyers can advance their legal argument using stories:
In the advocacy sense, stories are important. So being able to convey the impacts of laws on
people, de‐identify things sufficiently to be able to put forward the impacts on people … there
is a strong feeling of how important that is. (Interviewee J)

Storytelling in research reports also provided an opportunity for the refugee advocacy
movement to show the suffering of children in immigration detention, and encouraged
people to develop empathy and take action. A Last Resort and The Forgotten Children by the
AHRC included stories of how the physical, mental and emotional harm caused to children in
detention breaches Australia’s obligations under international human rights law. These
reports were a powerful way to demonstrate the impact of Australia’s harsh laws:
The fact that those two reports made the impact reflects that consensus, both at an
international level but also domestically, that everyone recognises children are uniquely
vulnerable and entitled to a unique level of protection and care because of that status. … I
think that speaks to why there was the response to those reports … because of that unique
status of children. (Interviewee P)

The refugee advocacy movement also engaged in storytelling about children in detention
through cultural texts such as films, theatre, photography, cartoons and books. These media
provided an alternative way to tell the story about children in immigration detention in a way
that appealed to the broader public. Cultural texts also shape beliefs, shift public opinion,
shock the public, and alter the discourse surrounding the issue.22 They can create a common
cultural dialogue that helps social movements take action against injustices, reclaim rights
and create a new vision.23 Art therefore integrates law into people’s lives.24 Storytelling

22
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through images and humour was a powerful way to draw attention to the issue of children in
immigration detention:
xxx did research into children in detention and the effects and she collected a lot of the
children's stories … drawings of people crying all the time or a child drawing people behind
wire. And this was causing tremendous publicity. (Interviewee S)
I’ve never forgotten the story about the kid tunnelling through in the cartoon holding his
dummy in one hand. And the little kid is cutting his way through the wire. (Interviewee E)

C

Agency

Harrell‐Bond, founder of the Refugee Studies Centre at Oxford University, insisted ‘the voices
of refugees must be heard, their agency recognised and their rights protected’25 because it
leads to increased sympathy and greater understanding of their experiences.26 Recent
research provides many examples of emotionally charged personal reflections on social
media shared by children on Nauru which countered the government’s ‘political use of
emotions to govern and control’.27

Focussing on the voices of people seeking asylum was a way to magnify their impact as
demonstrated by the firsthand accounts of refugees and asylum seekers living on Nauru and
Manus Island:
It is important to amplify the voices on the ground over there … because any reference to
humanity, any reference to people, has been removed from public debate on this issue, and
a great way to counter that is to amplify the voices of people directly affected. (Interviewee
L)

25
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Children and families were encouraged to share their personal journey because it made ‘them
more empowered and enabled’ (Interviewee B) and gave them ‘space to tell their stories of
what happened in detention’ (Interviewee B).

Article 12 of the CRC emphasises that children have the right to freely express their views on
all matters relating to themselves. The refugee advocacy movement was enthusiastic about
encouraging children to have this voice. Giving agency to children in immigration detention
enabled them to develop pride, self‐esteem and confidence. One way to give them hope for
the future was by ‘allowing them to have a voice that's genuine and created by themselves’
(Interviewee F). For example, the children on Nauru were active in running a Facebook page
to put a face to their stories, ‘an example of some nice bit of agency for themselves’
(Interviewee F).

Instead of being made to feel ashamed of seeking asylum, activists encouraged children to be
proud of their identity:
You've done the most amazing thing to get your children out of danger. Don't lie about it, let
them stand up proudly. (Interviewee E)

Although there is growing consensus that children should be given their own voice, there is
some concern that children may be unable to express their views accurately and that their
voice may not be authentic:28
I still think there's quite a bit of pathology around children for example, but how do you get
them to have their own voice, their own agency? … There's a line between making sure it is
something that they want to do and something that is not manipulated. (Interviewee F)
Particularly on Nauru, children are feeling that responsibility to their families. (Interviewee F)

Another challenge with trying to give agency to children and families is fear of retribution:
Many families are scared to have their stories told in case it impairs any chance they have of
getting accepted in Australia. (Interviewee A)

28
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D

Engagement in quiet, loud and fearless advocacy

Quiet advocacy involves quiet conversations with politicians, ‘behind the scenes’ discussions
and quiet lobbying. Loud advocacy includes vocal lobbying, protests, demonstrations, highly
publicised media campaigns and confronting politicians or the government in a loud manner.
Fearless advocacy includes forms of civil disobedience.

1

Quiet advocacy

There is little in‐depth research on engaging in quiet advocacy and its benefits beyond a few
examples as most research tends to focus on louder forms of protest. Louder protests may
capture the headlines, yet quiet advocacy can include small and everyday acts that establish
rapport and compassion.29 Quiet advocacy may achieve positive outcomes for individuals
that cannot be obtained from disruptive advocacy.30 Perhaps one of the most widely known
types of quiet advocacy is lobbying. However, lobbying has sometimes attracted a negative
reputation as a result of fraud and the undue influence of large corporations.31

When interviewees were asked how to best engage with the government, many felt that quiet
advocacy was necessary to ‘have the ear of the government’ (Interviewee E). There was
consensus amongst lawyers and migration agents that there is a time when advocacy should
be undertaken quietly behind the scenes and out of the media limelight. For instance, quiet
advocacy was sometimes an effective way to get a positive outcome for individual children in
immigration detention:
When we find a child on Manus that shouldn't be there or on Christmas Island, we try to get
them through the system without telling everyone. … We advocated by lodging an application
… and it probably took a few months and then they got out. (Interviewee D)

29
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And if you go to the media and say, ‘the Department’s going to send this woman and her two
children back’. Well wait a minute, maybe they won’t if you shut‐up. (Interviewee E)

Quiet advocacy was also seen to be a useful tactic for influencing politicians when activists
had political connections:
[Those groups] with contacts with politicians, very close contacts had the ability to do quiet
lobbying which … was extremely effective. (Interviewee V)

Timing of an issue often dictated the type of advocacy that was most appropriate. For
instance, quiet advocacy was more effective when an election is looming:
With children in Nauru, I think possibly [the government] will release them if [people are]
quiet. What will start happening, they’ll come for medical treatment or something like that
and they just don't go back. (Interviewee N)

When politicians were asked how the refugee advocacy movement could influence them,
they voiced support for quieter discussions because they felt less undermined. For instance,
a former senior minister observed that ‘it’s just so obvious that if you come at someone with
a big bat, don’t expect them to welcome you with open arms’ (Interviewee X). Another former
senior minister concurred that ‘if you want to run the campaign publicly, you will never get
people released because it feeds expectations’ (Interviewee Z).

Likewise, a former

MP/backbencher observed that quiet advocacy could ‘at least make some headway on some
of the more difficult problems’ (Interviewee AA).
A former MP/backbencher noted how refugee advocacy groups were often more successful
if they were willing to compromise and take a sensible and rational approach to achieve the
release of children from immigration detention:
Sometimes you’ve got to have some ‘give and take’. And I know when we were [trying to get
children out of detention], people complained and publicly criticised because we didn’t go far
enough. But it was a huge step from where we were to get overall a thousand children
released from detention in the longer term. … We did quite a bit, but it wasn’t enough for
some of the more radical refugee groups and they were quite critical which I think is a shame.
… Sometimes you’ve got to approach getting your policies through … on an incremental
change basis because sometimes it’s just too big to do the whole thing and you just can’t get
it across the line. You’ve got to go for what you can change and be pragmatic and realistic
about that. (Interviewee AA)
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Other interviewees were cynical of quiet advocacy because they believed that it was simply a
way for politicians to pay lip service to the issue and keep it out of the limelight:
The advice politicians give you is ‘if you don't shout, you will be [listened to]’. That's their line.
It doesn't work. Look it's my journalistic experience over the years that the political class and
the bureaucratic class always prefer the silence, that's their modus operandi, that they don't
like things to be public and they don't like flaws for instance to be out in the public arena. And
they prefer it if you just quietly raise it with them and then don't say anything about it. They
like you to be quiet. (Interviewee T)

The recent campaign by the refugee advocacy movement to obtain the release of children on
Nauru was not conducted quietly and involved highly publicised cases with a grassroots
campaign designed to attract large scale media attention and garner public support. In this
instance, quiet negotiations with the government were thought unlikely to achieve a
successful outcome for the 50 children on Nauru:
Groups are running campaigns to get children out of detention and keep them out of
detention. … But I would say that it needs to be done through public advocacy. I'd say private
outreach and everything like that could be part of it, but I don't think on this issue, there's
much space for quiet, privately negotiated pragmatism. (interviewee L)

2

Loud advocacy

Loud advocacy, such as protests and demonstrations, has been reviewed extensively in the
social movement literature and can range from conventional tactics such as marches to
unconventional and disruptive tactics such as boycotts.32 Where there are closed political
and legal opportunities, social movements are more likely to engage in loud advocacy.33
When social movements participate in protests, demonstrations, marches and other
disruptive tactics, they are engaged in collective behaviour that confronts elites and
authorities.34 These strategies enable social movements to 'exploit political opportunities,
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respond to threats, create collective identities, and bring people together to mobilise them
against powerful opponents'.35

On the one hand, disruptive tactics can increase publicity and attract media attention; on the
other hand, the focus is often on the chaos caused by disruptive tactics rather than on the
movement’s goals.36 Sometimes disruptive tactics are the way that social movements can
make their claims heard.37

Activists had a range of personalities with different approaches to advocacy. The one
common trait amongst members was their unwavering passion and desire to create change.
The issue of children in immigration detention is ongoing and has been at the top of the
agenda for more than three decades. Many activists tried every strategy available to change
government policy but with little avail. Many engaged the government quietly but when that
failed, they resorted to louder tactics:
I started out being very quiet, very respectful. I'm not abusive but I am very determined. …
And they know exactly what they're doing and it's deliberate. And I will never accept any
other explanation. I told [Prime Minister] Abbott about the suffering of individual children
and he did nothing. (Interviewee U)

Some activists were angry and frustrated at the government’s ongoing detention of children
and its refusal to release them. They engaged in loud advocacy to attract public attention
and shame the government:
I said, ‘how dare you Tony Abbott, how dare you callously and cruelly dismiss the suffering of
those children. I'm still dealing with children you locked up for years and I don't know if they'll
ever recover. It is abuse and all of you know it’. I wasn't going to let them get away with it.
(Interviewee U)

There were times when the government was forced to capitulate because of loud advocacy
such as protests, demonstrations and media attention. For example, #LetThemStay was
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effective in mobilising large numbers of people, generating media hype and resulted in a
positive outcome for many children in immigration detention:
I think it's so politicised that there just isn't that much space for quiet, negotiated change.
And mobilising community support behind getting children out of detention is a pre‐requisite.
I cast my mind back to early 2016 and the #LetThemStay campaign. Just before that campaign,
Peter Dutton was in the media saying, ‘mark my words. Within weeks, every one of these
people are going to be back on Nauru’. And then a few weeks later, he was placing front‐page
news stories saying, ‘I've just released all children from detention, they're now in the
Australian community’. The front page of the Daily Telegraph was Boat Kids Set Free. [Before
the campaign], he's out there grandstanding saying he's going to deport everyone to indefinite
detention. After a campaign, he's boasting about having released them all because that
campaign shifted the political dynamic. It created a political space that I won't say he stepped
into it, I'd say he was pushed into it. (Interviewee L)

Loud advocacy overcame government inertia and forced action. It was unlikely that the
government would have removed the children from Nauru without a loud advocacy
campaign:
But say the children on Nauru, I don't think they’ll get off Nauru without [loud] advocacy
because the government knows they're there and they're fighting in court to leave them
there. I mean, children who've tried to kill themselves having to fight cases in the Federal
Court to be brought to Australia for medical treatment. So those cases are kept quiet before
they're filed. If the government was minded to … [it could] just treat those kids kindly beneath
the radar; it could but they're choosing not to. (Interviewee L)

Individual loud advocacy that did not involve publicity prompted officials to make small
changes for children in detention:
When I heard about this child, I just went into an instant panic. I got home I rang Canberra
and I screamed. I just went off my brain. I spoke to one of the senior women in the
Department of Immigration because by this time I'd gained my confidence and I didn't care,
and I rang everyone. … This child suffered terribly. I think there might have been some
sympathy for her, but she'd been locked up from the age of four till seven. And then finally
after lots of lobbying, she was allowed to go to school on the outside. (Interviewee U)

In contrast, former senior ministers were critical of loud advocacy because they saw it as a
way for activists to gain media attention. They claimed loud advocacy was unlikely to impact
their decision‐making:
Most of the time, I wasn’t there when some of that was happening (protests) so that shows
how bright some of these people are, that they show up outside your office when you are not
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there. Or it shows that they don’t really care if you are there or not, they just want to get on
television. (Interviewee X)
The louder groups that are protesting didn't really impact. At the end of the day, I am
persuaded by reason and I will always be persuaded by reason. (Interviewee Z)

3

Fearless advocacy

Fearless advocacy includes civil disobedience and whistleblowing which are both well
researched in the broader academic literature.

Civil disobedience is used by social

movements to voice dissent, reveal injustice and create change.

Rawls defines civil

disobedience as:
a public, nonviolent, conscientious yet political act contrary to law usually done with the aim
of bringing about a change in the law or policies of the government.38

De Maria defines a whistleblower as:
a concerned citizen, totally, or predominantly motivated by notions of public interest, who
initiates of her or his own free will, an open disclosure about significant wrongdoing directly
perceived in a particular occupational role, to a person or agency capable of investigating the
complaint and facilitating the correction of wrongdoing.39

Recent literature on civil disobedience provides a comprehensive review of why social
movements should engage in civil disobedience.40 Hong Kong’s pro‐democracy movement
involving anti‐government protests is a current example of how civil disobedience is used to
try and create legal and social change.41

Similarly, there is much literature on

whistleblowing.42

Some activists engaged in fearless advocacy because of their empathy for the children in
detention:
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Many activists were fearless. You don't not do something because you're afraid. You just
don't be afraid, because what can they do? You know that. And that's what I used to say to
myself when I was doing something. I'd say, ‘what can they do?’ (Interviewee C)

Some activists engaged in fearless advocacy by smuggling goods in and out of detention
centres. This type of civil disobedience was beneficial on many different levels. It provided
small comforts for individual detainees. For instance, banned food was a source of comfort
and demonstrated that Australians cared about their well‐being. Smuggling in smart phones
enabled detainees to communicate with loved ones at home and have access to the world
outside of detention. In other instances, smuggling in video cameras showed Australians
what was occurring in detention centres. In particular, video footage of Shayan Bedraie from
inside Villawood was instrumental in mobilising people who opposed the detention of
children:
I said, ‘tomorrow I'm going to Villawood with a camera,’ and the ABC gave me a big camera.
It was not that easy to smuggle in. Because you were not allowed to take bags in or anything,
I had an Yves St Laurent cape that my mother had bought me in France some years before. …
And so xxx said wrap it in foil. He said that we've been told that foil [deactivates] the security
thing. I wrapped it and put it under my arm. I had all this silver that I bought in Afghanistan,
loads of it. And I put all of that on and it was all over me. I looked a complete idiot and we
went in and I was holding my arm, it was my right arm I had it under. And I wanted xxx to be
there because xxx and I have done quite a few things, we've been thrown out of hospitals, all
kinds of things. And of course, it went off and I said to the woman behind the desk whom I
knew because I'd been there a lot, ‘My goodness would you like me to take off the silver?’
Thinking, please don't because I will have to lift my arm to get behind and she said, ‘No, we
know you, don't worry, that's fine.’ So in I went. (Interviewee C)

Despite the potential threat of jail or the fear of losing their jobs, some activists were unafraid
of the consequences of speaking out against the detention of children and ‘always went public
on that [even though] it got us into a lot trouble’ (Interviewee B). Whistleblowers revealed
what was happening to children in immigration detention:
Just five days, 30 children, 30 families, all in a terrible state, been there over a year, didn't
know what was going to happen to them and they're still there, some of them. And we were
appalled by it. They got us to sign things saying we wouldn't speak up about what we saw. I
wrote a piece that I wanted to publish in the Age and the Sydney Morning Herald. … And so
we went ahead and published and that was the start of becoming a more well‐known
advocate I suppose. Then they did something very foolish and passed the Border Force Act
which was attempting to silence us and you know, I'm near the end of my career, it had the
opposite effect on me. I could stand up there and say, ‘oh yeah, you know, just arrest me,
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come and do that, I'm wanting it’. I even wrote to the Prime Minister saying, ‘I'd like you to
arrest me’. (Interviewee A)

Doctors had media connections that provided them with a public forum to voice their views;
and legal connections which enabled them to speak openly because they were guaranteed
free legal representation by prominent lawyers:
We were not particularly afraid [because] the media would have reeled the [government] in.
And we had very high‐powered lawyers who were going to defend us so we kept on speaking
about the issues. And I spoke on National Radio saying what could get me in prison for two
years but I was happy to say it anyway because I believe it to be in the public interest. ‘Bring
it on’. And they never charged us. (Interviewee B)

Some interviewees cautioned about the use of fearless advocacy because it was damaging to
the cause when it became violent and destructive:
I think people who go and protest outside detention centres and set fire to things and burn
down fences and break people out, it's alienating and I think that people do it to get their own
rocks off rather than for the benefit of people inside those detention centres. Like the people
who were broken out of Woomera in 2002. I met some of those guys five years later at
Maribyrnong and they'd been charged with escaping from detention. Everyone else got their
visas ages ago. So stupid. You get all carried away with it. You alienate people … because
what it does is make people who take the time and energy to advocate carefully, it just kind
of just tars everyone with the same brush as these idiots. I think just protesting outside of
detention centres achieves nothing and damages the cause. Unless you're being a bit smart
about it, what's the point? (Interviewee H)

4

Mixed advocacy

More generally, the consensus amongst activists was that a combination of quiet, loud and
fearless advocacy was necessary as it ‘takes everyone and every different way of doing it’
(Interviewee U). Engaging in both quiet and loud advocacy was perceived as the most
effective way to influence politicians:
You do both [quiet and loud advocacy]. You don't like to lose the friendly ear of the
government when you are bashing them. (Interviewee N)
There must be a combination of both. There's a role for the un‐quiet advocacy and political
pressure because we live in a democracy and people ought to be able to put a point of view
but there's also a role you know for quiet diplomacy and attempting to broker solutions.
(Interviewee R)
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However, many activists noted that it is important to know when to engage in the different
types of advocacy depending on the movement’s goals:
It's about different levels of issues. [Quiet advocacy may be more suitable] where it's about
certain issues in detention that are within the ability of a person to influence those sorts of
smaller practical matters. When it comes to bigger issues of law and policy, there's more of
an [authoritarian] attitude. (Interviewee J)
Not all cases we run, we talk about. But sometimes it's strategic to turn up the volume about
litigation that you're running because fundamentally you can't litigate away cruelty and
replace it with kindness. The fate of the people you are representing may turn as much, if not
more on broader public sentiment than any individual piece of litigation. So sometimes it is
important and strategic to communicate publicly about litigation you're running; sometimes
it's strategic not to. (Interviewee L)

Resources and political connections determined which advocacy strategies were adopted:
Some groups had those resources in terms of quiet lobbying and contacts with politicians.
Others didn't and so they did what they did best, which was the kind of radical activism.
(Interviewee V)

E

Playing to strengths

Playing to one’s strengths is rarely mentioned in the social movement literature, yet it is an
important factor in helping the refugee advocacy movement achieve change. A variety of
players within the refugee advocacy movement are highly qualified professionals. They add
credibility to the refugee advocacy movement and are likely to gain the government and the
public’s trust.

Doctors used their medical skills to provide expert opinions about the harmful impacts of
immigration detention on children. By focussing on what they were good at, and letting
others do what they knew best, they conveyed their message to the public in a way that was
genuine and authentic:
We're not politicians, we're doctors and so what my son always says to me is, and I think he's
right, ‘don't talk about the politics, talk about the medical side’. So, we say, ‘detention harms
children, detention harms health, that's our message’. (Interviewee A)
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Furthermore, greater collaboration occurred between different players in the refugee
advocacy movement when they focused on their own strengths and those of others:
I think organisations and people are most effective when they play to their strengths and
respect the strengths of others. And as an organisation, we've got certain strengths. From
time to time, it is strategic to partner closely with organisations with different strengths to
maximise impact and that's what we do. Whether it's with community groups, whether it's
with commercial law firms or campaign groups like GetUp or other organisations in our sector,
we are most effective when we play to our strengths and use the strengths of others.
(Interviewee L)

Activists brought a variety of valuable strengths to the movement. By identifying their
strengths and playing to them, activists were effective in creating change for children in
immigration detention:
I don't have any of those skills like xxx has got all that legal training. She can do all that … the
only thing that I know is how to relate to children, that’s what I can do. I'm not good at
anything else and so I just would immediately see that need in those children and then I felt
that my mission was to try and at least get through to those public servants, get through to
the politicians and tell more people about those children. (Interviewee U)

Bringing multiple strengths to issues might sometimes lead to a loss of coordination but this
was not always the case:
I think that [children in immigration detention] was important. And it still is as we can see,
Baby Asha. It's still the thing that galvanises. … We brought our strengths to the issue. Not
so much coordinated as focused. And that's quite important. But focused people could be on
a message. People communicated but there was never any overriding group. (Interviewee V)

F

Institutional advocacy

There is much literature on the insider/outsider dichotomy of social movements.43 Outsiders
include those who cannot access political institutions so they choose tactics involving non‐
institutionalised disruptive forms of behaviour such as demonstrations and protests; whereas
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insiders have greater access to political institutions.44 Most social movements are engaged
in both outsider and insider tactics.45

There are mixed views as to whether it is better to seek change inside or outside the current
system. Over the years, the government has employed various organisations such as Save
the Children, Salvation Army, International Health and Medical Services and MSF. All these
organisations hired people, some of whom were sympathetic to the movement’s cause.
Some people also worked for the Department of Immigration and tried to make small changes
from within the Department to provide comfort to individuals. For instance, children were
given toys or books. This created an ethical dilemma for some activists because, on one hand,
they wanted bigger changes but on the other hand, they recognised the importance of small
changes for individuals. Many activists were morally conflicted whether to work inside or
outside the system:
We had conversations amongst us, how do you affect change? Is it within the system or
without? And we constantly had to talk about the moral implications of being there.
(Interviewee W)

In particular, the medical profession was divided as to the best approach for creating
meaningful change for children in immigration detention. Some doctors felt they could do
more good treating children from within the system and others believed that it was morally
wrong:
International Health and Medical Services came and met with us and said you shouldn't have
gone to the press after we did it. They were furious and they'd asked us to write a report. We
gave them the report. … The report was just things that ought to be done but basically we
were saying, ‘you should be standing up more for these kids’ and they said, ‘well, we do it
from within’ and we said, ‘well, that's fine but we can't do that and we're going to do it from
outside, with the knowledge that we've got’. (Interviewee B)
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When you're trying to help children but are unable to affect how long they're going to be
there, you're condoning abuse. You would not leave a child in a situation, in a family where
they kept on being abused. (Interviewee A)
We all had to make personal decisions, would we work as employees of the system? I
wouldn't. I've worked as an advisor for the system based on my qualifications. I'm very
comfortable in that role. But it's working in a different way. But would I be a direct employee
of the system that I think is operating in a substandard way? I think not. But that’s a personal
decision. I think they're compromised into action, I think it's morally unacceptable, but that's
my view. (Interviewee B)

Sometimes doctors had no option but to engage with the Department of Immigration such as
for assessing the medical condition of children in immigration detention because there was
nobody else available:
Look, there are hardly any doctors over there or medical people over there so I’m assessing
the [children]. (Interviewee B)

Some activists had internal connections which they used to obtain crucial information:
It was funny with the Department, I had one document about this particular child which came
to me under the table, but I couldn't use it because I didn't obtain it legally so I subpoenaed
this document very specifically. (Interviewee N)

There were also some people who worked for the Department of Immigration. They were
sympathetic to children in immigration detention and created positive change from within
the system:
The woman in charge of this program [on getting children out of detention] had the biggest
heart and the biggest love for children. … And this woman, who managed getting children out
of detention and into homes, would anguish every night about the impossibility of doing this
quickly because she said, ‘these are all children's lives and I want to get it right, I want to do it
properly’. (Interviewee M)
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G

Individual or broader reform

There is literature on how broader reform is achieved through strategic litigation;46 however,
there is limited literature on the more specific issue of whether change for individuals or
broader systemic reform is more effective. There are differing opinions on whether one is
preferable over the other as a strategy for change. Although there is recognition of a need
for structural change, sometimes individual outcomes can be a starting point for broader
reform.47

For many activists achieving a successful individual outcome for children was a priority:
I go for individual outcomes because that's all I can realistically achieve. And each time a child
comes off, it's a big sigh of relief. You're changing someone's life and it's the whole family.
Each family that we get off, we think ‘thank God, we've saved one family’. (Interviewee A)
On an individual case basis, we have a lot of clients who are children who are in danger and
that is more on an individual case level rather than seeking broader change. Obviously, the
work that is done on individual cases is, in my view, usually valuable because you're getting
results for individuals. (Interviewee J)

Because broader reform was difficult to achieve, some activists focused on obtaining small
concessions for children in immigration detention and felt it was a worthwhile endeavour:
[The little girl] said to me, ‘I would love a little kitten’. She said, ‘it has to be a kitten’. I was
on to Canberra all the time by screaming and yelling at them. … I demanded she be given a
kitten. (Interviewee U)

There was consensus amongst activists that change was incremental and that ‘those
individual outcomes can in fact swing a policy as well [but that's not going to happen] unless
you do the small first’ (Interviewee E). For instance, a senate member argued that individual
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wins had the potential to shift politicians’ attitudes towards children and families in
immigration detention:
I know some of the advocates complain about those that focus on just an individual case like
the Biloela family, not going to change the system ... obviously for that family, it's huge. But
also, each individual case is a symbol that shifts an MP's view about that. (Interviewee Y)

Positive individual outcomes also had the potential to change the general discourse:
Some of the cases like the baby Asha case are very important for baby Asha. But if you can go
against the megaplex and say what about all the other children, all these other Baby Ashas
and find a way to hinge that kind of dialogue onto it. And build it up, build it into a broader
discourse. (Interviewee I)

H

Effort

General effort
Effort is not widely mentioned as an important variable in the social movement literature and
is rarely addressed in detail.48 My interview data shows that the refugee advocacy movement
puts an enormous amount of effort in trying to create change despite many difficulties and
challenges. Perseverance, dedication and commitment were values that drove the efforts of
the refugee advocacy movement in opposing the immigration detention of children:
People keep at it, keep poking even if it is going through the motions. It is still reminding you
people are there, they are still there. … People have always got to oppose this. Needs to be
somebody there each time, even if it is probably futile, just to let them know you haven't gone
away. You just got to keep at it or find other people to keep at it, you know if one person
takes a break, find other people to keep doing that. (Interviewee Y; senate member)
I think you just keep chiselling away. The old dripping tap on the stone. And the real tragedy
of course is that these are children's lives that are being completely wasted. (Interviewee M)
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Emotions also drove the efforts of the refugee advocacy movement to effect change for
children in immigration detention. For instance, many activists experienced deep emotional
responses from seeing children in immigration detention and were compelled to act:
Emotions around children were so influential on people's behaviour and it kept them involved
and it made their behaviour more intense and went way beyond the limits that people would
usually stop at. People over‐extended themselves. (Interviewee V)
He was aged about 14 and they arrested him and put him into a solitary confinement cell.
And I suppose the anger was a terrible thing. Never being able to sleep, the being out all night,
not rallies but meetings. We had a fundraiser at Parliament House, and all the leading people
of Australia came, and gave money and we raised a huge amount of money. (Interviewee C)

Most activists acknowledged that effort should be put into multiple strategies because
outcomes were hard to predict:
There is no one pathway, you need all these people doing all these different things. … You
need to have a whole pile of people doing a whole pile of things because you can't tell what's
going to work, you can't tell what's going to happen. Everything, top and bottom and
everything in between. Everyone's got to keep at it from every angle because nobody can tell.
(Interviewee Y; senate member)
I don't know [what it takes]. All I can say is there's been plenty of intractable injustices
throughout history that must have felt at the time impossible and yet things change. You
never know. We look back now and we say after the fact that certain things were pivotal
moments. And we don't know whether the thing we're about to do tomorrow or whether a
thing that may happen next week, could in time come to be judged as that pivotal moment.
What we do know is that we must constantly try and generate those moments and we must
constantly be ready in case one presents itself so we can capitalise on it. (Interviewee L)

Most interviewees recognised that effort was important even when they were unlikely to win.
For instance, ‘even though [Plaintiff M68/2015] was not a win, it played into a larger advocacy
effort’ (Interviewee J). In this case, the efforts of many different players achieved a positive
outcome for many children.

Effort in making submissions to tabled Bills
Advocacy groups often spend a considerable amount of effort in terms of time and resources
to convince policymakers that their views and opinions should be considered. Burstein argues
that one reason why some social movement organisations have virtually zero impact on policy
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is because of lack of effort; and another is that effort often does not influence policy.49
Therefore, it is important to consider 'efforts to influence policy ... and include all types of
advocacy and all types of advocates in the research’.50

The Australian refugee advocacy movement exerts effort by engaging in ‘non‐judicial
accountability mechanisms’ to hold the executive government accountable.51

More

specifically, the movement tries to influence policy by making submissions to tabled Bills in
Parliament. Submissions provide a legitimate way for the movement to participate in the
legal and political process and hold government to public scrutiny.

They provide an

opportunity for multiple interests to be consulted and allow public participation, such as from
minority groups, so that the Bill can be improved or disregarded. They enable the movement
to have a voice in the legislative process, try to limit the executive’s unfettered power52 and
provide an opportunity for their comments to be placed on public record. They can be used
to facilitate greater interactions with politicians and policy makers.53

Submissions also enable the refugee advocacy movement to use their ‘first‐hand’ knowledge
and experiences about asylum seekers and refugees to provide evidence of the impact of laws
and policies.54 They provide an opportunity for activists to create awareness about the
injustices and harm caused by the government’s policies.55 Recent research shows that some
members of the refugee advocacy movement felt that the outcomes from the submissions
process were ‘not commensurate with the amount of effort’.56 Others suggested that despite
low chance of success, it was still important to put in the effort because it might lead to
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positive changes in the future. More recently, activists were buoyed by their efforts in helping
to achieve the passage of the Medevac Bill.57

Effective advocacy strategies can also lead to policy change and develop better relationships
between different stakeholders.58 By sharing information and resources, advocacy groups
and individuals can develop stronger networks, build better connections, create unity
amongst members, and increase the prospect of influencing policy.59 Coordination between
stakeholders in the refugee advocacy sector enables more participation in the democratic
process and increases the prospects of success in influencing policy.60

Critics argue that making submissions has little merit because ‘the committees do little more
than merely go through the motions of public consultation, when the real battles are fought
out on the floor of the chamber’.61

Moreover, the committee’s findings and

recommendations are non‐binding on the government and their reports often do not receive
a formal response by the government.62 Some critics also argue that submissions are
regularly made by the same groups around similar issues and thus the ‘same old paths are
being trodden’ with predicable unsuccessful outcomes.63 Thus, participation in making
submissions can be disheartening when recommendations are ignored64 or when the
outcome is pre‐determined, and the government is merely ‘going through bureaucratic
motions to justify that decision’.65 Other times, Bills are passed by Parliament before they
have been considered by the Committee.66
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To evaluate effort put into tabled submissions by the Australian refugee advocacy movement,
data were compiled from government, non‐government and academic sources,67 and media
texts. Information about Bills and their respective submissions were identified from the
Australian Parliamentary Library and include Bills Digests, Senate Standing Committees on
Legal and Constitutional Affairs Inquiries and the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human
Rights Inquiries. Information was also obtained from websites of refugee advocacy groups,
research centres, and legal centres; and media texts were consulted using the Factiva
database.

Finally, an internet search was conducted and data were cross‐checked.

Quantitative and qualitative analyses were used to study the refugee advocacy movement’s
effort in making submissions to tabled Bills across time.

Quantitative analysis of submissions
Through a quantitative analysis of submissions (see Appendix 1), the refugee advocacy
movement’s effort in making submissions to tabled Bills is reported. My quantitative analysis
consists of counting the number of submissions made by refugee advocacy groups and
individuals to tabled Bills, between 2001–2018, to examine their effort in trying to influence
the legislative process. Overall, the median number of submissions and median number of
submissions per Bill are examined as indicators of effort and effort per Bill respectively.68
Both methods have the advantage of being objective, straightforward and practical because
they are obtained from a systematic count of the number of submissions and the number of
submissions per Bill. In support of this methodology, the use of simplistic, objective proxy
measures of complex variables is widely employed in the broader academic literature. For
example, the number of recorded arrests made by the police is used as an index of crime rate
in the criminology literature.69
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Despite the submissions process having little chance of influencing a Bill,70 the refugee
advocacy movement generally makes 18 submissions per Bill (see Table 7.1). This suggests
that the refugee advocacy movement generally puts much effort into the submissions
process. As Figure 7.1 shows, the number of submissions tends to increase over time, but the
median number of submissions per Bill has a small downwards trend.

Figure 7.1 shows that the median number of submissions peaked in 2006, 2014 and 2015. In
2006, the government introduced the Migration Amendment (Designated Unauthorised
Arrivals) Bill 2006 (Cth) to allow for the removal of all unauthorised boat arrivals for offshore
processing. This Bill would have had a detrimental impact on asylum seekers arriving by boat
including the likelihood of long‐term detention in offshore facilities. Children would also be
sent to detention again. The Bill was not passed and there were 137 submissions.

In 2014, the refugee advocacy movement made submissions to the Migration and Maritime
Powers Legislation Amendment (Resolving the Asylum Legacy Caseload) Bill 2014 (Cth) which
provided the government with greater control over the entry and removal of non‐citizens
arriving by boat. For instance, it prevented undocumented asylum seekers from obtaining
permanent protection visas; instead they were to be granted TPVs. It also prevented children
who were born in immigration detention to asylum seekers arriving by boat from obtaining
Australian citizenship; instead they would be classified as ‘transitory persons’ and
‘unauthorised maritime arrivals’.

It was argued that this was a breach of Australia’s

obligations under the CRC in which the best interests of the child should be the primary
consideration. This Bill was passed and there were 243 submissions. There were 6 other Bills
in 2014.

70

Burstein, American Public Opinion, Advocacy, and Policy in Congress: What the Public Wants and What it Gets
(n 49) 78.
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Table 7.1
Submissions and median submissions per Bill by year
Date

2002

28

2

Median number
of submissions
per Bill
14

2003

45

1

45

2004

0

0

0

2005

25

1

25

2006

137

1

137

2007

0

0

0

2008

0

0

0

2009

36

1

36

2010

82

2

41

2011

108

4

27.5

2012

70

4

20

2013

66

2

33

2014

308

7

14

2015

260

6

18

2016

88

2

44

2017

113

6

7

2018

44

3

16

2

18

Median

Number of
submissions

Number of Bills

194
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350

Figure 7.1
Submissions and median submissions per Bill by year

In 2015, submissions were also made to the Migration Amendment (Maintaining the Good
Order of Immigration Detention Facilities) Bill 2015 (Cth) which provided for the use of
reasonable force by officers in immigration detention facilities to maintain order. This Bill
was condemned because it gave immigration officers broad, discretionary powers to use
force and failed to provide clear guidelines on what is reasonable force and when it is to be
used. There were no specific provisions that dealt with force in relation to children in
immigration detention. There were concerns that it would violate many international
treaties, such as the Refugee Convention, the ICCPR and the CRC. The Bill was not passed and
there were 187 submissions. There were 5 other Bills in 2015 which also led to some further
submissions during this period.

The reason why these Bills attracted so much effort from the refugee advocacy movement
was likely because they were all harsh with potential detrimental impact on people seeking
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asylum. Their effort may have been magnified for these Bills because of their negative impact
on children.71

Qualitative analysis of effort
The consensus amongst various members of the refugee advocacy movement was that
submissions to tabled Bills were necessary and important. However, most interviewees
questioned their effectiveness in influencing policy:
The outcome is often pre‐determined. (Interviewee Q)
A bit of a formulaic thing … as plenty is already decided and there's not much you can do.
(Interviewee Y; senate member)
Recommendations are very good, usually important. How much they get enacted is the
problem. (Interviewee B)
It's rare in general for committees to take a specific recommendation and endorse it.
(Interviewee P)

Despite their scepticism of the submission process, the refugee advocacy movement still put
in the effort because they felt a sense of responsibility and duty:
There might be some submissions where [they] feel an obligation to do it because it needs to
be a sector‐wide response to something. (Interviewee Q)

The refugee advocacy movement also put effort in making submissions to tabled Bills because
it was a way to hold the government accountable by ‘letting MPs know that you are there on
this issue’ (Interviewee Q). Moreover, submissions broadened the views of politicians:
Submissions play an important educational role for politicians, Parliamentarians because they
quite often come from the constituencies with plenty of prejudices. … It is important because
they are not born with the knowledge. (Interviewee N)

Furthermore, it was a way for the refugee advocacy movement to share information with
Committee members and politicians. By providing advice based on research, evidence and
facts, it helped activists establish a respectful professional relationship and participate in
71

This is discussed in greater detail in the section titled Qualitative analysis of effort.
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policy discussions as an expert.72 For instance, when credible experts in the refugee advocacy
movement made a submission, the Committee was more likely to rely on their information
because it came from a trustworthy and reliable source:
[The Committee] asks for submissions so they can gather expertise from a variety of people
that can't possibly be vested in one Parliamentarian or one person in any case. They might be
getting simultaneous information from medical experts and other international law experts
as well as people who are service providers and have knowledge based on that experience.
It's more about sharing our unique expertise and having that contribute to the discussion of
whatever law or policy that is being looked at. (Interviewee P)

Policy makers were more receptive to submissions because they provided a rational,
objective and informative perspective as opposed to loud and fearless advocacy:
Viewed as less radical and that appeals to some of the policy makers so [activists] can say,
we're coming from the viewpoint of a legal centre. (Interviewee F)

Submissions were a source of information for politicians who opposed a harsh Bill and it
helped them secure its defeat:
There was the lifetime visa ban Bill73 that Peter Dutton introduced a while ago. … It gave a
platform or a forum for us to feed in case studies and analysis to the opposition and the
crossbench ... gave them the information about how unnecessary and awful this Bill was. …
They opposed it and it was defeated. In that instance, those processes were [successful]. We
invest in them when we see that there's potential for them to achieve change or stop regress.
(Interviewee L)

Submissions also enabled groups and individuals to build connections:
It's a way of building consultation across the sector so if you see the submission list, you can
go, oh I didn't know that they put in a submission and then you can reach out to them.
(Interviewee Q)

In making a submission, the refugee advocacy movement provided a record of Australia’s
treatment of refugees and asylum seekers:

72

John Grundy and Miriam Smith, 'Activist Knowledges in Queer Politics' (2007) 36(2) Economy and Society 294,
298.
73
This quote refers to the Migration Legislation Amendment (Regional Processing Cohort) Bill 2016. It attracted
84 submissions. It aimed to permanently ban UMAs from being allowed entry into Australia.
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If things go into Hansard, they're on the record. I think it's useful. (Interviewee S)
[Submissions] are really important … so there's a record of dissent or there's a record of an
opinion. (Interviewee D)
Thus, quantitative analysis and interview data show how the refuge advocacy movement put

effort into making submissions. Results showed that refugee advocacy groups tended to
make about 18 submissions to each tabled Bill; although there was variation. The Bills which
attracted the most submissions were all extremely harsh with potential detrimental impact.
Over time, the median number of submissions increased whilst there was a small decrease in
median submissions per Bill. This suggests that the refugee advocacy movement has been
increasing its effort over time but that their efforts have had to be spread over more Bills.
Qualitative analysis provided further explanation of why the movement put effort into making
submissions. Effort was important because it strengthened relationships, developed long‐
term social benefits, voiced dissent, educated politicians, provided information, held the
government accountable and contributed to the historical record.

I

Summary

Analysis of interview data has identified practical grassroots strategies employed across the
Australian refugee advocacy movement that have been used to try to achieve legal and social
change for children in immigration detention. The aim has been to highlight how strategies
operationalise capabilities and therefore provide further evidence in favour of the integrated
legal mobilisation framework.

Much evidence was found that the movement benefitted from a rallying cry focused on the
plight of children in immigration detention. Children evoked powerful emotions and rallied
the public to the movement’s cause. Storytelling humanised children, raised consciousness
and framed injustice in a way that the public could understand. Giving agency to children in
immigration detention was another compelling tactic for attracting public support. Agency
empowered children and helped create rights consciousness.
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Quiet diplomacy was favoured by politicians who claimed to prefer a rational, tactful and
respectful approach. Sometimes however, those in power simply paid lip service when this
approach was used. Some cases involving children were brought quietly without any media
attention to achieve individual concessions. When it became apparent that quiet advocacy
would not suffice, then louder tactics were often adopted. For instance, loud advocacy built
the movement when emotions were high, people were angry and the political environment
was harsh.

Fearless advocacy was used by activists who had strong convictions and beliefs about the
plight of children. Fearless advocacy enabled activists to obtain important information about
children in immigration detention and to blow the whistle on the maltreatment of children.
Loud and fearless advocacy generated media and public interest which developed the
agenda, created a rights consciousness and built the movement. Most activists preferred to
use a combination of quiet, loud and fearless advocacy especially where resources permitted
a multi‐pronged approach.

To overcome some of these tensions, analysis of the interviews highlighted that playing to
strengths was seen to be most effective when groups and individuals engaged in strategies
that reflected their skills, knowledge and expertise. For example, doctors had more credibility
than other activists when they relayed the message that detention harmed children.

The refugee advocacy movement was often conflicted as to whether it was best to work
within the system such as in a detention centre or the Department of Immigration; or work
outside the system. For activists, creating change for children from within was tempered by
the moral dilemma of engaging with the those who were perpetuating the harm.

Another significant issue faced by the refugee advocacy movement was whether to focus on
helping individual children or try to achieve broader systemic reform. Whilst both were
considered important, many activists favoured helping individuals due to the difficulties of
achieving meaningful change including legislative reform. Moreover, many believed that
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smaller wins could lead to changes in people’s attitudes and create a rights consciousness
which over time might create broader systemic change.

Underlying these specific strategies was effort. To demonstrate the importance of effort,
quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted of the refugee advocacy movement’s
effort in making submissions to significant tabled Bills. Results showed that the refugee
advocacy movement consistently put in a lot of effort for tabled Bills even though successful
outcomes were rarely achieved.
Overall, this chapter identifies the practical grassroots advocacy strategies that are central
to the integrated legal mobilisation framework.
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CHAPTER 8
CHILDREN OUT OF DETENTION: THE ROLE OF CHILOUT
Chapter 6 concluded that the capabilities of the integrated legal mobilisation framework can
be successfully applied to the Australian refugee advocacy movement. This conclusion is
further supported if similar results are found with a second group of participants. The
purpose of the qualitative analysis in this chapter, based on 14 interviews with members of
ChilOut, is to use ChilOut as a case study to determine whether findings of Chapter 6 can be
confirmed.

ChilOut is significant since it was one of the original, most influential and highly respected
refugee advocacy groups during the period 2001–2018. ChilOut folded in 2006–2007 as all
children had been released from immigration detention and members believed that their
work was complete. However, during 2010–2011, ChilOut re‐formed due to an increased
number of children in onshore and offshore immigration detention. In June 2018, ChilOut
ceased to operate when funding became a significant hurdle as all children had been released
from onshore immigration detention (although at the time, approximately 50 children
remained on Nauru). ChilOut’s fluidity to fold and re‐form is a testament to the commitment
and tenacity of members in trying to ensure that children are not placed in immigration
detention. Thus, it has the potential to offer deep insight into how a group which focused
primarily on grassroots advocacy helped to shift public opinion and secure the release of
children in immigration detention.

The broad sample used in Chapters 6 and 7 has different strengths and weaknesses to the
narrow ChilOut sample used in Chapters 8 and 9. On the one hand, conclusions derived from
a broad sample may consist of generalisations and lack depth. On the other hand, data
collected from a specific organisation may not generalise across the broader movement.
Together, they provide a balanced investigatory perspective and overcome research
weaknesses associated with either method.
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A

Evidence of ChilOut strategies that match the integrated legal mobilisation framework

1

Unleashing the lawyers

Prominent lawyers supported ChilOut in influencing the public and creating legal and social
change. Some lawyers were generous with their time in speaking at ChilOut events, providing
moral support and attracting public attention.

For instance, a member recalled how

prominent lawyers’ attendance at their events enabled them to reach a large audience:
I got xxx booked to come and talk at Redfern Town Hall and we got xxx to do an epic and over
500 people turned up to hear him. We couldn’t fit them all in. (Interviewee AE)
At another event, xxx [had] come up from Melbourne to speak at Paddington Town Hall.
(Interviewee AD)

ChilOut members were also willing to support the work of lawyers and work collaboratively
with them:
There are a dozen different things going on. … You’ve got work rights campaigns. You’ve got
the children and the babies, medical cases and you’ve got lawyers dealing with their cases.
You’ve got xxx at the Human Rights Law Centre. We’ve got the lawyers for the babies, who
are dealing with that angle. (Interviewee AH)

ChilOut collaborated with lawyers to find alternative legal ways to challenge the government:
I am helping a lawyer. He’s going at it from a Workplace Health and Safety Issue. So Comcare,
being a regular of Workplace, Health and Safety in Australia, is responsible for not only
workers but for people in their care. People working in detention centres and people in their
care are legally covered by the Workplace, Health and Safety Act. I am trying to help. … And I
saw him struggling, I saw him out there and he published an article, not a lot of pickup. I
contacted him, I said, ‘what can we do to help you. So ok, let’s go with Workplace Health and
Safety Angle. That is a legal obligation’. (Interviewee AH)
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2

Social movement building

(a) Framing and developing the agenda

ChilOut was established in August 2001 after the ABC Four Corners Program reported the
breakdown of six‐year‐old Shayan Bedraie in Villawood. Junie Ong’s ‘horror, repugnance and
outrage’1 that the Australian government could lock up children in detention centres inspired
her to mobilise like‐minded individuals to form ChilOut to oppose government policies,
promote public awareness and advocate for the release of children in immigration detention.
ChilOut attracted members ‘off the back of outrage, people disgusted that this was happening
to Shayan Bedraie’ (Interviewee AC). Thus, ChilOut framed an agenda around children:
Well it’s pretty basic. Get the children out of immigration detention. The goal was simple at
the beginning because there were a lot of children in immigration detention. (Interviewee AF)
Our goal is to get the kids out and change the law. (Interviewee AB)

Although their primary goal was to secure the release of children in immigration detention,
they also developed an agenda based on obtaining legislative change:
We have always had the subsidiary goals of removing the ridiculous situation whereby the
Minister of Immigration is also the guardian; and we also wanted to have legislative change
along the lines of the UK to ensure that children, if they are actually detained, it is for a
minimum time for health and for security checks. (Interviewee AF)

ChilOut also developed their agenda by organising campaigns to create public awareness of
Australia’s obligations under the CRC:
I got in contact with a lot of kids who were in detention and we were celebrating the 25th
anniversary of the Rights of the Child. Twenty‐five years ago, Australia ratified the CRC. For
that anniversary, we contacted kids in detention about their experiences and then matched
their quotes against the Rights of the Child, which then showed how Australia is going against
our obligation and what we signed. (Interviewee AL)

1

Junie Ong, 'The Birth and Growth of ChilOut' in Sarah Mares and Louise Newman (eds), Acting From the Heart:
Australian Advocates for Asylum Seekers Tell Their Stories (Finch Publishing, 2007) 130.
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(b) Generating mass involvement

Around the same time as the Four Corner’s Program, the Tampa incident also occurred, which
resulted in the High Court affirming the government’s powers to detain and expel non‐citizens
and the adoption of the Pacific Solution. ChilOut initially gained members following Tampa
because ‘Tampa had a profound impact on the psyche of Australia’ (Interviewee AI). Although
ChilOut was formed as a response to Bedraie, Tampa was the impetus for many members to
subsequently become involved in the movement:
Tampa was a trigger point. That was what got me interested in the issue, such that I started
following them and basically being involved in activism on that topic since 2001. I used to be
a natural Liberal voter, but Tampa changed that for me. (Interviewee AG)
Around 2001 was the pivotal year of advocacy life. Tampa, John Howard, the whole children
overboard affair, that’s when I really got interested. And I started reading about it every day,
just reading. Awful and it just seemed to get worse over time. And I was just drawn to it, I
was frenetically reading about it. Everyday there was a new story about what was going on
and the Pacific Solution came in and it just seemed to go from bad to worse. And I just couldn’t
understand it and I was trying to just put my head around it. (Interviewee AH)

ChilOut’s membership base was ‘quite measurable’ and followers were gained through
‘monthly meetings, signup sheets and petitions at all gatherings and newsletters’
(Interviewee AI). They were successful in attracting members because they were passionate
about the human rights of children and highlighted the injustice and harm of detaining
children. People were galvanised to action: ‘Going to the detention centres gave people
something to do’ (Interviewee AK).

ChilOut attracted large numbers of people by holding regular community meetings. This
enabled them to appeal to a large cross‐section of society who were motivated to learn more
about the issue:
The community meetings were amazing. You had large numbers of people in traditionally
conservative areas coming to a meeting mid‐week in the cold sometimes to listen and to
participate. (Interviewee AJ)
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A member recalled how ChilOut was very quickly recognised as an expert on children in
immigration detention and ‘a real phenomenon of our time’ (Interviewee AI). It was
acknowledged as one of the leading advocacy organisations in the refugee advocacy
movement. In 2002, ChilOut’s founder, Ong, was named one of the most influential
Australians of the year by the Financial Review which enhanced its reputation and attracted
yet more support. As one member stated: ‘it was ‘quite an accolade for such a new
organisation to get to that level of recognition’ (Interviewee AE).

(c) Creating rights consciousness

The legal rights discourse surrounding Shayan Bedraie was that it was wrong to detain a young
child who was witnessing people engaging in self‐harm or attempting suicide. Even amongst
those who had no interest or knowledge of international laws or conventions, there was
universal recognition that children were vulnerable and should be protected by law. Thus,
ChilOut was a magnet for many supporters because it resonated with core values that
children should never be harmed. Australia’s obligations under the CRC were a driving force
that legitimised ChilOut’s actions as a result of an emerging rights consciousness. As a
member commented:
There is blatant disregard for international law. And there is no individualised assessment as
to whether it is necessary to detain these children. Any form of detaining children as a first
resort is contrary to what is in the best interests of the child. We are undermining all these
international laws under the sun. (Interviewee AN)

One of ChilOut’s objectives was to help ordinary Australians understand that children seeking
asylum should enjoy the same human rights as Australian children. However, a member
shared the difficulties of developing a rights consciousness in the public:
People need to know about the UN Declaration of Human Rights because they know about
their own human rights … why can’t we connect with refugees who have the same human
rights as we do. We don’t make that connection. We are not very good in Australia of thinking
about ourselves as members of a global community. And I don’t think we understand the idea
of human rights as a community. (Interviewee AJ)
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Interestingly, the wrongful detention of Australian permanent resident, Cornelia Rau and
Australian citizen, Vivian Solon, gained more public outcry than the detention of children.
What became apparent to ChilOut was that the rights of ‘others’, even if the ‘others’ were
children, were less important than the rights of Australians:
So, when it is Australians, when things happen to Australians, the public reacts. But when it
is just other human beings … they belong in their own countries. (Interviewee AE)

(d) Harnessing opportunity structures

Resource mobilisation
During its early years, ChilOut secured enough funding either from public donations or
members who were often financially comfortable:
Although funding was hand to mouth, it was enough to [keep] going. … It was almost religious,
[ChilOut] would just put it out there and something [would] come. It always did. (Interviewee
AE)
The donations would come. Enough to keep us ticking over. (Interviewee AI)
You never got reimbursed for anything. I certainly didn’t and never wanted to. And I was in
a position that it wasn’t a concern. (Interviewee AI)
We generally had the money to do the sorts of activities we wanted. If people did stuff, we
just paid for it ourselves and that was totally cool, it didn’t worry us. I think part of that
probably reflects that we were lucky to be in a position where we could afford to do those
things. (Interviewee AJ)

Eventually, ChilOut gained ‘some loyal funders, some fantastic partners who funded [them]
well over the years’ (Interviewee AB). Because children in detention were such an emotional
issue, ChilOut found it easier to ‘operate and get support [because] some corporates or
foundations had a particular interest in children in immigration detention’ (Interviewee AF).

More recently, members spent considerable time seeking funding instead of developing
campaigns although this brought its own challenges:
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At the outset, [ChilOut] had a very limited budget. Very soon after I started, I realised that
this was a problem and I put a lot of energy into funding. Now the catch‐22 is that it takes
away from your ability to do the advocacy and the campaigning. … I felt that there was a
constant conflict between on the one hand getting funding which you need for the advocacy
but on the other hand doing what you are there to do which is to get children out of detention.
(Interviewee AC)

A lack of funding was one of the main reasons why ChilOut ceased to operate in June 2018.
More specifically, ChilOut’s funding was tied to the number of children in detention. As
numbers dwindled, key relationships with funders disappeared:
The way funders see it is that there isn’t this pressing need. Our argument was always, it
wasn’t enough to just get children out of detention, we need legislative change. That doesn’t
always translate through to funding because that’s the longer‐term strategy, whereas the
funders often look more to the immediate situation. (Interviewee AC)
Without resources, it’s really hard to do anything more. Our funding sources have dried up
significantly. It is no longer the big problem that it was. (Interviewee AG)

Many ChilOut members also had strong professional, political and social connections and thus
were able to gain the support of prominent elites:
We were lucky to have the right people at the right time. (Interviewee AE)
We had the support of some high‐powered people who were well connected. (Interviewee
AI)
What I did was really nurture the relationships with journalists and politicians. There was no
point just screaming from the rooftops with a megaphone if the only people listening are the
refugee activists. (Interviewee AD)

ChilOut understood the importance of obtaining the support of politicians:
Politicians give you leverage. They magnify your influence. (Interviewee AK)

We got political support from Petro Georgiou, Judi Moylan and Bruce Baird who threatened
to cross the floor. We were supported by people of conscience saying this cannot continue.
(Interviewee AI)
xxx was a massive help to us … brilliant, a help in every possible way … things like when we
took the [Youth Ambassadors] to Canberra, he let us into the dining room and paid for their
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lunch. Tanya Plibersek supported us every way she could. She always turned up to our events.
(Interviewee AD)

ChilOut also learned that politicians are fickle and support can quickly turn sour:
Tanya Plibersek was onside, and her office was pulling strings, so very supportive until she got
into power. And then she said, ‘we must send people to Nauru and Manus Island to stop them
drowning, instead of sticking to the principles’. She was left wing when it wasn’t costing her
anything. That was the hypocrisy, the things she’d said [earlier], and then as Minister of
Health, she was supporting this policy. (Interviewee AE)

ChilOut was unable to establish positive relationships with politicians who wielded the
greatest power. One member admitted that ‘we definitely didn’t have a cordial relationship
with Minister Vanstone let alone her predecessor, Ruddock, but certainly with the
backbenchers’ (Interviewee AD).

ChilOut also enjoyed support from prominent sectors of Australian society such as union
members, church leaders, musicians, media personalities and celebrities which helped them
attract large numbers of people at public events. By uniting people with different ideological
and religious views, ChilOut showed the Australian public that the issue of children in
detention transcended political, religious or cultural divides:
We managed to get Andrew Denton to speak who was very well known, had his own show,
Enough Rope. It was the first time he had ever spoken in public about this issue. He got a bit
teary. We had the Chief Rabbi of Australia, the most senior Bishop in the Catholic Church and
a very young people’s Iman. So that was a great coup to get them; and then the fourth one
was the head of the Uniting Church in Australia. ... Quite a few Australian musicians were
interested in this so we would whenever possible either send them materials or ask them to
speak about it whilst onstage. Most of the big‐name bands were onside. (Interviewee AD)

ChilOut maintained a good relationship with the media. Members were fortunate to ‘have a
lot of connections with journalists, worked really closely with them and developed a
relationship with them’ (Interviewee AJ).

One member noted the positive working

relationship between ChilOut and some journalists:
There are some journalists who we are very close to. Like we give them information, things
come out. You can see the people who are clued in so we’re among the clued‐in ones and
there are journalists who are clued in as well. (Interviewee AH)
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Political and legal opportunities
The political climate is such that the government is fearful of making even the smallest
concessions:
[Australians live in a] brainwashed kind of culture in which [the government] cannot give an
inch because if it gives the slightest amount of humanity, everything will fall apart.
(Interviewee AH)

Members were critical that fear played on the public’s emotions:
The rhetoric the government uses is very fearful and effective. Even with Australians who are
broad minded and open, fear doesn’t sit far below the surface. (Interviewee AJ)

In addition to creating a climate of fear, the government made concerted efforts to
dehumanise children in immigration detention which led to an uninterested public:
There is a malaise around the issue of refugees generally. [People] can’t be asked to do
anything. Too much bother. (Interviewee AJ).
People are more desensitised now. I think they’re closed to having a conversation in the first
instance. In the early days, you would show people pictures of children and children with their
parents that would get an emotive response. Now you know, every night, for years now,
pictures of refugees self‐harming, sewing their lips together, what do you need? I don’t know.
It’s almost like some of the government’s language got to the point, where things like the
sewing of lips and self‐harming were an annoyance for the government, or they would say,
you know they’re over‐reacting, or they’re just trying to get attention. That was the sort of
language that was coming through and you get to that point where people think that’s ok as
a response to someone sewing their lips together and I’m not sure what you do with that as
a community, I really don’t. (Interviewee AJ)

The government’s veil of secrecy has also been effective in creating an ‘information vacuum
which means they can deny anything’ (Interviewee AG). A member highlighted:
The increasing lengths of the government to shut down the modes of communication. The
very fact that most of the kids detained are on Nauru now is a testimony to how far they are
willing to go to shut advocacy down. (Interviewee AH).

Moreover, the government’s lack of accountability made it increasingly difficult for ChilOut
to create change:
The lack of transparency, that we are prepared to lock people up, do it in secret. For us, as an
organisation, it became harder and harder to access Villawood. Then there was offshore, it
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was even harder, and it was remote. And over that period, the transparency was reduced as
they started contracting out services. It was about that reduction in transparency. … The
bonus of contracting out was that everything was in confidence so there was a whole stack of
things that they didn’t have to disclose publicly. (Interviewee AJ)

ChilOut members expressed concerns about the lack of political leadership. Members
acknowledged that there must be ‘proper leadership in the political arena’ (Interviewee AG)
and support in Parliament:
If you’ve got no voice in Parliament, if you’ve got no one up there from the major parties, it’s
virtually impossible. (Interviewee AJ)

In particular, ‘there was powerful disappointment in Labor’ (Interviewee AI) as many
members were critical of Labor’s inability to take a decisive stance against the Liberal
government’s immigration policies and their refusal to make effective changes when they
gained power:
Once the Labor party, once Kevin Rudd, stood up and accepted Tony Abbott’s premise that
we need to stop the boats, I cried, because that is the point when Labor said, we are giving
up. We are accepting your premise and we are going to do what we can legislatively to stop
the boats. And that has incrementally increased the infringement of child rights. (Interviewee
AH)

The legal environment was very restrictive and challenging such that ChilOut found it
increasingly impossible to create legal change for children in immigration detention:
The decisions that the High Court has made is a tangled web. The High Court decisions were
just body blows. (Interviewee AI)

Despite a harsh legal environment, ChilOut also enjoyed support from some influential judges
who would speak at their events which helped to provide credibility, integrity and legitimacy
to their cause:
Judge xxx was a real supporter of ours. And anytime we had something, he would support us
and draw people in. (Interviewee AE)
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3

Legal and political leveraging

(a) Exploiting symbolic power of rights

ChilOut has never wavered in protecting the human rights of children in immigration
detention. A symbolic power of rights has sustained ChilOut: ‘It’s been extraordinarily difficult
to watch the rights of children being summarily destroyed’ (Interviewee AH). It has provided
ChilOut with a rights‐based platform to advance its cause and an outlet to voice their sadness,
anger and frustration with the government:
I am passionate about human rights, I read about it every day just obsessively. I just couldn’t
handle what was going on, I couldn’t handle the injustice of it. (Interviewee AH)
You don’t do this to children. And other countries have so many rules and regulations. And
why do we not do that? The ongoing nature of it just constantly takes my breath away.
(Interviewee AI)

(b) Compelling concessions

There was no support for compelling concessions in my ChilOut data. This was most likely
because ChilOut was a grassroots advocacy organisation working from outside of the system
and was perhaps less interested and knowledgeable about litigation. Instead, its main focus
was on grassroots advocacy and international human rights.

(c) Developing and implementing policy

ChilOut advocated for changes to the Migration Act so that children seeking asylum have
better protection:
If it’s the right legislation, if it’s worded tightly enough, it would mean that children cannot be
put into detention for [long periods]. ... We asked for an initial period that is acceptable. …
But certainly, at the very least, a maximum period that children were to be held in immigration
detention under the legislation. (Interviewee AC)
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However, a member acknowledged that influencing policy was difficult even when politicians
agree that children should not be detained:
How do you influence social policy? Influencing policy full stop is hard. Even when the two
parties say it is not ok to have children in detention, we do. So, it is a good example of intent
versus reality. (Interviewee AG)

During the early years, ChilOut members believed they were more successful in influencing
legislation. For instance, a member noted how ChilOut was part of a concerted effort to
release children from detention and put pressure on the government to change the
legislation:
It took that sort of level of outrage and then it took the Parliamentarians to turn around and
… just corner John Howard and just say, ‘that’s it. It’s over. We must free them’. And the
Migration Act was changed to state that children should only be detained as a measure of last
resort. ChilOut was a conduit for all these elements. (Interviewee AH)

The excitement of helping to get the children out of detention however was tempered by the
recognition that the changes to the Migration Act in 2005 were not going to create
meaningful legal and social change. Many members remarked how their initial enthusiasm
dissipated when they realised the practical realities of the legislation:
When we did get the kids out in 2005, that really was brilliant because we felt as though we
had made a difference. … But we knew it was only a policy change, it wasn’t a law change.
(Interviewee AE)
I think certainly having the Child Rights, you know as a measure of last resort in the Migration
Act, that amendment was significant. In practical terms, it hasn’t made a difference.
(Interviewee AH)
That really burned a lot of people, the members of ChilOut, because children were out of
detention. There was a change of the wording of the legislation but ultimately it didn’t have
any kind of legal means. (Interviewee AC)
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4

Surviving backlash

(a) Political and legal backlash

Many ChilOut members were sceptical about using the courts to create change because the
government ‘has shown capacity to change our own domestic law when it suits them, just
really, really sneaky ways as well, it simply changes the law’ (Interviewee AN). Furthermore,
members acknowledged the difficulties of surviving backlash:
Anytime anything goes to court, [the government] can just get around it. They just change
the law. And there was literally a case where an asylum seeker made a case against the
government and they knew what they had done was illegal. And the Courts were going to
find out that what they had done was illegal, so they just changed the law with retrospective
effect. They always do that. (Interviewee AN)

Another member also remarked how ‘legislative reforms are not helpful because they can
just be changed’ (Interviewee AJ).

Moreover, members were critical that the government kept tightening legislation in response
to court decisions to give the Minister increasing powers: ‘I kind of look at the Migration Act
and the way you see it going is the Minister is more and more empowered’ (Interviewee AH).

(b) Counter‐mobilisation

My research found no evidence of surviving counter‐mobilisation in the ChilOut interviews.
This is unsurprising because anti‐immigration and anti‐refugee groups are currently on the
periphery of Australia society.

B

Reliability analysis

A reliability analysis of ChilOut data in comparison with the broader group of data is shown in
Chapter 3 (Table 3.1) in which high reliability is reported.
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C

Summary

ChilOut’s efforts to frame and develop their agenda were driven by legal rights discourse
around Australia’s obligations under international law including the CRC. The violation of
children’s human rights was central to their advocacy, helped create a rights consciousness
and generated the conditions for mass involvement.

The harsh political environment which operated under a veil of secrecy, and a lack of
transparency in which children were dehumanised, were arguably drivers for the explosive
growth of ChilOut. Widespread anger led to donations and elite support from many high‐
profile members of society including prominent lawyers and judges working in non‐legal
advocacy roles.

Government intransigence and its backlash was difficult to survive. It influenced ChilOut’s
development of a symbolic power of rights by fuelling anger about government policies and
its impact on vulnerable children. During the Howard years, ChilOut played an important role
influencing Liberal backbenchers who eventually forced the government to release children
from immigration detention in 2005, and which led to changes to the Migration Act. Initial
high hopes for meaningful legislative and policy change proved naïve as the amendments
achieved very little and children were once again placed in immigration detention. Thus,
ChilOut resumed its role as a leading refugee advocacy group and continued its efforts to
advocate for the release of children in immigration detention. By February 2019, all children
were once again released from offshore immigration detention. ChilOut’s story and its
triumphs are well‐explained by a broad view of movement liberalism which argues that a
social movement must become influential enough to shift public and political opinion before
achieving success either in or out of the courtroom.

Overall, results provided much evidence that the capabilities found across the broader
refugee advocacy movement can also be found within ChilOut. All this provides support for
the integrated legal mobilisation framework.
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CHAPTER 9
WINNING THE HEARTS AND MINDS: CHILOUT’S BATTLE FOR THE CHILDREN
The integrated framework of legal mobilisation consists of capabilities and practical
grassroots strategies. Evidence for the capabilities across the Australian refugee advocacy
movement was presented in Chapter 6 and confirmed using data from ChilOut in Chapter 8.

Chapter 7 identified practical grassroots strategies which have operationalised the
capabilities in the movement. These strategies are also important to confirm, since they
would provide evidence that the strategies were consistently applied by the Australian
refugee advocacy movement. The aim of this chapter therefore is to determine if evidence
of the previously identified practical grassroots strategies can be confirmed in ChilOut. The
strategies used by ChilOut are particularly pertinent because they tell the story of how a small
organisation rapidly grew to win the hearts and minds of the Australian public.

Results find consistent support for: rallying cry; storytelling; agency; quiet, loud and fearless
advocacy; playing to strengths; institutional advocacy; individual or broader reform; and
effort. Results also identify additional strategies used only by ChilOut (ad hoc or formal
organisations and the inclusion of representative members of society).

A

Rallying cry

Children in immigration detention were a rallying cry for ChilOut. Central to this was the
‘message that you shouldn’t be locking up children’ (Interviewee AE). The rallying cry focused
members’ emotions and passions as it was ‘such an emotive issue because it seemed so
unimaginable what was happening’ (Interviewee AJ). The rallying cry was a way to connect
with the Australian public on an emotional level:
The emotional pull of it being children. It was an easier path to argue the cause of children
than to argue the cause of adults, it resonates more. (Interviewee AI)
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That was something that people in the community would connect with most easily because it
is hard to see a child who is frightened. (Interviewee AJ)

It was also used to generate broader concern for adults in detention:
We focused on children, and it was always about children first, but there was a genuine belief
that once you got past that, you could talk about people. (Interviewee AJ)
It was the least contentious route to saying all refugees should be free. (Interviewee AK)

A rallying cry for children was a strategic way to influence people who supported the
government’s immigration policies:
Even amongst those who may say we should have tough border protection policies, that we
shouldn’t just open the gates as they like to say; even amongst those people, you typically did
find a level of sympathy for children. And so that is a strategic reason. (Interviewee AC)

ChilOut disseminated their rallying cry widely by using images of distressed children on t‐
shirts:
We wore ChilOut t‐shirts to the protests and there is a weeping child and it says children do
not belong in detention centres. (Interviewee AI)

And in social media:
We found that one of the most effective tools on social media is those little videos that
animate. And we did some research and we found that gets the most attention these days.
(Interviewee AB)
One of the best parts about ChilOut is we have such a large audience. … One of the best things
about our social media is that it has a large reach. (Interviewee AB)

B

Storytelling

ChilOut used storytelling about children seeking asylum to create public awareness, influence
politicians, attract media attention and show Australia that ‘there is more in common
between us than different’ (Interviewee AE). Storytelling enabled ChilOut to tap into people’s
emotions to convey the harm caused to children in detention:
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Stories made all your arguments far less abstract, not just concrete but also about human
beings rather than about abstractions like human rights. And it made them emotional. And
you persuade people with emotion, you don’t persuade them with abstract arguments about
human rights and United Nations Conventions. … It just made refugees into humans and we
tell little anecdotes and vignettes that portrayed them as human. (Interviewee AK)

ChilOut shared everyday stories of children in detention in a way that resonated with the
public:
ChilOut’s strategy of using personal stories really does hit home, sharing stories, both present
and past was important. There is something worthy about anecdotal evidence, like people
really related to that. That’s something that we prioritised which was good. I think that really
did help fortunately. (Interviewee AN)

Storytelling stimulated dialogue, created public awareness and influenced people’s attitudes:
When you are talking about personal stories, I think it is easy with kids, like they are innocent.
You can’t say, let’s lock children up and have them sexually abused. … People just don’t really
know what’s happening at all. As soon as you start talking about it, they’re usually on board
and get it. So, I think we have changed that conversation. (Interviewee AL)

Stories provided a simple and effective way to enable people to reach their own conclusions:
Telling stories to my friends at work, especially this one woman who had been impeccably
opposed to refugees. That completely changed her mind. And it wasn’t sort of me haranguing
her saying oh no you’re wrong. It was me just telling the story ... because you weren’t saying,
no you’re wrong, change your mind, you were just telling stories, stories about human beings.
(Interviewee AK)

C

Agency

ChilOut made a concerted effort to include the voices of former child asylum seekers.
Firsthand stories from child asylum seekers provided a tangible way to understand the impact
of the government’s harsh policies:
I noticed that when I was sharing my story, many people were listening to me and they were
drowned in deep thinking and some [were] crying and giving me a hug. When they heard my
personal story, they looked very sad and were giving me encouragement. It was a friendly
environment and I cannot forget those days. When I shared my own personal story, they said,
‘I didn’t know that you went through this much difficulty’. And they really didn’t know about
the reality and the facts about detention centres. And they said, ‘we really can feel your
[pain], we feel sympathy’. (Interviewee AO)
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Similarly, a member shared how first‐hand stories triggered an emotional reaction:
People cried at her story and people came afterwards and hugged her. And it was a real
[moment], you could feel the room change immediately. (Interviewee AM)

Giving agency to asylum seekers was powerful because it connected people, dismantled
barriers and communicated the universal suffering of humanity:
We had an event in Blackheath at a church and [the locals] were very uneducated on this
topic. They emailed us saying they’d like a ‘boat person’ to come speak to them. I said to the
Youth Ambassador, ‘maybe you ought to mention about how it’s hard being called a boat
person. You know just try to humanise it a bit’. It was a tough audience, but it went incredibly
well. It was an incredible event which just connected people. (Interviewee AL)

ChilOut also took former child detainees to speak at schools because it was a way to influence
the younger generation:
ChilOut took kids to Shore school in North Sydney, elite. And they were sitting in this room
looking down over the harbour and these kids were talking about their family members cut
up in pieces in a bag. These schoolboys were gobsmacked. (Interviewee AI

When politicians personally heard first‐hand stories from a former child detainee, it was a
powerful experience:
The biggest impact that I saw in terms of actually sitting in a room and seeing a politician really
engage, and potentially even seeing a little bit of a change of heart or a bit of opening up to
something, that they hadn’t been open to before, was when I went into those meetings with
a former child detainee. He spent time in Nauru. Someone who has been directly impacted
by government policy. That was the greatest impact I saw in Canberra. … It was incredible to
see the way they engaged with [him]. I think for at least a couple of them, it was the first time
they had ever had someone who was directly impacted by these policies. So, someone who
had spent time in immigration detention sitting in front of them, sharing his personal story.
And I think it really affected them, at least at face value it did. (Interviewee AC)
You can’t deny someone in front of you who’s had a refugee experience. You can’t say, that
was wrong. ... I think with one of them the meeting was only meant to go for 20 minutes but
[the politician] just had so many questions about what happened … because he had never met
someone who was a former refugee before. (Interviewee AL)

Giving agency to former child detainees also provided a way to attract media attention:
I think from the media’s perspective, they don’t want to hear what the PM has to say or what
the Greens have to say because they’ve done that and that happens every day. But what we
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don’t hear is live survivor stories, live experiences about how far they have come and how
much they can achieve if given the opportunity. (Interviewee AB)

D

Engagement in quiet, loud and fearless advocacy

1

Quiet advocacy

ChilOut members claimed politicians were influenced by quiet advocacy:
There are times when we will yell about things when there is something urgent but [some]
things, we haven’t said much about recently. The current autocrats are so fiercely attacking
of anyone putting their head up saying we must defend these people. It is so fierce, so we
must go in and find some other ways and that is not always obvious. And I think that’s a wiser
way to go about it. In our current climate, it’s much more important to getting incremental
change, to do it quietly. It’s more likely if we are quiet about it, absolutely and it is better if
it’s not on the front page of the Telegraph. (Interviewee AH)
To see real change, you can’t come across as extremely hostile and very aggressive, anti‐
government to Parliamentarians or else they’re just not going to give you the time of day.
(Interviewee AN)
I think people need to understand that from like a political perspective … it is just better for
everyone if it is solved quietly and as efficiently as possible for all parties involved.
(Interviewee AB)

ChilOut engaged in quiet discussions with individual politicians to enable party‐wide change:
What you need to do is create change from within. Getting people within the Labor party to
change their stance and helping them effect change within the party. Talk to each politician
all the time, talk to people behind the scenes who supposedly don’t matter, and people who
you haven’t heard of but hold power. It takes a while but that’s how you achieve change. You
change the minds of everyone through a peaceful way. (Interviewee AM)

More recently, ChilOut kept issues out of the media and worked quietly with the government
to try and achieve legislative reform for children in immigration detention:
We want to build strong genuine relationships with MPs to make this [legislative change]
happen so there is no point doing it all in the media. … We want it to calm down a bit so it’s
not so in the news so we can work behind the scenes. And there are other organisations that
are great at keeping this issue in the media. For us, we’re taking a different approach.
(Interviewee AL)
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2

Loud advocacy

Loud campaigns, conducted in large public venues such as Martin Place and Town Hall in
Sydney, were designed to attract positive media attention and public sympathy. For instance,
one member recalled ‘an event at Martin Place in which we put this massive screen up which
had a loop playing the faces of the kids in detention’ (Interviewee AD).

Another member recalled going to Canberra:
[We had] the cage installation on the lawn of Parliament House where I spoke, and two of our
Youth Ambassadors who were former refugees spoke, and we had television, media, radio,
newspapers, everyone. So that was huge. (Interviewee AC)

Even when ChilOut members participated in loud protests or demonstrations, they conducted
themselves in a peaceful way. For instance, when members engaged in loud protests, they
would often do so as individuals and not as representatives of ChilOut:
We used to boo [the Minister of Immigration] as he came in and out of his buildings. … Not as
a group, just as individuals. I don’t think we were identifiable, but we just wanted him to know
we didn’t like his policy. (Interviewee AI)

Some members were also critical of organisations that engaged in extremely loud advocacy
because it alienated the government and desensitised the public:
I find that there are a lot of NGOs doing it the wrong way, too loud for their own good. There
are a number of NGOs out there that are not very strategic, that are very in your face, that
are very loud and they shout. [Some of these] NGOs made the biggest scene. They shouted
in people’s faces, they pointed fingers at politicians, they pointed fingers at previous
government, they pointed fingers at everyone and accurately so, as they weren’t wrong. From
my own personal experience, that doesn’t work although it increased their funding to a
massive level. But the effect that it had on law and politicians, the people who had the power
to make changes was negative and the audience got a little bit tired of hearing this.
(Interviewee AB)
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3

Fearless advocacy

During the early years, ChilOut occasionally participated in fearless advocacy. For instance,
one member collaborated with a journalist from the Sydney Morning Herald to smuggle
babies’ identification cards out of Villawood which were later published on the front page of
the newspaper. The barcode babies campaign gained much publicity and public sympathy,
and was one of the campaigns that occurred prior to Howard’s release of children in
immigration detention in 2005. Many ChilOut members believed that it was an important
contributing factor to the release of children in immigration detention:
At the time, we only had a few kids left in Villawood. They’d been held for a very long time.
And xxx … went in with a Herald journalist and all the parents gave their [children’s] IDs to xxx
and she got out all the ID badges. And they were called Barcode Babies. The Herald journalist
then got them on the front page. That was very effective: [Howard’s] policy went out the
window. (Interviewee AH)

Similarly, another member acknowledged ChilOut’s efforts to smuggle a video camera into
Leonora detention centre may have contributed to its closure:
The stuff that we were doing you know like when xxx flew to Leonora. It was a 30‐hour trip
from Sydney. ... I cannot remember how many modes of transport she used to get there. And
they are putting these kids there so nobody will see them. She videotaped it, and the outcome
was Leonora got closed. I hope that ChilOut had an impact. (Interviewee AH)

Most times, ChilOut engaged in fearless advocacy to bring small comforts to children in
immigration detention:
We would regularly smuggle stuff. It was good. Just doing strange things. And that was the
weird thing about some of this civil disobedience. It’s not stuff that I do at all. Stick phones
and pieces down my underwear. We were watched while we were interacting with them.
Then you would have to find some way to get [these items to them]. It’s crazy and this terrible
fear. The fear was kind of [exhilarating]. It’s weird. It was an extraordinary thing. (Interviewee
AJ)

A ChilOut member also remarked that fearless advocacy was likely to be used when the
political environment was harsh and hostile, and the government refused to compromise:
What we have is a political ideology that is built in stone, a departmental culture which is just
gripped with this idea that giving any edge of humanity will be a concession to people. That
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is the line, over and over again, which makes the movement become more extreme because
there’s so much that is skewed that you end up seeing people resort to more extreme action.
(Interviewee AH)

4

Mixed advocacy

Engaging in both loud and quiet advocacy was valued by members:
You cannot solely focus on protests even though we need them. Both protests and quiet
advocacy are needed. (Interviewee AN).
Making your voice heard is important, but it is also very important not to invade someone’s
personal space. And that’s where the fine line is. (Interviewee AB)

ChilOut members worked collaboratively with many groups with a variety of advocacy styles.
When different tactics were combined, they had a powerful impact:
We had a good snowball effect in 2004. We have many more now, it is massive. And I think
the decency of the people, and more so everyday people, when you get grandmas sitting
knitting, you get the Tassie Grannies there every Friday in the mall beating for the kids. You’ve
got the mums in Peter Dutton’s office with their prams, you’ve got people on Bondi Beach
building structures. You’ve got teachers. We’ve got the school kids who are taping their
mouths shut. I think overall, we have this massive movement. (Interviewee AH)

E

Playing to strengths

Since ChilOut was one of the first organisations to advocate for children in detention, it
became a ‘huge brand’ (Interviewee AG). By focussing on a single issue, they positioned
themselves as experts and developed ‘a good reputation [because] people know what we do,
what we stand for and know that we are advocating specifically for kids in detention’
(Interviewee AL). Moreover, ChilOut was a good source of information as the ‘go to for the
issue of children in detention’ (Interviewee AE) and were a reliable source of information by
providing ‘up‐to‐date stats on our website [which people]would be able to trust’ (Interviewee
AD).

Another successful strategy used by ChilOut was to position itself as a middle of the road
organisation that would appeal to mainstream society and attract the attention of politicians.
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ChilOut was comprised mostly of upper middle‐class, educated professionals including
lawyers, teachers, journalists, public servants, business people and university students.
ChilOut tried to keep its message ‘to an everyday level, trying not to be too extreme in the
message’ (Interviewee AH). By avoiding political labels and extremes, ChilOut attracted the
support of a cross‐section of society including:
people who lived in electorates that were traditionally very conservative. Within the
electorates that the government held, I think it was useful from that perspective. (Interviewee
AJ)

ChilOut appealed to everyday Australians who were disinterested in social advocacy and
outraged about the plight of children in detention:
I think a lot of those people who came weren’t people who were naturally marching down
George Street. They were very ordinary people living in suburbs who felt incredibly
disempowered and incredibly sad about what was happening in their own country and just
wanted a way to engage in that issue. … Because there were so many children and it was so
visible, there was a deep need to connect with that issue and to do something useful.
(Interviewee AJ)

ChilOut was careful not to alienate the government or the public with extreme views and
tried to avoid the labels that other organisations attracted:
Some [groups] were very leftist and therefore easily criticised. We could stand above that.
We were leftist, obviously leftist but we weren’t dragged down by politics in that way. You
go to these marches and they have the signage, that gives them power to be seen so strongly
leftist and socialist and that doesn’t always work in their favour. That can be a detriment
when you are too identifiable, too partisan. It becomes easier to mock, to cheer, to deride
them. (Interviewee AI)

F

Institutional advocacy

Mostly ChilOut did not have many opportunities to work inside the system in roles such as a
detention worker, doctor or within the Department of Immigration. One member recalled
assisting a senior public servant with a report that examined the terms of the contract that
the Australian government had with Group 4 Prison Company to determine whether the
government was meeting the standards and requirements of the contract.
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This senior public servant and I wrote this report together, we’re going to release it. We got
in contact with Tanya Plibersek. Her and xxx of the Democrats were so helpful and Tanya
basically said, we are going to release it in Parliament, I am going to table it in Parliament, we
are going to have a press release and she organised it. ... When we did finally release it, it sent
big ripples through the Immigration Department because it was basically an audit of how well
they were doing. (Interviewee AK)

When asked about the impact of the report, the member was unsure whether it was the
report or other factors that led to children being released into the community:
They changed providers. Unfortunately, I think they got a lot more secretive. But I think that
they started letting kids be more in the community. It’s hard to know whether it was the
report or other factors, but I would like to think [the report] lifted their standards (Interviewee
AK).

G

Individual or broader reform

ChilOut’s grassroots advocacy focused on achieving both individual outcomes and broader
reform. A member remarked:
The argument was always it wasn’t enough to just get children out of detention, we needed
legislative change. (Interviewee AC)

Members believed that once children were released from detention, their focus should shift
to achieving legislative change:
From ChilOut’s perspective, we must break it down, we have two goals: a short‐term and a
long‐term goal. The short‐term is easy, get the kids out as soon as you can. The long‐term is
a lot more strategic, slow strategic movement and that’s towards making legislative changes
to ensure that kids are no longer locked up in detention indefinitely in the future. (Interviewee
AB)
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H

Effort

ChilOut has shown much determination and perseverance in helping to achieve the release
of children from detention. Members put in effort because giving up was not an option:
We just must keep at it. It’s a very long‐term process. (Interviewee AF)
You must just be tenacious and keep at it. (Interviewee AD)
You have to keep fighting. (Interviewee AN)
You just did it. You couldn’t not to do it. … There is no way you can know about this and not
do something. Evil happens when good people do nothing. (Interviewee AE)
We don’t have a choice. (Interviewee AH)
I have to find a way to help children … still have the capacity to do more. (Interviewee AO)
Not going to stop and will keep on until children are released. (Interviewee AL)

Many ChilOut members felt a moral duty towards children in immigration detention:
I don’t see an alternative to speaking out. I feel like we just have to tell people what we know
and there’s far too many alternative views at the moment and we have to be the ones to keep
what we know present and in front of people. ... You look at the graph of children processed
on Nauru in the last year. ... How long does it take to process a child? People must understand
that it is an unlimited time. We are talking about the cycle of destruction of children for a
very long period. (Interviewee AH)

ChilOut has never wavered in its efforts to create change for children in detention despite
being unable to influence policy:
Do I think that [our efforts] are effective in changing policy? No, I don’t think it is. Do I think
it’s important though? Absolutely because otherwise there’s no voice at all. And I think it’s
important just to remind the rest of us that this is an issue that is ongoing, that we just need
to keep it in our minds. Because I think that the offshore processing, part of that is to put it
out of people’s minds completely. It’s just as important now as it was then. The fact that it is
not getting amazing gains is not necessarily the issue. It’s just keeping it on people’s radar. …
You’re not finding politicians who are standing on their soap box having that as one of their
top priorities. You must make it. You need those voices in communities [otherwise] that
space would be silent. There needs to be someone there even when you are there year after
year and you’re not getting any movement in policy. (Interviewee AJ)
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There was consensus amongst ChilOut members that small efforts were just as important as
bigger efforts: ‘working on the small stuff, [doing] your little bit would eventually help in a big
picture sort of way (Interviewee AM); and ‘it didn’t matter what you [did], you needed to
throw everything you had at it. Whether it was collecting clothing, taking food or smuggling
stuff in’ (Interviewee AJ).

Overall, ChilOut members were ‘tireless warriors’ who continued to be ‘actively involved in
emotionally very hard work’ (Interviewee C).

Effort in making submissions to tabled Bills
ChilOut often put effort into making submissions to significant tabled Bills because as a
member noted, ‘why not? There is nothing to lose’ (Interviewee AB). Other members
commented that it was ‘important to keep the whole issue out there’, (Interviewee AF) and
do ‘whatever you can do’ (Interviewee AN).

ChilOut put the effort in making submissions to tabled Bills because it could influence the law:
Submissions are effective because we are engaging in the law. And we are showing politicians
that we are aware of the law and that we can contribute positively to the law. We are making
a voice heard. (Interviewee AB)

Submissions were also seen as important for movement building:
It’s about keeping your support base supporting you. It’s important they see that you are
acting in these situations even if you [don’t succeed]. (Interviewee AC)

Coordination of efforts in making submissions was recommended:
It is important that someone does get in, but I think it is also important that everyone doesn’t
get in. So that they don’t have 10 different submissions going in. So again, back to a
collaborative approach, because our approaches are very similar. So why are we not banding
together and providing one solid strong submission rather than 50 different submissions with
50 different organisations saying the same thing? Instead have one proper one knowing that
it was written by 50 different organisations [taking] a stand together. (Interviewee AB)
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However, there was scepticism about their ability to influence legislation through the
submissions process:
I saw very little if any impact on legislation. The best I guess that we achieved in that period
was the kind of watering down of some very draconian legislation that was proposed. And
that was kind of through negotiation with the Coalition, needing the numbers and needing
the Labor party etc. ... I can’t remember any legislation that didn’t in some form or another
actually get through in the end. (Interviewee AC)

Unsuccessful submissions were detrimental to members’ morale:
There is a Bill that the entire sector lobbied hard against and it got overruled by one vote in
the Senate. … A lot of people lobbied hard on that including ChilOut. We did come very close
to ensuring that it didn’t get through the Senate. So that was pretty demoralising for everyone
who played a part in that. (Interviewee AC)

I

Strategies identified only in ChilOut

1

Ad hoc or formal organisation

The organisational structure of advocacy groups varies considerably depending on whether
they formalise their rules, procedures and decision‐making processes.1

Some social

movement organisations encompass ad hoc voluntary groups such as informal associations,
community led groups, and grassroots advocacy organisations; and are formed in response
to emerging injustices.2 They often lack formal structure, resources and elite support.3 Some
are created on a single issue for a short‐time whereas others become more formalised
networks with a commitment to the broader issues.4 They sometimes attract the attention
of more professional organisations which help generate interest in the issue and put pressure
on the government.5

1

Savitri Taylor, 'Growing Pains: The Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network at Seven Years' (2016) 8(2) Cosmopolitan
Civil Societies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 1, 9.
2
Joann Carmin, 'Voluntary Associations, Professional Organisations and the Environmental Movement in the
United States' (1999) 8(1) Environmental Politics 101, 103.
3
Hanspeter Kriesi, 'The Organizational Structure of New Social Movements in a Political Context' in Doug
McAdam, John D McCarthy and Mayer N Zald (eds), Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: Political
Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Framings (Cambridge University Press, 1996), 154.
4
Carmin (n 2) 104.
5
Ibid 116.
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Over time, ad hoc organisations can shift from volunteers who offer their time, energy and
services to those which are more formal. Formal organisations can engage in successful
collective action because they mobilise resources such as funding, membership, pre‐existing
networks and elite support.6 However, the bureaucratisation of an organisation can result in
more hierarchical leadership, more centralised decision‐making and less egalitarian decision‐
making which can leave them on the brink of becoming authoritarian.7 Lawyers as leaders
can unwittingly formalise a movement such that it loses its edge by ‘stifling grassroots
energies’.8

In the early years, ChilOut had less structure and accountability and more respect and trust.
Its ad hoc organisational structure created a dynamic and vibrant culture:
Because it was so free flowing and a loose association, if you seemed passionate about
something and you had a good idea, you could follow it up. The other thing was that people
would come up with good ideas and say, ‘who’s going to do that, you’d better, it’s your idea,
you do that’. And we praised and supported each other, and whoever had spare time would
visit detention centres and write the report etc. (Interviewee AK)

The ad hoc nature of ChilOut meant that spontaneous campaigns could be organised at short
notice which at times could be very effective:
We would go to a coffee shop and [someone would] say, should we do this? And the [answer
was] yeah. I remember one campaign. It was just before John Howard came in, it must have
been 2004 and 5 days before the election I wrote to all our people, hey guys, we should do
20,000 flowers of hope. So, if we can all go to the election booths and hand out 100 flowers
each with a little sign on them saying, Adam has been in detention for 500 days, don’t let him
wilt and die like this flower will. Everyone said, ‘oh that’s a great idea’. I ran to Paddy’s Market
in the city and the flower guy was a refugee. And so, I told him, this is what I am doing.
Election day tomorrow. I need as many roses as I can buy. And of course, I was using my own
money. And he said, ‘ok’. And he gave me 50 roses for like $15. And then I told him the rest
of what we were doing, getting the kids out of detention. And then he gave me the whole
stand for like $30. So yeah at that time, it was very ad hoc, but effective. (Interviewee AH)

6

John D McCarthy and Mayer N Zald, 'Resource Mobilization and Social Movements: A Partial Theory' (1977)
82(6) American Journal of Sociology 1212, 1216–7.
7
Carmin (n 2) 102; Taylor (n 1) 9.
8
Sandra R Levitsky, 'To Lead with Law, Reassing the Influence of Legal Advocacy Organisations in Social
Movements' in Austin Sarat and Stuart A Scheingold (eds), Cause Lawyers and Social Movements (Stanford
University Press, 2006) 12.
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Furthermore, there were no rules or regulations preventing them from succeeding:
In the 2001–2005 period, we were ad hoc, we were nimble, we went from nothing to several
thousand membership and we built a head of steam and the issue was dealt with [because
the children were released]. (Interviewee AC)

During the early years, ChilOut board members were all unpaid volunteers who were
prepared to use their own money to fund campaigns: ‘We didn’t really need a budget until
we started employing somebody’ (Interviewee AE). Moreover, details like insurance were
not a priority for ChilOut:
Insurance? What insurance? In the end, we got insurance probably because liability became
an issue. (Interviewee AE)

The informal structure of ChilOut helped create strong friendship bonds amongst members:
‘The comradery was the thing that I will always treasure’ (Interviewee AI). Furthermore, there
were no boundaries between their work and personal lives as many members were ‘giving
time, energy and hearts to ChilOut’ (Interviewee AI).

However, lack of structure and informality created problems because there was no strategic
planning on how to best use time and energy efficiently:
In terms of the way we operated earlier on, we just threw ourselves into it and gave it
physically and emotionally a lot. We didn’t look after ourselves in those days. There was no
self‐care. We just kept going. You want change and you want it now. We probably could
have done better in moderating a little bit: this is how much we can give, this is how we are
going to use that energy, strategically as we can. (Interviewee AJ)
We needed to be much more strategic, more engaged with the media, not leaving that to
press releases, to have been more focused and make sure that press releases were directed
to [the right people]. We always had the scattergun approach of write to your local MP. Our
brief was way too wide. (Interviewee AI)

After ChilOut became a more formal organisation, it ‘changed the nature of the group’
(Interviewee AI). There were advantages and disadvantages:
There needs to be accountability, there needs to be transparency. There were no constraints
at all in terms of what we did. The downside is that a board does constrain you on how you
operate and what you do in positive ways as well as negative ways. (Interviewee AJ)
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There was much frustration in trying to implement new ideas in a formal organisation:
It’s hard when I am passionate and ready to go and have lots of ideas. Things have been
working a lot more slowly which I find frustrating and challenging. (Interviewee AL)

2

Inclusion of representative members of society

The collective action of youth can be a tool for community engagement.9 Combining youth‐
led advocacy with social justice strategies can alter the power dynamics and create
institutional changes in society.10 The inclusion of youth is another way to attract public
awareness, build relationships, expand networks and challenge institutions.11

Youth

involvement also has other benefits such as preparing them to become concerned citizens in
civil society.12 More specifically, the inclusion of youth from refugee backgrounds empowers
them to have impact in their host country and overcome challenges in their lives.13

Another strategy used by ChilOut was the inclusion of representative members of society:
‘The Youth Ambassador Program was created because ChilOut is advocating for youth so why
not have youth talk about it’ (Interviewee AL).

ChilOut youth ambassadors, mostly from refugee or migrant backgrounds, were involved in a
variety of activities including public engagements, media interviews and political advocacy.
They spent much time engaging with other youth, students and the wider community by
speaking in schools, churches and larger public events. The ChilOut Youth Ambassador’s
Program was about using youth to change the ‘long term hearts and minds’ (Interviewee AF)
of the public:

9
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Ibid 543, 544.
12
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13
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You cannot underestimate the power of our ambassadors. One of our biggest plus points is
our Ambassador Program. It is amazing because they have a large reach. We have spoken to
over 6000, 7000 people over the last 12 months. (Interviewee AB)

The Youth Ambassador Program also attracted the media’s attention:
Young people standing up for other young people [puts] a very positive spin on things. And
we have had over 20 different media interviews and stuff like that over the last 12–16 months
and that is massive for a small NGO. And most of them were mainly due to our ambassadors
speaking directly to them. We like to bring the real stories to people. And that is the crux of
our Ambassador Program. (Interviewee AB)

ChilOut’s youth ambassadors also went to churches to educate members about the harm
caused to children in detention:
[The congregation] wasn’t anti‐refugee but they weren’t [pro‐refugee], they just didn’t know
anything about [the issue]. One of the first questions I asked was, does anyone know about
the Nauru files? Not one put their hand up and this was when it was on the news every day.
No one knew. And then we taught them about it. People cried in the room. (Interviewee AM)

The Youth Ambassador’s Program also was important for social movement building by
creating strong bonds between members, and helping the youth develop skills and confidence
to become the next generation of activists:
The program is highly effective in terms of the impact and the mark it leaves on those who
participate. It leaves you with a lasting impact. ... Not only do they develop this new friendship
group by interacting with others on this issue and learning more about it and just being
generally more engaged, they come to develop such strong and in‐depth knowledge on this
topic and come to understand the issue in a way that they didn’t before. We are really giving
them the advocacy skills and knowledge to go out there and empower young people to have
these conversations. I think we saw with a lot of them the way that it built their confidence.
(Interviewee AC)
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J

Summary

In this chapter, I consider if ChilOut effectively used practical grassroots strategies similar to
those from my broader sample. My results find strong support for: rallying cry; storytelling;
agency; quiet, loud and fearless advocacy; playing to strengths; institutional advocacy;
individual or broader reform; and effort. My data also identify additional strategies used only
by ChilOut (ad hoc or formal organisations, and the inclusion of representative members of
society) which have been used to help create legal and social change for children in
immigration detention.

ChilOut used a rallying cry, storytelling and agency to humanise children in immigration
detention, and communicate the impact of harsh laws in a relatable way that focused on the
human story and the violation of children’s human rights. They were effective strategies to
develop a rights consciousness, frame and build their agenda, garner public support and
influence politicians.

ChilOut engaged in quiet, loud and fearless advocacy to generate mass involvement and
achieve positive outcomes. Building relationships with politicians in a quiet, peaceful and
respectful manner was effective because it differentiated ChilOut from other refugee
advocacy groups who were more argumentative. When ChilOut used loud advocacy, it was
conducted peacefully through campaigns that appealed to ordinary Australians. According to
members, aggressive loud advocacy was unlikely to create positive changes because it
alienated the audience. However, ChilOut’s willingness to engage in mild forms of civil
disobedience and to take personal risks demonstrated their determination and achieved
some impact. Overall, my analysis shows that engaging in a combination of advocacy styles
in a harsh political environment was a good way of mobilising resources and achieving results.

ChilOut played to its strengths by embracing the issue of children in immigration detention as
their single focus. It enabled ChilOut members to build the movement and attract public
sympathy. As a mainstream organisation, generally working outside the system, ChilOut
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appealed to a broader population base and avoided negative labels. Ordinary members of
the public swelled the ranks of ChilOut.

ChilOut put much effort in advocating for the release of children in immigration detention.
Its efforts were driven by members’ strong moral code, passion, determination and
unwavering commitment in securing the release of children. Members put much effort into
making submissions to tabled Bills despite their lack of influence. As such, their effort had
more impact in building the movement than achieving legal reform.

ChilOut had two main goals: the release of children from immigration detention and broader
legislative reform. Members believed that once children were released from immigration
detention, the focus could shift towards obtaining legislative changes to the Migration Act.

Ad hoc or formal organisation was a new strategy that emerged from ChilOut data. ChilOut
went from a loose organisation to a structured hierarchical organisation. As an ad hoc
organisation, ChilOut members enjoyed the freedom to pursue campaigns with no
restrictions. As they became more formalised, they engaged in strategic grassroots advocacy.
However even within a formally structured organisation, most members would have
preferred greater freedom to pursue different strategies.

Another strategy relatively specific to ChilOut was the use of representative members of
society (youth ambassadors). The youth ambassadors were one of ChilOut’s greatest assets
and provided an alternative and unique way to create change. The youth ambassadors were
an effective strategy in creating public awareness, influencing politicians and gaining media
attention. Their powerful voice enabled them to connect with different segments of society,
including politicians.

Overall, this chapter provides evidence that the practical grassroots strategies used by
ChilOut are similar to those used across the broader refugee advocacy movement. All this
supports the integrated legal mobilisation framework.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION
Do you challenge detention in the courtroom, or do you try to increase awareness in the
community? I don’t know the answer to that. (Interviewee AJ)

The above quote captures the essence of the problem facing the refugee advocacy movement
in trying to create legal and social change for children in immigration detention. My thesis
aims to provide some insights into answering this question by triangulating evidence from a
range of sources including case law analysis, qualitative interview data analysis of capabilities
and practical grassroots strategies; and quantitative analysis of submissions to tabled Bills.

A

Relevance of the integrated legal mobilisation framework to Australia

It has been argued in the literature that McCann’s approach provides the best way of
understanding how social movements interact with law to create meaningful reform.1 It has
mainly been applied within a US context with a Bill of Rights and is dated. It has also been
challenged by scholars who have argued that there is no way of knowing whether the courts
and a rights discourse were a powerful contributory factor or were simply background noise
for the pay equity movement.2 The movement liberalism literature adds to the controversy
by advocating that social movements should aim to shift public and political opinion before
engaging the courts.3

Moreover, McCann’s approach is missing capabilities such as

harnessing the legal opportunity which features prominently in the contemporary literature,4
and it is unclear how the capabilities are operationalised using practical grassroots strategies.
1
Gerald N Rosenberg, 'Positivism, Interpretivism, and the Study of Law' (1996) 21(2) Law & Social Inquiry 435,
455
2
Ibid 450; William A Bogart, Consequences: The Impact of Law and its Complexity (University of Toronto Press,
2002) 132.
3
Scott L Cummings, 'The Social Movement Turn in Law' (2018) 43(2) Law & Social Inquiry 360, 385; Lani Guinier
and Gerald Torres, 'Changing the Wind: Notes Toward a Demosprudence of Law and Social Movements' (2013)
123 Yale Law Journal 2740, 2751.
4
Chris Hilson, 'New Social Movements: The Role of Legal Opportunity' (2002) 9(2) Journal of European Public
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Opportunities: Environmental NGOs Bringing International Environmental Procedural Rights Back Home' (2018)
40(1) Law & Policy 110.
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As a result of these criticisms, a new integrated legal mobilisation framework is proposed.
The framework advocates that litigation is a potential foundation stone of social movement
building, and that meaningful legal and social change has its greatest chance of success when
public and political opinion is shifted through litigation and grassroots advocacy working in
tandem. Moreover, a modern definition of legal mobilisation5 is used along with a broad
definition of rights which includes perception of rights, legal rights discourse and
entitlements6 such that the framework has an international perspective and, more
specifically, relevance to Australia.

The integrated legal mobilisation framework also consists of capabilities and practical
grassroots strategies. The capabilities in the proposed framework are based on a distillation
of those in McCann’s approach and the broader socio‐legal literature. The strategies are
derived using the Straussian approach to grounded theory with abductive reasoning and
reflect practical ways of implementing the capabilities.

B

Lawyers brought to the forefront

Since the arrival of ‘boat people’ from Vietnam in 1976, Australia’s immigration policies have
become progressively harsh as the executive government has fought to maintain tight control
over the entry and removal of undocumented non‐citizens. The detention of people seeking
asylum was initially designed as a temporary measure to control the influx of boat arrivals but
has since become the cornerstone of Australia’s immigration policies and the focus of many
legal challenges. Initially, inexperienced lawyers were the main players trying to help asylum
seekers navigate an increasingly complex and chaotic system.7 Eventually they joined forces

5

Lisa Vanhala, 'Legal Mobilization', Political Science: Oxford Bibliographies (Oxford University Press, November
2011) As noted earlier, legal mobilisation is defined by Vanhala as ‘any type of process by which an individual or
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6
Sally Engle Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even: Legal Consciousness Among Working‐Class Americans
(University of Chicago Press, 1990) 5.
7
Marcus Einfeld, 'Detention, Justice and Compassion' in Mary Crock (ed), Protection or Punishment: The
Detention of Asylum Seekers in Australia (Federation Press, 1993), 43.
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with more experienced lawyers to challenge the government in the courts8 as was seen in
Lim.9 Refugee activists were slower to the table. Children were also not a focus even though
there were many children who arrived on the initial boats and many babies who were born
in detention during these years. The establishment of remote detention centres across the
country and the deliberate relocation of asylum seekers across these centres, also made it
difficult to connect with asylum seekers.10 Over time, lawyers and activists collaborated to
become a significant social movement that opposed the government’s harsh immigration
policies, including the detention of children.11

The Australian refugee advocacy movement has operated in a tough political and legal
environment with harsh and restrictive migration laws and policies. A significant challenge
faced by the refugee advocacy movement has been the government’s reluctance to release
children from detention. Arguments such as stopping the people smugglers and preventing
drownings at sea have led to a general belief that Australia’s policies are helping to save the
lives of children seeking asylum.12 Other misrepresentations, including that children and
families on Nauru were free, made it difficult to generate sympathy and support from the
Australian public. The focus on the more deserving children from humanitarian refugee
camps overseas also diminished the value of the children on Nauru.

Although Australia is a party to the Refugee Convention and key international treaties
including the CRC and ICCPR, it has demonstrated disregard for its international
commitments. Instead, it has pursued its restrictive policies irrespective of its obligations
under international human rights law and without concern for the harmful impact of
detention on children. Recent recommendations by the CRC Committee urging Australia to
8
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amend the Migration Act to prohibit the detention of children have been ignored. Instead,
Australia has justified its right to exercise its sovereign powers in migration matters.

The refugee advocacy movement also faced enormous difficulties in creating legal and social
change for children in immigration detention because of the exceptionally tough political
environment in which there was bi‐partisan support for mandatory detention and offshore
processing. The Tampa affair provided an opportunity for Prime Minister Howard to
introduce restrictive policies by adopting the Pacific Solution. Howard also took advantage of
the changing global environment to focus on nationalism and fear and thus generated large
public support. Although Prime Minister Rudd abolished the Pacific Solution in 2008, it was
a short‐term measure that proved ill‐fated, and led to the reintroduction of offshore
processing and harsher policies. The Australian government’s willingness to detain children
on Nauru for over 5 years further demonstrated the exceptionally brutal political
environment and reflected government intransigence by its refusal to make concessions even
when children were being harmed.

Creating meaningful change by lawyers in the courtroom has proven challenging as they are
often caught between the executive government which seeks total control over
undocumented non‐citizens and the courts whose role is to uphold the rule of law and
interpret legislation based on Parliament’s intent. At times, tensions have developed
between the executive government and the courts as each body has tried to exert control
over the decision‐making process.13 However, when the courts attempted to curtail the
government’s powers, the government often passed new or retrospective legislation to
ensure the validity of its policies or justify its past actions.14 Changes to the Migration Act
have been designed to retain Parliament’s control over migration matters and limit the
court’s powers to intervene. Thus, the courts have largely been unable to curtail the
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government’s actions in limiting the security and freedom of people seeking asylum in
Australia.15 As a result, the refugee advocacy movement has faced almost unsurmountable
difficulties when challenging the government through the courts.

Furthermore, it was difficult for lawyers to create change in the courtroom because the courts
often adopted a strictly literal reading of the Migration Act and were reluctant to consider
Australia’s obligations under international human rights law. Generally, the Australian courts
have largely overlooked international law and have instead adopted a narrow interpretation
of Australia’s domestic legislation and its Constitution.16 The accepted principle tends to be
that the provisions of the Migration Act should take precedence over Australia’s obligations
under international treaties.

Additionally, Australia’s absence of a Bill of Rights also

contributed to a limited legal opportunity because there has been no domestic human rights
framework to challenge the government.

As predicted by McCann’s approach, lawyers were there at the birth of the Australian refugee
advocacy movement. In further support, the failure by lawyers to achieve successful results
in the courtroom was an important influence in building the movement. Driven by a
developing rights consciousness,17 the rallying cry of children provided lawyers and activists
with a platform that began to shift public opinion.

Alternatively, the perspective of

movement liberalism is also supported from the observation that lawyers had made little
headway in the courtroom and faced government backlash, due to the failure of grassroots
advocacy to initially shift public attitudes towards children in immigration detention. As
numbers began to swell the ranks of the movement, as predicted by both McCann and
movement liberalism,18 lawyers tended to take supportive and facilitative roles outside of the
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courtroom19 such as public speaking engagements, fundraising, and writing books and
articles.

C

Mobilisation of lawyers and activists

An analysis of significant cases showed that although lawyers played an important and
necessary role in the refugee advocacy movement, they were rarely able to effect change on
their own in a restrictive and limited legal environment. The language of the Migration Act is
clear and unambiguous and has mostly allowed the government to pursue its harsh policies.
For instance, the High Court has held that children can be detained indefinitely in harsh
conditions and despite Australia’s obligations under the CRC.20 The High Court has also held
that the detention of unaccompanied minors is lawful and failure to release them into the
community does not breach the Minister’s statutory duty of care as guardian under the IGOC
Act even if there is a serious risk of psychological or other harm.21 Judicial review applications
concerning UAMs have also achieved limited success because the courts have tended to take
a strictly literal interpretation of the Migration Act rather than consider the broader
contextual factors that might impact the ability of UAMs to make an asylum application,
engage in legal proceedings or understand the appeals procedure without the presence of a
tutor, next friend or guardian.22

Furthermore, there have been no attempts by the

government to allow for an independent guardian for UAMs even though there is an obvious
conflict between the Minister’s role as decision‐maker under the Migration Act and guardian
under the IGOC Act. Overall, children seeking asylum have had few protections under
Australian law.
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Litigation has proved to be highly unsuccessful at times because court decisions have led to
the passage of new laws before, during or after a court decision. Long‐term courtroom
success has been rare because the government has had the resolve and the resources to pass
new laws. For instance, even though Plaintiff M70/201123 was a win for the refugee advocacy
movement in preventing UMAs, including children, from being sent to Malaysia to process
their asylum claims, the government eventually passed new legislation to ensure that it can
designate any country as a regional processing country if it is in the national interest and
regardless of Australia’s obligations under the Refugee Convention. Likewise, after the High
Court held in Plaintiff M106 of 201124 that an UAM cannot be removed from Australia without
ministerial consent as required under the IGOC Act, the government passed legislation to
ensure that the provisions of the Migration Act take precedence. Similarly, in Plaintiff
M68/2015,25 the government quickly passed retrospective legislation two days after the case
began to ensure that it could validly participate in, fund and control the detention of asylum
seekers and refugees in the Nauru RPC. This was an example of backlash that was difficult to
survive, which is an important feature of both McCann’s approach26 and movement
liberalism.27

Another example of political backlash by the government was in response to the case of the
Bakhtiyari family. The high‐profile litigation and the events surrounding the family created
division lines between the government who were intent on portraying the family as
disingenuous and unworthy of protection; 28 and activists who went to extreme lengths such
as helping the boys to escape from Woomera and using the family as a ‘cause célèbre’ to
highlight the government’s harsh policies.29 Despite much media attention and community
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support, the government refused to make concessions and instead were resolute to deport
the family.

Even when the refugee advocacy movement lost a case, it could still achieve a positive
outcome for individuals. For example, although the High Court in Al‐Kateb30 and Al‐Khafaji31
held that asylum seekers could be detained indefinitely, the government released Al‐Kateb,
Al‐Khafaji and seven other stateless asylum seekers on bridging visas into the community. Al‐
Kateb was later given a permanent protection visa. After Re Woolley,32 even though the High
Court held that children could be detained, the Howard government released the children
from both onshore and offshore immigration detention in 2005. Howard also introduced
legislative reforms including s 4AA of the Migration Act which states that the best interest of
the child must be taken into consideration. These positive outcomes were influenced by the
combination of lawyers in the courtroom and the mobilisation of grassroots advocacy which
helped shift public opinion and win support of politicians.

Georgiou and the Liberal

backbenchers were crucial in putting pressure on Prime Minister Howard to release children
from detention.

Similarly, the combination of lawyers and activists helped achieve release of children from
onshore immigration detention in April 2016. During the build‐up to their release, there was
much interest in the issue of children in immigration detention. For instance, the Moss
Review, a Senate inquiry, and reports such as The Forgotten Children and Protecting the
Lonely Children all contributed to creating public awareness of the plight of children in
immigration detention. The high‐profile case of Plaintiff M68/2015,33 in which the High Court
upheld the legality of Australia’s offshore processing regime was crucial for the mass
mobilisation of activists, advocacy groups, lawyers, doctors, teachers and church leaders. It
also attracted support from politicians including State Premiers who offered to resettle the
people in their local communities. These efforts enabled 267 people, including 37 babies, to
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remain in Australia. The case was considered a success by lawyers even though there was
not an actual win because it created public awareness, motivated the refugee advocacy
movement and achieved a positive outcome for many people. Furthermore, the case of Baby
Asha led to another large mobilisation of many different players but, most importantly,
doctors who refused to discharge Baby Asha from a Brisbane hospital unless the government
allowed her to remain in Australia. It also attracted much media attention and public support.
Soon after the HRLC filed emergency proceedings in the High Court to prevent the
government from deporting Baby Asha, she was released with her family into the community.
Thus, the efforts of activists on a variety of different fronts and some litigation most likely
played a significant role in the release of all children from onshore immigration detention in
2016.

A more recent example of litigation and grassroots advocacy working in tandem involved the
cases brought by the NJP which have resulted in the removal of critically ill children from
Nauru to Australia for medical treatment.34

The Federal Court granted interlocutory

injunctions in these cases on the basis that a duty of care existed on a prima facie basis to
provide appropriate medical treatment. Along with efforts in the courtroom, there was mass
mobilisation of activists. A large grassroots campaign and support from some politicians were
essential in helping to bring the sick children to Australia. The support of Dr Phelps MP was
the crucial factor in securing the removal of children from Nauru. A large part of Phelps’
election campaign focused on children detained on Nauru which gained much media
attention and public sympathy. Once elected and with the support of Labor and the Senate
crossbench, Phelps championed the passage of the Medevac Bill which provided for the
transfer of critically ill asylum seekers and refugees, including children, from offshore
processing centres for medical treatment.35 In this instance, the constant pressure on the
government from multiple sources could no longer be ignored.

34
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The release of children from offshore immigration detention in February 2019 was a triumph
for the lawyers and grassroots activists. Official statistics (see Figure 10.1) show the rapid
decline of children in immigration detention from a peak in 2013 to very small numbers from
2016 onwards.
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Figure 10.1
Children in immigration detention (2007–2019)36
In December 2019, the government repealed the Medevac Bill37 which demonstrated its
continuing resolve to ensure control over the entry and removal of all UMAs. Currently, the
repeal of the Medevac Bill only impacts the critically ill adults on Nauru and Manus Island as
36
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all children have been removed from Nauru. What cannot be ignored however is that the
injunctions to bring the sick children from Nauru to Australia are only temporary such that
children can be returned to Nauru if the government so chooses. Furthermore, although the
government states that there are no longer any children in immigration detention, there is
nothing stopping future children from being detained on the mainland or offshore. Thus,
without legislative change, there has in fact been no meaningful systemic legal change for
children seeking asylum. So, the victory shown in Figure 10.1 operates within a fragile legal
reality.

As evidenced from the case law analysis and interview data, public opinion has generally been
against the immigration detention of children despite supporting the government’s overall
detention policies.38 Children as a rallying cry has galvanised the refugee advocacy movement
to create greater public sympathy for this vulnerable group. A shift of public opinion,
increasing hostility in Parliament, losses in the courtroom and elite opposition forced the
government to compromise. Thus, the pragmatic capitulation of the government in releasing
children in immigration detention can potentially be interpreted using the movement
liberalism perspective; whilst noting that the success resulted from informal policy change as
opposed to legislative change.39 Yet, McCann’s approach is also supported by noting that
litigation and grassroots advocacy together have the potential to create social reform in a
mature social movement.40

Overall, the changing relationship between litigation and

grassroots advocacy provide support for McCann’s approach, a broad view of movement
liberalism and the integrated legal mobilisation framework.

The following sections focus on the capabilities and the practical grassroots strategies which
comprise the framework.

38
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D

Capabilities associated with the integrated legal mobilisation framework

A reliability as consistency analysis provided evidence that 10 of the 12 capabilities in the
integrated legal mobilisation framework (see Chapter 2) were identified in both a general
sample representing the refugee advocacy movement and politicians (see Chapter 6) as well
as ChilOut (see Chapter 8). It was therefore concluded that these capabilities were generally
consistently found in the Australian refugee advocacy movement.

As predicted by the integrated legal mobilisation framework, these capabilities helped the
refugee advocacy movement frame and develop the agenda,41 generate mass involvement42
and adopt a rights consciousness43 surrounding children in immigration detention. Members
developed a rights consciousness based on the rallying cry44 that it was morally wrong to
detain children which they hoped would also create a ripple effect for adults in immigration
detention. Their arguments were based on Australia’s commitments under the Refugee
Convention, international treaties such as the CRC, and Australia’s violation of international
human rights law. Although the government has been selective about the extent in which
international human rights treaties have been incorporated into Australian domestic law,
these treaties nevertheless have provided the framework for advancing the movement’s
agenda. Evidence therefore suggests that a rights consciousness can develop with a basis in
international human rights law.

Resources in terms of funding and elite support were important in helping the refugee
advocacy build its movement and pursue its cause. The refugee advocacy movement had to
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navigate financial concerns whilst trying to pursue its different strategies.45 For instance,
community legal centres needed to balance their need to source funding with advocacy
efforts. At times, this resulted in more time spent convincing funders that their cause was
worthwhile rather than engaging in litigation and grassroots strategies. Sometimes the
organisations or people providing funding dictated how the resources were to be used.
Funding has also been tied to outcomes. For instance, ChilOut lost its funding once all children
were released from onshore detention and was forced to fold even though, at the time, there
were still approximately 50 children on Nauru.46 The pro bono support by lawyers, and
voluntary contributions from members, were also crucial for helping the movement achieve
its goals.

Elites played an important role in helping to create legal and social change for children in
immigration detention.47 The refugee advocacy movement was fortunate to have support
from many influential members of Australian society including prominent lawyers, expert
doctors, high‐profile politicians, and judges. These people provided rationality and credibility
to the movement and kept the issue of children in immigration detention on the political
agenda. Notably, the elite support from doctors was crucial for the refugee advocacy
movement in obtaining the transfer of children from Nauru to Australia for urgent medical
treatment. Their medical expertise enabled them to frame and develop an argument based
on the harm caused by immigration detention to children. They were also able to attract
public support as trusted members of society.

Lawyers featured prominently in the refugee advocacy movement as they offered much skill
and expertise in challenging government policies in and out of the courtroom. They often
collaborated with other members of the refugee sector such as doctors and activists to put
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pressure on the government to release children from immigration detention. The refugee
advocacy movement was most successful when lawyers and activists worked collaboratively
in the courtroom and on the streets respectively in fighting for legal and social change for
children in immigration detention.48

The harsh political and legal opportunities were a positive and negative influence on the
refugee advocacy movement. On the one hand, they contributed to the growth of the
refugee advocacy movement because they led to increased anger, sadness and frustration
amongst members; and fuelled a symbolic power of rights around the government’s unjust
treatment of children in immigration detention. On the other hand, the refugee advocacy
movement often experienced backlash when the government introduced new or
retrospective legislation to maintain its policies. This made it exceedingly difficult for the
refugee advocacy movement to create meaningful legal and social change for children in
immigration detention.

Nevertheless, there were some victories. The threat of litigation by the doctors who
challenged the secrecy provisions of the Border Force Act was a successful way to force the
government to make policy concessions and legislative amendments. These amendments
were crucial for enabling doctors to speak openly about the harm to children in immigration
detention.

More recently, litigation and the threat of litigation has also forced the

government to quietly transfer sick children to Australia.

Across my interview data, evidence for policy concessions was less consistent as support was
found for this capability in the general sample only. Most likely, the reason why ChilOut’s
members did not discuss the benefits of policy concessions was because they were interested
in grassroots advocacy and children’s human rights rather than litigation.
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Little evidence for surviving counter‐mobilisation was uncovered across the whole sample
perhaps because anti‐immigration and anti‐refugee groups have remained on the fringe and
are under‐supported. Potentially, greater success of the refugee advocacy movement might
lead to counter‐mobilisation of these groups.

E

Grassroots strategies associated with the integrated legal mobilisation framework

Practical grassroots strategies were identified which were used by the refugee advocacy
movement to try and achieve the release of children from immigration detention. The
strategies are ways in which the movement operationalises its capabilities. In support of the
integrated legal mobilisation framework, a reliability as consistency analysis shows that 12
out of the 14 strategies were found in both a broad sample representing the refugee advocacy
movement and ChilOut.

An important task of a social movement is to attract new members and communicate its
message to the public, elites and politicians. One of the most powerful ways in which the
refugee advocacy movement’s message could be relayed was with a rallying cry.49
Interestingly, the broad academic literature generally only provides passing reference to the
rallying cry, yet this current research has found it to be an important strategy. Outrage, shock
and anger influenced members of the refugee advocacy movement to develop a rallying cry
focused on children in immigration detention. This was a powerful way to deliver the strong
message that detaining children is morally repugnant.

Storytelling50 was another communication method that helped change perceptions and
biases, and shift negative views about children in immigration detention. Sharing personal
stories was able to convey an emotional message. For instance, stories of the physical,
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emotional and mental harm suffered by children in immigration detention were an effective
way to humanise them. This was particularly important in a political environment in which
the government was continually making attempts to dehumanise refugees and asylum
seekers.

Communicating the impact of harsh laws and policies in a way that could be understood by
the public was very important.51 Storytelling was used in reports to highlight the harm caused
to children in immigration detention. For instance, The Forgotten Children by the AHRC,
incorporated stories from children and their parents to show how the government’s actions
were in breach of International treaties such as the CRC. This had a powerful impact in
understanding how children’s human rights were being violated and helped to create a rights
consciousness amongst members.

Stories were told through other media of communication such as books, images, theatre, film
and art.52 These were powerful ways for shaping community attitudes about children in
immigration detention, attract media attention and gain public sympathy.

The refugee advocacy movement made a concerted effort to give agency to children in
immigration detention.53 This was an effective strategy and a way to empower children and
their families and give them a voice. The Kids Off Nauru Facebook page gave the children on
Nauru some control over their lives by letting them express their feelings and personal views
on detention. The public were more sympathetic when it heard stories directly from asylum
seekers and refugees, and thus may have been motivated to join the fight. Politicians were
also more likely to be influenced when they met with former child detainees and listened to
personal stories detailing the negative impact that detention has had on their lives.
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Quiet advocacy was used regularly by the refugee advocacy movement.54 For instance, many
legal challenges brought by the refugee advocacy movement on behalf of children were
undertaken quietly; outside the public limelight and the media’s glare. Politicians claimed to
prefer to engage with refugee advocacy groups and individuals when they used quieter
strategies. Former senior Ministers revealed that quieter conversations and engagements
based on objective rational facts were more likely to persuade them than loud advocacy
based on emotion. Some activists were successful in obtaining positive changes for children
in immigration by engaging in quiet advocacy. However, what often occurred was that the
government only made concessions for individual children with no intention of instituting
systemic reform.

Sometimes quiet advocacy provided the illusion that politicians were listening and would act.
Regardless of how supportive Australian politicians appeared, they sometimes had their own
political agenda which did not align with the goals of the refugee advocacy movement.
Furthermore, even if politicians were sympathetic to the refugee advocacy movement, they
were limited by their party’s official position on an issue, and lacked the courage to stand by
their convictions.55 As a result, the effectiveness of quiet advocacy might be overstated.

Loud advocacy56 was used by the refugee advocacy movement to try and overcome
government inertia in the #BringThemHere campaign regarding the children on Nauru.
Without the pressure from many different players, it was unlikely the government would have
removed all the children from Nauru in February 2019. Other examples of loud advocacy
included the freedom bus, protests outside of detention centre, #LetThemStay campaign and
the Baby Asha campaign. These campaigns and especially those on social media, helped to
generate mass involvement of members and create public awareness about the plight of
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children in immigration detention. Loud advocacy created a bond between members,
released members’ pent‐up frustration and anger and established a rights consciousness.

Small scale loud advocacy was also employed with limited success. Politicians were contacted
on their personal mobiles and interrogated in public venues. Sometimes, these types of loud
advocacy led to small changes for individual children but mostly, they were ineffective in
creating significant change. For example, daily phone‐calls to the Department of Immigration
were made to challenge government officials about why a specific child in immigration
detention was not allowed to go to school in the community. In this instance, persistent loud
advocacy resulted in the child being allowed to attend a local school in the community.
Pressure on the Department was enough to achieve a positive outcome for this particular
child, however it did not result in a bigger policy change.

Some activists engaged in fearless advocacy and participated in civil disobedience57 by
smuggling mobile phones, video cameras and food into immigration detention centres. For
example, the Four Corners Program on Shayan Bedraie was the result of an activist smuggling
in a video camera in Villawood. This was a powerful way to show Australia the harm that
immigration detention causes to children and helped to build the movement. It triggered
widespread feelings of outrage that Australia could treat children in this manner. Similarly,
ChilOut smuggled the photo identifications of babies held in Villawood which were placed on
the front page of the Sydney Morning Herald. This gained much media attention and public
sympathy and was one of many contributing events which created pressure on Prime Minister
Howard to release children in immigration detention.

When the Australian refugee advocacy movement engaged in planned and thoughtful
fearless advocacy which captured media headlines, and which caused no injuries to people,
then this strategy was successful in mobilising the movement. Some of the most powerful
stories central to the movement’s identity related to colourful examples of fearless advocacy.
57
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However, when fearless advocacy encouraged violent and destructive behaviour such as
when detainees were incited to riot, then the public, media, government and others in the
movement were critical of the behaviour and there was less success in mobilising the
movement.

Loud and fearless advocacy led to mistrust and battlelines between the government and the
refugee advocacy movement. One former senior minister, for example, revealed that it was
difficult to engage with activists if they had a press conference before or after a meeting, or
participated in protests. Loud and fearless advocacy created ‘us versus them’ divisions in
which both sides found it difficult to back down and reach a compromise.

A combination of quiet, loud and fearless advocacy worked well. An appropriate quiet word
in the ear of a politician, a rally to garner public support and civil disobedience to achieve a
headline were all successfully used by ChilOut and the overall movement.

Playing to strengths enabled refugee activists to engage in one type of advocacy over another
according to an individual or group’s expertise. For example, doctors had expert knowledge
which provided them with credibility and legitimacy. They played a significant role in
highlighting the plight of children in immigration detention. Although lawyers had much skill
in bringing legal challenges, many were also adept at public speaking and engaging with the
media. Bringing lawyers out of the courtroom was useful because they could bring rational,
objective and reasonable arguments to the table.

Sometimes a single issue was more likely to resonate with the public and the government.
For instance, ChilOut’s platform revolved around ordinary middle‐class people protesting
about children in immigration detention. By being mainstream, ChilOut’s message resonated
strongly with the public and some politicians because ChilOut was considered a
representative voice in the debate.
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Individuals and groups also had to decide whether to work within or from outside the
system.58 Developing a positive and trusting relationship with the government provided an
opportunity to make changes within the system. For instance, a migration agent highlighted
how a positive reputation and a trusting relationship with the government resulted in being
asked to assess children’s asylum claims on Nauru. This enabled the migration agent to
ensure that procedures were being followed and decisions were made properly. Another
interviewee told a story about a mole on the inside who provided important and useful
documents. Others highlighted how being a whistle‐blower led to revelations that advanced
the movement.59

Doctors were sometimes morally conflicted as to whether to try and create change for
children in immigration detention by working with the Department of Immigration or on the
outside such as by collaborating with lawyers. Working within the system provided an
opportunity to voice expert opinion, make recommendations, engage in discussion with the
government, and indirectly influence policy regarding children in immigration detention. In
contrast, many doctors felt a strong moral obligation to seek change from outside the system
because they did not want to be condoning the government’s actions.

Another dilemma faced by the refugee advocacy movement was whether it was more
important to seek individual outcomes or broader reform for children in immigration
detention. As discussed at length already, the Australian political and legal environment has
been extremely challenging for lawyers to achieve broader legal reform for children in
immigration detention because of government intransigence. Organisations and activists also
faced this dilemma and their approach varied. For example, some doctors aimed to achieve
individual outcomes by focusing on the health of detained children; whereas others aimed to
achieve broader reform by writing powerful articles about the general plight of children in
immigration detention to shift public attitudes.
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Effort is under‐researched in literature despite its important role as a general strategy.60 It
reflects the relentless determination, perseverance and commitment which was needed to
create legal and social change for children in immigration detention. More specifically, the
refugee advocacy movement put increasing effort over time into making submissions to
tabled Bills despite its largely unsuccessful efforts in influencing policy. The refugee advocacy
movement has generally put in much effort because it enabled members to engage with the
legislative process even when a successful policy outcome could not be achieved.

The final two strategies were only identified in the ChilOut interview data and therefore may
not be representative of strategies used by the broader movement but are still important to
evaluate because of their potential.

Over its lifespan, ChilOut grew from an ad hoc

organisation to a formal organisation.61 During its early years, equality, independence and
initiative were the driving factors. Members had considerable freedom of action and were
supported in their efforts by colleagues. Campaigns were sometimes spontaneous, bold and
impressive. Members were not always restricted by funding concerns because they would
finance their own activities. ChilOut members also developed strong friendships and deep
bonds. However, many interviewees felt members were too emotionally involved because
the lines between work and home were blurred. The personal cost to some members was
high with burnout, marriage breakdowns and neglect of children.

As the years progressed, ChilOut became more formalised with a structured board and a paid
director. Campaigns overall were more strategic and better planned. There was greater
collaboration and strategic planning with other groups in the sector. But with a more formal
organisation, there were also restrictions.

Members lost their freedom as campaigns

required the board’s approval. This led to much frustration amongst some members who had
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good ideas but were unable to implement them. Sometimes sourcing funding had to be
prioritised over advocacy.

The refugee advocacy movement might have greater success when it involves a mix of formal
and informal organisational designs. Those that are more structured provide stability to the
movement and enable members to engage in strategic advocacy within their own
organisations and with other groups in the refugee sector. However, more ad hoc and
informal members breathe life into the refugee advocacy movement because they have the
freedom and independence to pursue creative and innovative ideas.

ChilOut was a relatively unique organisation by including youth ambassadors.62 The Youth
Ambassador Program was specially designed to give youth (18–25 years, most of them from
a refugee or migrant background) the opportunity to engage with the community, media and
politicians. It was an effective way to influence people with opposing views. The Youth
Ambassadors were very active in visiting schools to try and influence children, teachers and
parents. They also went to churches and spoke at broader ChilOut events. The Program was
also important in creating the next generation of activists.

F

Final comments

This research proposes the integrated legal mobilisation framework which builds on the
previous work of McCann, movement liberalism and the broader socio‐legal literature.
Evidence from case law; qualitative interview analysis of capabilities and practical grassroots
strategies; and quantitative analysis of submissions to tabled Bills were triangulated. Results
suggest that capabilities and practical grassroots strategies in the framework can be
consistently found across the broader sample and within a specific advocacy group. The
capabilities provide key insights into how resources are harnessed to build the movement,
shift public opinion and influence politicians in a harsh political and legal environment. The
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practical grassroots strategies add specific detail on how the capabilities are operationalised.
Together, the case law, capabilities and strategies provide a comprehensive understanding of
the refugee advocacy movement’s triumph in overcoming hurdles and great adversity to help
secure the release of children in immigration detention.

In line with McCann’s approach, my analysis shows how litigation and legal rights discourse
are potential foundation stones for building the movement but seldom work alone. Success
in the courtroom has been rare and broader reforms to the immigration detention regime
have not been achieved. My analysis also provides support for a broad view of movement
liberalism. It was only when the ‘the ducks were lined up’ in terms of a strong movement,
some litigation success, grassroots advocacy, elite support, public support and some political
backing that the government capitulated in releasing all children from immigration detention.
Yet the movement needs to maintain vigilance. History has repeated itself once already and
it may do so again. Thus, legal reform remains the next big challenge.

Overall, this research may help the refugee advocacy movement continue the fight for an
Australia that embraces its values as a fair and just nation; and commits to its global
responsibility in the protection of children seeking asylum. More generally, the integrated
legal mobilisation framework may influence refugee advocacy movements across the world
to achieve their goals — but this story remains to be told.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Below is a selection of questions typifying what I used in my interviews.
ChilOut (Children Out of Detention):
1. Background information:
 Can you tell me a bit about the history of ChilOut?
 What are its goals and purpose?
 When did it form and what was the reason ChilOut was created?
 What is your role, responsibilities, duties with ChilOut?
2. Expectations, strategies, tactics and outcomes
 What strategies and tactics does ChilOut use:
a. to promote public awareness about children in detention?
b. to place pressure on politicians to address the issue of children in detention?
c. to influence policy, contribute to policy development and create policy reform?
d. to influence law?
 What types of legal action have ChilOut been involved in?
 Which campaigns of ChilOut have been the most effective and successful?
 What aspects of governance work well for ChilOut and which aspects could be
improved?
For each of the above questions, I will also ask the following:




What are the outcomes?
What strategies do you perceive to be the most effective and successful?
Why?

3. Politicians
 What interactions does ChilOut have with politicians? How do they engage with
politicians?
 What tactics does ChilOut use to pressure politicians? Have they been successful?
 What does ChilOut do to influence politicians’ attitudes towards children in
detention? Have they been successful?
 What is ChilOut relationship with politicians from Labor, Liberal and Greens?
 In your opinion, do politicians listen to ChilOut? Does your voice count? Why or why
not?
 Do you believe that ChilOut are able to influence politicians’ actions and behaviour?
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4. Vigilance
 What is ChilOut doing to maintain vigilance to ensure that future children are not sent
to onshore or offshore detention?
 What strategies or tactics are used? How effective are these strategies and tactics?
 What are the key challenges facing ChilOut in trying to maintain vigilance?
5. Personal opinions, beliefs, views
 Would you like to share any personal opinions or views about the extent to which
ChilOut influence law, policies and attitudes towards children in detention?
 What are your personal opinions about whether policy reform towards children in
detention can be achieved?
 How would you rate ChilOut’s effectiveness?
 What could ChilOut do to achieve better outcomes?
 What is the long term vision of ChilOut?
6. Conclusion
 Are there any other insights that you wish to add about ChilOut or otherwise?
 Is there any other information that you think may be relevant to my research?
 Are there any questions that you would like to ask me?
 I will provide you a report of the research finding at the completion of the study.

Community Activists
1. Background information:





Can you tell me a bit about yourself?
What made you interested in becoming a community activist for asylum seekers and
refugees?
Where do you work?
Have you worked for a community action group? What was your role, responsibilities
and duties?

2. Expectations, strategies, tactics and outcomes:
 What strategies and tactics do you use as a community activist:
a. to promote public awareness about children in detention?
b. to place pressure on politicians to address the issue of children in detention?
c. to influence policy, contribute to policy development and create policy reform?
d. to influence law for children in detention?
e. to influence attitudes towards children in detention?
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For each of the above questions, I will also ask the following:




What are the outcomes?
What strategies do you perceive to be the most effective and successful?
Why?

3. Politicians:
 What activities do you engage in as a community activist to pressure politicians to take
a stance against children in detention? Have these activities been successful?
 What activities do you engage in as a community activist to influence politicians’
attitudes towards children in detention?
 In your opinion, do politicians listen to community activists? Does your voice count?
Why or why not?
 What interactions do you as a community activist have with politicians? How do you
engage with politicians regarding children in detention?
 Do you believe that community activists are able to influence politicians’ actions and
behaviour regarding children in detention?
4. Personal opinions, beliefs, views
 Would you like to share any personal opinions or views about the extent to which
community activists influence law, policies and attitudes towards children in
detention?
 What are your personal opinions about whether policy reform towards children in
detention can be achieved through the work of community activists and/or
community action groups?
 What could community activists and/or community action groups do to achieve better
outcomes for children in detention?
5. Conclusion
 Are there any other insights that you wish to add about community activists and/or
community action groups or otherwise?
 Is there any other information that you think may be relevant to my research?
 Are there any questions that you would like to ask me?
 I will provide you a report of the research finding at the completion of the study.
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Politicians, former politicians and/or policy makers:
1. Background information:
 Can you tell me a bit about yourself?
 What role do you play or have played in connection with asylum seeking children in
detention?
 What interactions have you had with community action groups interested in children
in detention?
2. Expectations, strategies, tactics and outcomes:
 What strategies and tactics are used by community action groups:
a. to promote public awareness about children in detention?
b. to place pressure on politicians to address the issue of children in detention?
c. to influence policy, policy development and policy reform?
d. to influence law? Do you think community action groups can influence laws
surrounding children in detention?
e. to influence attitudes towards children in detention? Do you think community
action groups can influence politicians’ attitudes towards children in detention?
 What interactions have you had with community action groups? Have you had any
interactions with ChilOut? How do they engage with politicians?
 Do you think that community action groups are successful in engaging with
politicians?
 What type of relationship do politicians from the major political parties (Labor, Liberal
or Greens) have with community action groups? Is it amicable and friendly or
antagonistic?
 In your opinion, do politicians listen to community action groups? Does their voice
regarding children in detention count? Why or why not?
 Do you believe that community action groups focused on children in detention can
influence politicians’ actions and behaviour?
 Do you believe that community action groups can influence laws, policies and
attitudes towards asylum seeking children in detention?
3. Vigilance
 What do you think that community action groups can do to maintain vigilance to
ensure that future children are not sent to onshore or offshore detention?
 What are the key challenges facing community action groups in trying to maintain
vigilance regarding children in detention?
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4. Personal opinions, beliefs, views
 Would you like to share any personal opinions or views about the extent to which
community action groups can influence law, policies and attitudes towards children in
detention?
 What are your personal opinions about whether policy reform towards children in
detention can be achieved?
 What could community action groups do to achieve better outcomes for children in
detention?
5. Conclusion
 Are there any other insights that you wish to add about community action groups or
otherwise?
 Is there any other information that you think may be relevant to my research?
 Are there any questions that you would like to ask me?
 I will provide you a report of the research finding at the completion of the study.
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APPENDIX B
SUBMISSIONS TO TABLED BILLS
Date Bill
Introduced

Bill/Act

Opposition/Support
of Bill

No

Outcome of
Bill

March 2002

Migration Legislation
Amendment Bill (No. 1) 2002

Opposition

12

Unsuccessful

July 2002

Migration Legislation
Amendment (Procedural
Fairness) Act 2002

16

Successful

May 2003

Migration Legislation
Amendment (Further Border
Protection Measures) Bill 2002
[No. 2]

Opposition

45

Unsuccessful

Nov 2005

Migration Litigation Reform Opposition
Act 2005

25

Successful

May 2006

Migration Amendment
(Designated Unauthorised
Arrivals) Bill 2006

Opposition

137

Unsuccessful

Sept 2009

Migration Amendment
(Complementary Protection)
Bill 2009

Support

36

Unsuccessful

May 2010

Anti‐People Smuggling and
Other Measures Act 2010

Opposition
support

Sept 2010

Migration Amendment
(Immigration Detention
Reform) Bill 2009 [2010]

Support

53

Unsuccessful

June 2011

Migration Amendment
(Strengthening the Character
Test and other Provisions) Act
2011
Migration Amendment
(Detention, Reform and
Procedural Fairness) Bill 2010

Opposition

32

Successful

Support

32

Unsuccessful

June 2011

& 29

Successful
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Nov 2011

Deterring People Smuggling
Act 2011

Opposition

23

Successful

Nov 2011

Crimes Amendment (Fairness
for Minors) Bill 2011

Support

21

Unsuccessful

Feb 2012

Migration Amendment
(Removal of Mandatory
Minimum Penalties) Bill 2012

Support

20

Unsuccessful

Aug 2012

Migration Legislation
Amendment (Regional
Processing and Other
Measures) Act 2012

Opposition

10

Successful

Sept 2012

Migration Amendment (Health
Care for Asylum Seekers) Bill
2012

Support

20

Unsuccessful

Oct 2012

Security Legislation
Amendment (Review of
Security Assessments) Bill 2012

Support

20

Unsuccessful

June 2013

Migration Amendment
(Unauthorised Maritime
Arrivals and Other Measures)
Act 2013

Opposition

36

Successful

Dec 2013

Migration Amendment
(Regaining Control Over
Australia's Protection
Obligations) Bill 2013

Opposition

30

Unsuccessful

May 2014

Migration Amendment Act
2014

Opposition

12

Successful

June 2014

Migration Amendment
(Protecting Babies Born in
Australia) Bill 2014

Support

6

Unsuccessful

July 2014

Guardian for Unaccompanied
Children Bill 2014

Support

14

Unsuccessful
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Sept 2014

Migration Amendment Act
(No. 1) 2014

Opposition

5

Successful

Oct 2014

Migration Amendment
(Australian Citizenship and
Other Legislation Amendment
Bill 2014

Opposition

14

Unsuccessful

Dec 2014

Migration and Maritime
Powers Legislation
Amendment (Resolving the
Asylum Legacy Caseload) Act
2014

Opposition

243

Successful

Dec 2014

Migration Amendment
(Character and General Visa
Cancellation) Act 2014

Opposition

14

Successful

Feb 2015

Migration Amendment
(Maintaining the Good Order
of Immigration Detention
Facilities) Bill 2015

Opposition

187

Unsuccessful

April 2015

Migration Amendment
(Protection and Other
Measures) Act 2015

Opposition

18

Successful

May 2015

Australian Border Force Act, Opposition
2015

18

Successful

July 2015

Tribunals Amalgamation Act
2015

Opposition

10

Successful

Sept 2015

Migration and Maritime Powers Opposition
Amendment Bill (No 1) 2015
Opposition
Migration Amendment
(Complementary Protection
and Other Measures) Bill 2015

7

Unsuccessful

20

Unsuccessful

84

Unsuccessful

Oct 2015

Nov 2016

Migration Legislation
Amendment (Regional
Processing Cohort) Bill 2016
Provision

Opposition
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Dec 2016

Migration Legislation
Amendment (Code of
Procedure Harmonisation) Bill
2016

Opposition

4

Unsuccessful

Feb 2017

Migration Amendment (Visa
Revalidation and Other
Measures) Bill 2016

Opposition

6

Unsuccessful

Feb 2017

Migration Amendment
(Character Cancellation
Consequential Provisions) Act
2016

Opposition

7

Successful

April 2017

Customs and Other Legislation Opposition
Amendment Act 2017

5

Successful

Sept 2017

Migration Amendment
(Prohibiting Items in
Immigration Detention
Facilities) Bill 2017

Opposition

82

Unsuccessful

Oct 2017

Australian Border Force
Amendment (Protected
Information) Act 2017

Support

13

Successful

Feb 2018

Migration Amendment
(Clarification of Jurisdiction)
Bill 2018

Opposition

11

Unsuccessful

June 2018

Migration (Validation of Port
Appointment) Bill 2018

Opposition

16

Unsuccessful

October
2018

Migration Amendment
(Strengthening the Character
Test) Bill 2018

Opposition

17

Unsuccessful
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